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ABSTRACT 

The potential benefits and relative merits of four alternate emergency core coolant 
(ECC) injection concepts are investigated in the Semi scale Mod-I system. The major 
controlling thermal-hydraulic phenomena associated with the effectiveness of each alternate 
ECC injection concept are also examined. The principal means used to evaluate the various 
concepts is a comparative analysis of experimental data for a given concept (from Test 
Series 5) with data from a baseline cold leg ECC injection test (Test S-04-6), run as part of a 
prior test series, and with data from other tests in the alternate ECC injection test series. As 
a result of this investigation conclusions pertaining to the effectiveness of the different 
concepts in the Semiscale Mod-I system are reached, and the relative merits of the concepts 
are identified. 
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SUMMARY 

The potential benefits and relative merits of four alternate emergency core coolant 
(ECC) injection concepts were investigated in the Semiscale Mod-1 system, in the context of 
a 200% double-ended cold leg break, to determine if improvements in cooling effectiveness 
could be made relative to that provided by cold leg ECC injection. The major controlling 
thermal-hydraulic phenomena associated with the effectiveness of each of the alternate ECC 
injection concepts were also identified. 

The experimental investigation was performed under the auspices of the ~emiscale 
Mod-1 Program which is conducted by EG&G Idaho, Inc. as part of the overall U.S. Nuclear 
I<.eguJatory Commission (NRC) and Energy Research aml D~::velu!Jutcut Adtnlnlstration 
sp~nsored research and development program to investigate the behavior of the pre'ssurized 
water reactor (PWR) system during a hypothesized loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The 
Serniscale Mod-1 tests are performed with a nonnuclear experimental system which 
simulates the principal physical features of a commercial nuclear plant but which is much 
smaller in volume. Nuclear heating is simulated in the tests by an electrically heated core 
contained in a pressure vessel. The pressure vessel also includes a downcomer, lower plenum, 
and upper plenum. The system piping is arranged in a 1-1/2 loop configuration with the 
intact loop containing an active steam generator and pump, and with the broken loop 
containing passive simulators for the steam generator and pump. 

The first alternate ECC injection concept investigated was that of ECC injection in the 
vessel lower plenum. This concept proved to be the most effective injection scheme 
investigated in the Mod-1 system. Lower plenum injection eliminated the hot wall delay and 
the ECC bypass caused by countercurrent flow. The concept was effective primarily because 
it resulted in rapid lower plenum refill causing reflood to start while the system pressure was 
high ( 170 psig). The high pressure reflood resulted in effective core cooling accompanied by 
significant steam generation, which maintained the hi~ system pressure. The conditions 
that produced effective core cooling were, therefore, self-sustaining and the entire core was 
quenched by 52 sec after rupture. The concept as used in the Semiscale Mod-1 system had 
the disadvantage that rupture of the injection line represents a serious LOCA. However, 
careful design of the ECC piping could eliminate this problem. 

The second concept investigated employed ECC accumulator injection inlu lhe uppt:r 
plenum and accumulator and pumped ECC injection into the cold legs. With lhis cuncepl, 
good core cooling effectiveness resulted primarily from upper plenum ECC fluid being swept 
into the core by negative intact loop and core flows. The negative flows were strongly 
related to condensation in the downcomer inlet annulus due lo the pr~::sence of subcooled 
ECC fluid injected in the cold leg. This cooling mechanism caused the core to quench 
predominantly from the top downward. The investigation of injection rate as an operating 
parameter in this concept led to the conclusion that core cooling effectiveness was not 
strongly related to upper plenum injection rate over the range tested. The absence of a 
strong relationship between upper plenum accumulator injection rate and core cooling 
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effectiveness occurred because, for the vessel injection rates studied, penetration of the core 
by ECC injected into the upper plenum was largely controlled by the condensation process 
in the downcomer inlet annulus rather than by a supply mechanism in the upper plenum. 

The third alternate ECC concept investigated used cold leg injection, but provided 
upper plenum venting through a bypass line which led from the broken ioop hot side piping 
to the broken loop cold side piping just outside the vessel. This concept resulted in 
improved cooling during both the blowdown and reflood portions of the experiment. Good 
cooling during blowdown occurred because the vent line reduced the negative core flow 
allowing liquid to be retained in the lower plenum and subsequently delivered to the core. 
The good core cooling during reflood was due to the hot side venting action which led to 
reduced cold leg ECC bypass and rapid reflood. 

The fourth concept investigated utilized ECC injection into the pump suction leg. The 
investigation of this concept showed that, with pump suction ECC injection, the core 
cooling effectiveness depends on a complex relationship between the developed pump head 
and the condensation potential of a particular ECC injection rate. Within this context, the 
relationship between pump flow capacity, ECC injection rate, and the geometry of the 'U' 
shaped pump suction seal can strongly influence the system behavior. The limited range of .·. 
testing supported by an analytical study indicated that, because of the complex relation 
discussed above, successful application of this concept may be limited to a narrow operating 
range. Consequently, in the absence of a substantial testing and development program with 
larger scales, it would be difficult to develop any confidence in ~his concepL 

Within the general context of upper plenum injection, a separate and indepenqent 
study was conducted on upper plenum low pressure injection system (LPIS) injection. Since 
this injection scheme is used exclusively on two-loop reactors, a larger scaled break area, 
representative of that for a 200% cold leg break in a two-loop plant, was used in the 
investigation of this concept. Therefore, the results from this investigation are not directly 
comparable with other concepts examined in this series. Nevertheless, some significant 
observations can be made relative to the system hydraulic behavior and core thermal 
response with upper plenurri LPIS injection. The study showed that upper plenum LPIS 
injection results in strong multidimensional core cooling and quenching behavior. The 
relatively small injection rate and the large negative core flows early in the transient resulted 
in rapid top down cooling and quenching of a sector of the core immediately below the 
injection location. The top down cooling and quenching of the side of the core opposite the 
injection location was relatively ineffective as there was no strong driving mechanism to 
carry fluid into that sector of the core. The results of this experimental investigation are 
difficult to interpret as they relate to a PWR. With the large core flow area of a PWR and the 
increased potential for flow channeling, there is the possibility that LPIS t1uid could flow 
through the core ·and fill the lower plenum, which would contribute to bottom flooding of 
the majority of the core as opposed to the top downward quenching process observed in the 
Serniscale tests. 

The conclusions reached concerning each of the above described alternate ECC 
injection concepts relate specifically to the Semiscale Mod-I system. The one-dimensional 
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characteristics of the Mod-1 system, as well as a number of other factors unique to 
Semiscale, preclude a defmitive assessment of the specific benefit in terms of temperature or 
power for a given concept in a full sized PWR. Nevertheless, these factors appear unlikely to 
alter the broad picture of the relative merits of the various concepts. 
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INVESTIGATION OF ALTERNATE ECC INJECTION CONCEPTS 

J> 

IN THE SEMISCALE MOD-1 SYSTEM 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the unlikely event of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) in a pressurized water 
reactor (PWR) various emergency core coolant (ECC) injection systems are activated in 
order to remove decay heat from the core so that the consequences of such an accident are 
minimal. The injection location commonly employed in American made PWRs is in the cold· 
leg between the pump discharge and the vessel inlet annulus. Coolant injected at this 
location must penetrate the downcomer and fill the lower plenum before it can become 
effective in removing energy from the core. Even after the coolant initially enters the core, 
complex thermal-hydraulic interactions can impede its further progress into the core and 
reduce its cooling effectiveness. In view of these limitations, the investigation of other 
possible injection locations appears worthwhile to d~termine whether improvements can be 
made. Considerable international effort has been expended in the analysis of alternate ECC 
injection concepts, but heretofore no single investigation has combined an overview analysis 
of the effectiveness of several concepts in a single system. The major objectives of the 
present work are: 

(1) To investigate the potential benefits and relative merits of 
various alternate ECC injection concepts in a single system, 
particularly those concepts proposed by vendors and those under 
consideration for the Loss-of-Fluid Test (LOFT) Program [ 1 l 

(2) To examine the major controlling thermal-hydraulic phenomena 
associated with "the effectiveness of the various alternate ECC 
injection concepts. 

The investigation undertaken to accomplish these objectives was performed in the 
Serniscale Mod-I Program. This program, conducted by EG&G Idaho, Inc. is part of the 
overall U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and Energy Research and Development 
Administration sponsored research and development program to investigate the behavior of 
the pressurized water reactor system during a hypothesized LOCA. The Semiscale Mod-I 
Program is a major contributor of experimental data that provide a means of evaluating the 
adequacy of overall system analytical models as well as models of the individual system 
components. 

The experimental investigation of various alternate ECC injection concepts was 
conducted in the Semiscale Mod-I system which simulates the principal physical features of 
a nuclear plant, but which is much smaller in volume. Nuclear heating is simulated by a core 
composed of an array of electrically heated rods. The core is contained in a pressure vessel 



which also includes a downcomer, a lower plenum, and an upper plenum. The system piping 
is arranged in a 1-1/2 loop configuration with the intact loop containin~ an active steam 
generator and pump, and the broken loop containing passive simulators for the steam 
generator and pump. 

In the work presented herein, four major alternate ECC injection concepts were 
investigated in the context of a 200% double-ended cold leg break. The first concept was 
that of ECC injection in the vessel lower plenum. This concept had the potential for 
eliminating any delays associated with ECC penetration of the downcomer and, therefore, 
provided the possibility of effective core cooling very early in the transient. The second 
concept employed combined ECC injection into both the upper plenum and the cold legs. 
This concept offered the possibility that the added upper plenum injection would provide 
additional coolant to the core, and possibly act as a condensation sink in tht: upper plenum 
to reduce steam binding effects associated with bottom reflooding. The third alternate ECC 
concept used cold leg injection but provided upper plenum venting through a bypass line 
which led from the broken loop hot side piping to the broken loop cold side piping just 
outside the vessel. The vent line offered the advantage of improved steam flow out of the 
upper plenum region, thereby increasing the rate of core cooling by reducing the resistance 
to bottom flooding. The fourth and final concept utilized ECC injection into the pump 
suction leg. In this case, the pump could provide .a dtiving force to aid delivery of ECC to 
the core, and the ECC injection could reduce steam binding by condensing high velocity 
steam before it reached the largest potential hydraulic resistance in tl;le system, the pump. 

The results of the alternate ECC injection tests performed 'in the Semiscale Mod-I 
system cannot be applied directly to a PWR due to the large difference in physical scale and 
the scaling compromises present in the Mod-1 system. However, the results can be used 
meaningfully in evaluating the overall effectiveness and relative. ments of each alternate ECC 
injt:ction conrept invt:stigatt:d. 

The overall effectiveness and relative merits of each of the alternate ECC injection 
concepts under investigation are discussed in the main text of this report, along with the 
major causal phenomena and, where possible, parametric trends within a given concept. The 
Appendixes contain detaiied discussions of each concept, the observed causal phenomena, 
and related system secondary behavior. 

Section II of this report presents a description of the Semiscale Mod-I system and the 
various ECC injection configurations used to represent the alternate ECC injection concepts 
under investigation. It also includes a test plan by which the various concepts were 
evaluated. Section III discusses the analysis results as they relate to the relative effectiveness 
of the various concepts, and Section IV presents the major conclusions drawn from the 
analysis. 
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ll. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 

The Semiscale Mod-1 system was used for the experimental investigation of various 
alternate ECC injection concepts including lower plenum injection, simultaneous upper 
plenum and cold leg injection, cold leg injection with upper plenum venting, and pump 
suction leg injection. The investigation was conducted ·by means of a series of integral 
blowdown-reflood tests in which the initial conditions were maintained essentially theA.same 
but the ECC injection parameters were varied, or system modifications were made, to 
represent the various injection concepts. In each case a 200% double-ended cold leg break 
was employed. With some of the concepts additional tests were conducted to allow the 
variation of an appropriate ECC system parameter, such as injection rate. 

This section presents a description of the system hardware and a plan of the tests 
conducted for the series of tests used to investigate alternate ECC concepts. Since the major 
objective of the investigation was to evaluate the relative effectiveness of various alternate 
ECC injection concepts in the Semiscale Mod-1 system, the system description contains a 
complete discussion of the ECC injection locations and geometries in addition to a general 
description of the major system characteristics. Correspondingly, the test plan provides 
details on the operation of the given concepts, including such factors as accumulator set 
points, fluid volumes, and injection ral~s. 

1. SYSTEM HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

The Semiscale Mod-I test appilratus, shown in Figure 1, is a high pressure system 
consisting of a pressure vessel with simulated reactor internals (downcomer, lower plenum, 
electrically heated core region, and upper plenum); and intact loop which is a volume scaled 
model of three loops of a commercial four-loop PWR with a tube and shell heat exchanger, 
active circulating pump, ·and pressurizer; a broken loop with rupture diaphragm assemblies, 
simulated steam generator, and simulated pump; a pressure suppression system with a 
91.7-ft3 suppression tank and header; and simulated ECC injection systems with 
accumulators and injection pumps which can be arranged to inject at different locations to 
allow the investigation of the various alternate ECC injection concepts. The system water 
volume is approximately 7.8 n3 which represents a volume scaling of approximately 1/1500 
relative to a PWR. Detailed descriptions of the system components, including volumes and 
flow resistances, are contained in Reference 2. 

Measurements taken in the Semiscale system include volumetric flow rates; material 
temperatures, fluid temperatures, pressure drops, pressures, and fluid densities. Thermo
couples were used for the material and fluid temperatures. The differential pressure drop 
measurements were made with calibrated differential pressure transducers. The volumetric 
flow rates were obtained with full flow turbine flowmeters, and the fluid densities were 
obtained with vertical and horizontal oriented single-beam gamma densitometers and dual 
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beam gamma densitometers. Core measurements taken included heater rod cladding 
temperatures, core voltage, power, current, fluid temperature, inlet flow, and inlet density. 
The total expected error in each type of measurement is identified in R~ft::n::uce 2. 

In the context of the experimental investigation of the effectiveness of alternate ECC 
injection concepts, both the Semiscale Mod-1 ECC injection systems and the electrically 
heated core are of special importance. The ECC injection syslt:ms are important because it is 
through the use of these systems that the \1lrious alternate ECC injection concepts were 
represented in the Mod-1 system. The electrically heated core is important because the core 
thermal response is the major variable by which the effectiveness of an alternate ECC 
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injection concept was assessed. Furthermore, details of the core, such as the existence of 
unpowered rods, have the potential for influencing the core thermal response. The following 
section briefly describes the Semiscale Mod-I ECC injection systems and then outlines the 
ways in which these systems were used to represent the various alternate ECC injection 
concepts, giving details of the various injection geometries. The subsequent section describes 
the Semiscale Mod-I core simulation. 

1.1 ECC Injection Systems and Geometries 

The ECC injection system includes three types of injection subsystems: the 
compressed nitrogen-water accumulator subsystem, and the low pressure injection and high 
pressure injection pump subsystems. The ECC system irijection locations were systemat
ically changed among the tests to provide lower plenum injection, simultaneous upper 
plenum and cold leg injection, cold leg injection with a vent line, and pump suction leg 
injection. The system and vessel injection locations are shown in Figure 2 along with the 
vent line connection points between the broken loop hot and cold legs. The following 
paragraphs present details of the various injection geometri~s for the different concepts 
investigated. 

In the investigation of lower plenum ECC injection, all the employed ECC systems 
injected into the lower plenum through a nozzle located 1.72 in. below the bottom of the 
core barrel. The schematic drawing in Figure 3 shows the injection location and the 
geometric characteristics of the nozzle. To mitigate the potential for ECC to inject directly 
into the core, the nozzle design was such that when the nozzle was mounted in the 
horizontal position, it injected ECC downward toward the bottom of the lower plenum. 

The upper plenum ECC injection investigation involved two different injection· 
concepts. In the first, ECC from the vessel accumulator was injected into the upper plenum 
simultaneously with intact and broken loop cold leg ECC injection. In the second concept, 
ECC was again injected into the intact and broken loop cold legs, but in this case ECC from 
the LPIS was pumped into the upper plenum. The upper plenum injection nozzle location 
and geometry were identical for both concepts investigated. Figure 4 shows the upper 
plenum ECC injection nozzle location relative to the core heater rods as well as the axial and 
azimuthal locations on the vessel. The ECC injection location was 13.5 in. aboye the cold leg 
centerline and the nozzle was mounted horizontally so that the ECC impinged directly on 
the upper plenum heater rod extensions. 

In the investigation of cold leg injection with upper plenum venting, a vent line 
between the broken loop hot and cold legs was utilized. Figure 5 is a schematic showing the 
location of the Semiscale vent line. Although this configuration is not intended to simulate a 
PWR with upper plenum venting, the vent line resistance (R') was core area scaled to give an 
equivalent resistance approximating that of a PWR vent system. In addition to a control 
valve in the line to set the desired effective vent line resistance, a check valve was also 
included to prevent flow from the broken loop cold leg to the broken loop hot leg under 
pretest operating conditions when the pressure in the inlet annulus exceeded the pressure in 
the upper plenum. 
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For the investigation of pump suction leg ECC injection, ECC was injected into the 
intact loop pump suction leg at the location shown in Figure 6. In one of the experimental 
investigations all ECC systems injected into the pump suction leg location. However, in two 
subsequent investigations the LPIS was moved to the intact loop cold Jeg injection location 
to assess the effect of the LPIS injection location on the overall effectiveness of this 
concept. In each of the experimental investigations, ECC was not injected into the broken 
loop pump suction but instead injected into the cold leg injection location downstream of 
the simulated pump discharge. The decision not to inject into the broken loop pump suction 
was based on the fact that the broken loop pump simulator would behave differently than 
an active pump and, therefore, would produce hydraulic behavior atypical of that expected 
to occur in a PWR. 

Steam generator 

Accumulator 

SpoolS 

A-A 

INEL-A-4524 

Fig. 6 Semiscale pump suction injection location. 

1.2 · Semiscale Mod-1 Core 

The core simulator in' the Semiscale system consists of 40 electrically heated rods of 
typical PWR fuel rod diameter (0.422 in.) and axial power peaking (1.58). Figure 7 shows 
the Semiscale heater rod internals, and a detailed description of the general construction of 
the rod is contained in Reference 2. The overall length of the rod is about 207 in., and the 
bottom of the 5.5-ft electrically heated core is about 143 in. below the vessel cold leg 
centerline as shown in Figure 8. The rods extend from the bottom of the heated core to the 
upper plenum and pass out through the vessel upper head. 

The 40 heater rods are positioned and held in the core with 10 grid spacers which 
maintain the heaters on a typical PWR pitch (0.563 in.). Figure 9 shows a plan view of the 
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Fig. 9 Vessel cross section and core layout. 

Semiscale vessel and core simulator assembly, and Figure 10 illustrates the heater rod matrix 
and cladding thermocouple locations. The 'heater rods are located within the matrix by 
reference to the row of letters across the top and the column of numbers down the side of 
the matrix. Similarly, the thermocouples are identified by the rod they are on and by their 
elevation above the bottom of the heated length of the core. The thermocouple on Rod OS 
at the 29-in. elevation is thus referred to as TH-05-29; where TH means a core heater 
cladding temperature, DS refers to the rod upon which the thermocouple is located, and 29 
gives the thermocouple elevation in inches above the core bottom. (The arrows in Figure I 0 
indicate thermocouple azimuthal locations.) A heat shield assembly, composed of 0.018-in. 
thick stainless steel, surrounds the rod matrix an~ reduces the core flow area to 7.39 in. 2. 

In the 40-rod core heater bundle only 36 rods were powered. Four rods were 
unpowercd to make the core bundle more representative of a PWR fuel assembly with 
control rod thimbles and instrument tubes. Three of the center heater rods were operated at 
a 5% higher peak power density than the remaining 33 powered rods to also simulate the 
radial power profile near a control rod thimble in a PWR fuel assembly. The normalized 
axial power profile for the rods is illustrated in Figure 11. The low power heater rods had a 
peak power density of 11.5 kW/ft and the three center rods at 5% higher initial power had a 
peak power density of about 12.1 kW /fL A sufficient factor of safety was built into the rods 
to allow for the implementation of a flat radial power profile in the core simulator if 
desired. 
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The principal objective of the test series was to obtain data on the different ECC 
injection schemes from which a comparative analysis could be made to determine the 
relative merits of the different injection concepts. Each _test investigated a particular concept 
which utilized different combinations of F.CC injection locations and rates. Each of the 
tests, utilizing an alternate ECC injection concept, was set up with essentially the same 
prerupture conditions as in an appropriate cold leg injection baseline test (either Test S-04-6 
of Test Series 4[3] or Test S-05-6 of the present test group). T)le transient core power 
control was also maintained constant among the alternate ECC injection tests and the 
baseline tests, and is shown in Figure 12. The electrical power control for the first 20 sec 
following rupture was defined to allow simulation of the thermal response of a nuclear rod 
with the electrical rods, and was determined by l'tnalytically matching t~e surface heat flux 
calculated for a nuclear roo, assuming that both rods were subjected to the same transient 
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Fig. 12 Core power control for the alternate ECC injection tests and the cold leg baseline ECC injection test. 

boundary conditions (obtained from test data). A detailed description of the technique used 
to determine the core power control is contained in Reference 4. The core power decay 
curve aftct 20 ~c is based on the American Nuclear Soeiety (ANS) standard power decay 
curve[S]. With both the initial conditions and the c:ore power conlrol being held essentially 
constant among tests, direct comparisons could be made with utlly the RCC injection 
concepl as a variable. 

One test was conducted to investigate the concept of lower plenum injection. For this 
test (Test S-OS-1 )[61; all the ECC injection systems including the HPIS, accumulator, and 
LPTS injected directly into the Semiscale lower plenum. The ECC volumes and flow rates for 
this test were· nearly Lhe same as for the baseline cold leg injection test ex.;;ept for the 
accumulator volume, which was reduced by an amount to account for the elimination of the 
Semiscale hot walJ delay. This hot wall delay, which is discussed in detail in Reference 7, is 
caused by heat transfer from the downcomer walls which generate steam, increase the 
downcomer fluid quality' and consequently the velocity of negative flow up the downcomer 
during the initial blowdown period. With cold leg ECC injection, the complex interaction 
between ECC and the blowdown fluids together with the steam generated at the downcomer 
walls, prevents ECC fluid from immediately entering the downcomer and results in bypass 
of ECC out the cold leg break, thereby delaying the delivery of water to the lower plenum. 
By reducing the amount of ECC injected into the lower plenum by an amount equal to that 
expected to be bypassed out the cold leg break during ~he baseline test, a direct comparison 
of the lower plenum injection and cold leg injection concepts was possible, since equivalent 
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amounts of ECC were available for cooling the core. When the vessel accumulator water was 
completely discharged in the lower plenum injection test, the nitrogen in the accumulators 
was allowed to flow for about 27 sec as in the baseline cold leg injection test. The test and 
prerupture conditions for the lower plenum injection test and for the other tests in this 
series are given in Table I. 

Tests S-05-3[8) and S-05-4[9) were used to evaluate a second concept in which 
accumulator injection into the upper plenum was combined with ECC injection into the. 
intact and broken loop cold legs. In both tests, injection into the cold legs was initiated at 
the nominal set points for the ECC systems (Table 1), and injection into the upper plenum 
was delayed until a system pressure of about 300 psi was reached to provide for injection 
well into the reflood period. For the first test utilizing upper plenum accumulator injection, 
the vessel accumulator water volume was scaled from a PWR cold leg accumulator water 
volume according to the stored thermal energy content in the metal mass of the upper 
plenum relative to that for a PWR. An injection rate of approximately 16 gpm was selected 
for this test to ensure very little net steam generation during the cooldown of the upper 
plenum structures. In the second upper plenum accumulator injection test the vessel 
accumulator water volume. was the same as that injected into the lower plenum during the 
previously discussed lower plenum injection test. The vessel injection rate in the second test 
was reduced relative to that of the first test to evaluate the effects of differences in injection 
rate on core thermal response and overall system behavior, and to maintain about the same 
total injection period. In both tests in which accumulator ECC was injected into the upper 
plenum, injection was terminated prior to the depletion of the accumulator water. 
Therefore, nitrogen from the accumulators did not inject into the Semiscale upper plenum 
n::gJ.Un. 

To investigate LPIS injection into the upper plenum combined with accumulator 
injection into the cold legs, two tests were conducted. The two tests wen~ necessary because 
upper plenum LPIS injection is normally associated with two-loop PWRs. Since a 200% 
double-ended cold leg break in one loop of a two-loop PWR represents a larger break area 
than a similar break in one loop of a four-loop PWR, the scaled Semiscale break areas for 
this concept are larger than the corresponding break areas scaled from a four-loop PWR. The 
two tests were, therefore, required to separate the effects of the larger break area from the 
effects of LPlS injection into the upper plenum. The first test, Test S-05-6 [ 1 0], employed 
accumulator and LPIS injection into the cold legs and provided baseline data for the 
two-loop representation. The injection locations for this test were identical to those used in 
the baseline test for the four-loop Semiscale representation; however modifications were 
made to the Mod-I system to more closely represent a two-loop PWR. These modifications 
included additional hydraulic resistance in the intact loop, increased break flow area, and 
changes in ECC injection rates and volumes. The second test, designated Test S-05-7[IO] 1 

differed from the first only in that intact and broken loop LPIS was eliminated and instead 
the LPIS injection was into the upper plenum. This change in a single test parameter made 
possible an evaluation of the influence of upper plenum LPIS injection through comparative 
analysis. 

Test S-05-5 [ ll 1 , investigated a concept which combined cold leg ECC injection with 
venting of the upper plenum through the use of a vent line between the broken loop hot and 
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TABLE I 

TEST AND PRERUPTURE CONDITIONS FOR ALTERNATE ECC INJECTION TEST SERIES 

Core power (MW)[a] 

Intact loop cold leg fluid temperature (°F)[a]' 

Hot leg to cold leg temperature differential (°F)[a] 

Steam generator feedwater temperature (<>F) [a] 

Steam generator liquid level (in.)[a,b] 

Pressurizer pressure (psia)[a] 

Pressurizer liquid volume (ft3)[a,c] 

Core flow rate (gpm)[a] 

Pressure suppression system pressure (psia)[a] ' 

Intact/broken loop accumulator injection location 

Liquid volume (ft3) [d] 
Injection rate (gpm) . 
Actuation pressure (psia) 

Intact/broken loop LPIS injection location 

Injection rate (gpm)[d] 
Actuation pressure (psia) 

Intact/broken loop HPIS injection location 

Injection rat~ (gpm)[d] 
.Actuation pressure (psia) 

Vessel accumulator thjection locat.ion 

Liquid volume (ft3) [d] 
Injection rate (gpm) 
Actuation. pressure (psia) 

[a] Prior tp rupture. 
[b] Above bottom of tube sheet. 

Test S-04-6 Test S-05-1 

1.440 

543 

67 

440 

116 

2252 

0. 58 

147 

35 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 

2.83/0.4 
23.0/7.8 
595/600 

Cold leq/ 
Spool 42 

4. I I I. ·15 
200/260 

Co.ld leg/ 
Spool 42 

1.3/0.6 
1800/1800 

Not used 

1.486 

544 

65 

440 

116 

2263 

0.61 

149 

35 

Lower plenum/ 
not used 

2.3 
20.6 

609 

Lower plenum/ 
not used 

4.7 
200 

Lower plenum/ 
not used 

0.5 
1800 

Not used 

[c] Based on average fluid density of 37.4 lbm/ft3. 
[d] Average attained during test. 
[e] Set-point based on elapsed time after rupture (25 sec). 
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Test S-05-2 Test S-05-2A Test S-05-2B Test S-05-3 Test S-05-4 Test S-05-5 T~st S-05-6 Test S-05-7 

1.456 

545 

65. 

440 

116 

2263 

0.54 

146 

35 

Pump suction/ 
Spool 42 

2.9/1.0 
18.8/8.0 
597/600 

Pump suction/ 
Spool 42 

4.7/1..18 
165/130 

Pump suction/ 
Spool 42 

0.6/0.6 
1800/1800 

Not used 

1.453 

543 

68 

437 

11!) 

2263 

0.66 

146 

35 

Pump suction/ 
Spool 42 

2.6/1.1 
24.0/8.0 
597/602 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 

4.7/1.16 
170/130 

Not used/ 
not used 

Not used 

1.454 

542 

68 

445 

115 

2272 

0.67 

144 

. 35 

Pump suction/ 
Spool 42 

2.9/0.9 
25.0/7.0 
596/600 

Cold lP.g/ 
Spool 42 

4.7/1.17 
160/170 

Not used/ 
not used 

Not used 

1.486 

545 

66 

440 

111 

2263 

0.61 

151 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 

2.7/0.2 
23.0/7.5 
594/600 

r.nlrl leg/ 
Spool 42 

4.7/1.17 
165/140 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 

0.9/0.8 
1800/1800 

1 .491 

543 

68 

435 

118 

2266 

0.54 

144 

35 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 

2.7/1.0 
20.5/9.8 
597/597 

r.olrl leg/ 
Spuul 42 

4.7/1.15 
160/110 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 

1.0/0.7 
1800/1800 

Upper .plenum Upper plenum 

2.6 4.4 
8.4 16.0 

300 308 

1.481 

537 

72 

445 

117 

2263 

0.60 

149 

35 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 

2.8/0.5 
24.0/6.0 
600/600 

Cold lea/ 
Spool 42 

4.7/1.16 
170/110 

Not used/ 
not used 

Not used 

1.454 

550 

59 

400 

106 

2263 

0.76 

175 

35 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 

. 
2.9/3.2 

17.8/17.5 
737/720 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 

4.6/1.45 
220/200 

Not used/ 
not used 

Not used 

1.448 

551 

58 

400 

109 

2253 

0.71 

180 

35 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 

2. 9/2.8. 
18.0/20.2 
735/712 

Upper plenum/ 
not used 

Not used/ 
not used 

Not used 



cold legs. Although this vent line was core area scaled from a PWR to give· an equivalent 
resistance approximating a PWR vent system, the Semiscale vent location between the 
broken loop hot and cold legs differed from that of a typical PWR with venting between the 
upper plenum and downcomer inlet annulus. In addition to a control valve to set the desired 
flow resistance, the vent line also included a check valve which permitted flow from the 
broken loop hot leg to the broken loop cold leg to develop when the pressure in the upper 
plenum region exceeded that in the downcomer annulus, but which prevented flow in the 
opposite direction. In Test S-05-5 the cold leg ECC injection was nearly identical to that 
used in the baseline test, allowing a direct assessment of the effect of the vent line on system 
behavior and core thermal response. 

Finally, three tests were conducted to investigate the effectiveness of ECC injection 
into the pump suction leg, with pump speed being the major parameter varied between the 
tests. Two of the tests (Tests S-05-2A and S-05-2B)[ 12] were bounding cases designed to 
evaluate the concept effectiveness at the extreme of expected pump speed profiles. The first 
limiting case (Test S-05-2A) was that of the pump running at essentially the prerupture 
speed throughout the transient, whereas the second limiting case (Test S-05-2B), simulated 
loss of pump power at the time of rupture, followed by pump coastdown to a stop. The 
coastdown pump speed profile of the second case was similar to the calculated coastdown of 
a PWR pump with pump suction injection. The third pump speed profile investigated (Test 
S-05-2)ll3 1, was a pump coastdown to 64% of the initial prerupture pump speed. This 
pump speed profile was the same as that used with other injection concepts and, therefore, 
provided a means for direct comparison where required. Whereas the pump speed profJ.le 
was varied among the tests, the ECC injection rates and volumes remained constant at about 
the same values used in the investigation of cold leg injection alone (Table I). The only 
significant change in the injection parameters among the three pump suction ECC injection 
tests was the LPIS injection location which, as discussed in the previous section, was at the 
pump suction leg in the investigation of one of the pump speed profiles ('fest S-05-2), and 'at 
the intact loop cold leg in the remaining two investigations (Tests S-05-2A and S-05-2B). 
This change in the LPIS injection scheme, while maintaining accumulator ECC injection into 
the pump suction, permitted an assessment of the effect of the LPIS injection location on 
the overall effectiveness of this concept, but did not influence the early system behavior or 
the evaluation of pump b~havior on system response and core cooling effectiveness .. 
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III. ANALYSIS RESULTS 

The following sections present an evaluation of each of the four alternate ECC 
injection concepts investigated in the SemiscaJe Mod-I system. This evaluation was 
accomplished primarily through comparative analysis of experimental results from applica
tion of each alternate ECC injection concept with results acquired for the baseline cold leg 
injection concept. In addition to the comparative analyses, which in some cases involved the 
use of data from more than one test for a given ECC injection concept, analytical studies 
were also conducted using the RELAP4[ l4 1 and FLOOD4[ IS 1 computer codes. The 
analytical studies were made to extend the usefulness of the experimental investigations by 
identifying parametric trends in the test data, and where possible, by predicting the effect of 
changes in important system variables on major system thermai and hydraulic behavior. As a 
result of the testing ·and analysis of the different ECC injection concepts, the major system 
phenomena as well as the potential benefits associated with each concept have been 
identified. In addition, the relative merits of each concept have been defined and an 
ordering of the concepts in terms of their relative effectiveness in the Semiscale test facility 
has been· established. However, since several factors unique to Semiscale may have 
influenced the results, conclusions reached relate specifically to the Semiscale Mod-I system 
and, therefore, care should be exercised in applying these results to a full sized PWR. 

The following sections discuss the overall core cooling effectiveness, the major 
controlling system phenomena which contributed to th.is core cooling, and the relative 
merits and overall effectiveness of (a) lower plenum ECC injection, (b) combined upper 
plenum ECC injection, which includes both accumulator and LPIS upper plenum ECC 
injection concepts, (c) cold leg ECC injection with broken loop hot leg venting, and (d) 
pump suction injection. 

1. LOWER PLENUM ECC INJECTION 

Evaluation of the lower plenum ECC injection concept was accomplished through a 
comparative analysis of experimental results obtained with lower plenum injection relative 
to those obtained with cold leg ECC injection. For the lower plenum ECC injection concept, 
ECC injection rates and volumes were nearly identical to those used for the cold leg ECC 
injection concept except for the accumulator injection volume, which was reduced by an 
amount to account for the elimination of the Semiscale hot wall delay. In this way the 
effect of ECC injection location could be isolated because the injection location was 
effectively the single variable between the two experimental investigations. 

The concept of lower plenum injection offered a means for more direct delivery of 
ECC to the core and is less affected by complex system interactions than are the other injection 
concepts investigated. Specifically, the core cooling effectiveness of the lower plenum 
injection concept is less influenced by hydraulic behavior and system response related to 
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downcomer and loop piping phenomena because of the closeness of the injection point to 
the bottom of the core. Therefore, lower plenum injection 'could result in early delivery of 
ECC to the core because the delay in ECC penetration of the downcomer caused by 
countercurrent flow and downcomer hot wall effects was eliminated. The combination of 
these factors provided the possibility of very early refill of the lower plenum and the 
initiation of early core reflood which could result in effective cooling of the core. 

Despite the potential for good core cooling with lower plenum injection, the 
possibility also existed that adverse system behavior could result in periods of ineffective 
·core cooling. Specifically, the existence of relatively high reverse core flows during the early 
injection period could result in sweepout of ECC from the lower plenum during the lower 
plenum filling process, resulting in poor initial core cooling. Also, when nitrogen injection 
into the lower plenum was initiated (after the vessel accumulator was exhausted), mass 
depletion of the lower plenum and downcomer could occur. Either of these events could 
result in poor core cooling and high heater rod temperatures. 

Each of the described potential advantages and disadvantages were addressed in the 
analysis and evaluation of this ECC injection concept. The following sections discuss the 
core thermal response which occurred in the lower plenum injection test and the sy.stem 
behavior which contributed to the core thermal response characteristics. 

1.1 Core Thermal Response 

Injection of ECC into the lower plenum region of the Semiscale test system resulted in 
an early and rapid quenching of the entire core. The temperature traces in Figure 13 show 
the rapid quenching which occurred on a single rod at three elevations of the core and are 
typical of others throughout the core. With lower plenum injection the entire Semiscale core 
was quenched by 52 sec after rupture. The rod cladding temperatures decreased to below 
the system saturation temperature indicating most of the core was filled with subcooled 
liquid immediately after the core quenching process was completed. In contrast to the rapid 
core quenching that occurred with lower plenum injection, the core hot spot with cold leg 
injection only did not quench until 242 sec after rupture, and one measurement location 
above the core hot spot had not quenched by 300 sec after ruptur~. 

The early and effective core cooling with lower plenum injection appeared to be 
caused by substantial amounts of liquid which were entrained in the positive core flow. The 
existence of entrained liquid in the core flow is indicated in Figure 14 by the early 
quenching of many locations in the upper core regions prior to the quenching of the core 
hot spoL(21- to 31-in. elevations). Furthermore, at about 25 sec after rupture, heat transfer 
coefficients calculated from thermocouple measurements at the 29-in. elevation were 
oscillatory in nature, and peak values in excess of 20 Btu/hr-ft2-°F corresponded to periods 
of positive core flow. The peak magnitudes of the calculated heat transfer coefficients, 
which corresponded to the positive core flow periods, are indicative of dispersed flow heat 
transfer at the 29-in. core elevatio,n, supporting the conclusion that substantial entrainment 
occurred. Appendix· A discusses the details of these heat transfer calculations which were 

·performed as part of the analysis of the lower plenum injection concept. 
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The core thermal response did not appear to be substantially affected by the flow of 
nitrogen in the lower plenum following accumulator exhaustion. The core had entirely 
quenched prior to nitrogen injection into the vessel at about 70 sec after rupture, and the 
increase of about 1 00°F in the rod cladding temperature, at about the time nitrogen flow . 
into the vessel started (Figure 13), appears to correspond to an observed increase in system 
pressure. However, the core remained quenched and no dry out at any of the- core elevations 
was observed during this period. 

1.2 System Behavior Contributing to Core Thermal Response 

The very good core cooling effectiveness which was obtained with lower plenum 
injection is directly related to the early filling of the lower plenum to a level above the 
bottom of the core barrel, which provided the source for the liquid entrainment discussed in 
the previous section. This early filling of the l~wer plenum is apparent from the core inlet 
density measurement shown in Figure 15. This figure shows that the core inlet was covered 
with water by 23 sec after rupture and remained covered during the accumulator injection 
period. The early filling of the lower plenum had a secondary effect in that it altered the 
initial core hydraulic behavior somewhat and resulted in a small increase in core 
temperatures prior to reflood (discussed in Appendix A). However, the observed differences 
in heater rod temperature response (relative to the baseline cold leg injection· results) did 11ot 
influence the overall cooling effectiveness of the lower plenum injection concept. 
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The early refill and subsequent early initiation of reflood occurred because the use of 
lower plenum injection eliminated the usual countercurrent flow delay experienced with 
cold leg injection, and also eliminated the Semiscale hot wall delay. Without the hot wall 
and countercurrent flow delays, filling of the lower plenum to the bottom of the core barrel 
and the subsequent initiation of core reflood occurred about 23 sec after rupture compared 
with 60 sec after rupture for cold leg injection. 

The early initiation of core reflood allowed the reflood process to start when the 
system pressure was relatively high (200 psi compared with 35 psi for cold leg injection), 
which affected the reflooding process in two ways. First, the higher steam density associated 
with the higher steam pressure allowed a rapid reflood of the core with a smaller 
downcomer head because the increased fluid density at the higher pressure resulted in a 
smaller volume of steam being generated in the core. With a smaller volume of steam to be 
removed from the core, less downcomer head was required to drive the reflood process. 
With a given injection rate and less mass storage in the downcomer more coolant was 
available to the core. 

The second way in which the higher system pressure affected the core reflood process 
was that it resulted in improved core heat transfer. As noted in other reflood tests[ l6 1 , 
reflood at higher pressures has been shown to result in increased heat transfer rates relative 
to those at lower press:ures because of changes in the fluid properties. Also, as noted in the 
previous discussion of core thermal response, the higher core heat transfer was aided by 
entrainment of liquid from the lower plenum and carryover through the core. This carryover 
of ECC through the core is indicated by the increased broken loop hot leg density shown in 
Figure 16 which occurred between 45 and 70 sec after rupture. 

The rapid reflood of the core at a high system pressure contributed to the very 
effective core cooling and also resulted in a sufficient rate of steam production which 
tended to maintain the high system pressure. Therefore, the high pressure reflood and core 
quenching process prior to nitrogen injection tended to be self-sustaining. 

The flow of nitrogen into the lower plenum following accumulator exhaustion caused 
significant mass depletion in both the downcomer and the core but did not have a major 
effect on the core thermal response in the Semiscale Mod-1 system. Nitrogen injection began 
about 70 sec after rupture and lasted for approximately 24 sec. The nitrogen flow forced 
water up the downcomer and predominantly out of the broken loop cold leg resulting in the 
loss of a substantial fraction of the water initially in the downcomer and lower plenum. 
Very little if any of the nitrogen appeared to enter the core, but the downcomer mass 
depletion induced a reduction in the core liquid level. Because of the mass reduction in the 
core the subcooled fluid conditions existing before nitrogen injection were not maintained 
(Figure 13). Although enough liquid remained in the core to prevent dryout, and high 
temperatures did not result, the fluid in the core did become heated to saturation. The first 
five seconds of nitrogen injection were also accompanied by a rise in system pressure, 
probably caused by the pressurizing effects of the nitrogen and by steam generation on hot 
surfaces in the upper plenum. However, the instrumentation in the upper plenum region was 
insufficient to determine whether nitrogen pressurization or steam generation was the major 
contributor to the increase in system pres~ure. 
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Fig. 16 Density in the broken loop hot leg next to vessel for the lower plenum ECC injection test. 
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Although lower plenum injection proved to be very effective in cooling the Semiscale 
core, several factors were noted which are unique to Semiscale which may influence the 
apparent merits of lower plenum injection relative to that of cold leg injection. These 
factors are discussed in the following section. 

1.3 Factors Specific to the Semiscale Mod-I System that may Influence Results 

Among the factors which are unique to the Semiscale Mod-I system and which could 
influence the effectiveness of the lower plenum injection concept are the core length and 
the system hreak size. Both of these factors must be taken into account in the interpretation 
of the Semiscale results with respect to a full scale PWR. 

The Semiscale Mod-I system has a 5.5-ft core compared with the 12-ft core of a 
typical full sized PWR. A FLOOD4 cal~ulation for a 12-ft core using lower plenum injection 
(discussed in Appendix A) shows that quenching would not be complete before the 
initiation of nitrogen injection. Therefore, when mass depletion occurs in the longer core, 
following the initiation of nitrogen flow into the vessel, dry out of the core and high fuel rod 
temperatures could be expected to result. 

The system break size contributed to the maintenance of a high system pressure 
during reflood which in tum contributed in some degree to the good core cooling 
effectiveness. The break size was volume scaled to a PWR to yield the proper blowdown 
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behavior. However, during reflood, core area scaling would be more appropriate and in 
Semiscale would result in a larger break area. Therefore, the sm::tller break area used in the 
test contributed to the maintenance of a high system pressure which contributed to the 
good heat transfer and effectiveness of the lower plenum ECC concept. 

1.4 Assessment of Effectiveness of Lower Plenum Injection in the Semiscale Mod-I 
System 

Injection of ECC into the lower plenum region of the Semiscale Mod-I system proved 
to be the most effective of any of the alternate ECC injection concepts investigated. The 
effectiveness of this concept appeared to rely on relatively simple mechanisms that were 
independent of complex system interactions which affected other ECC injection concepts. 
However, the significant benefits of early and effective core cooling with this concept may 
have been somewhat exaggerated by the direct comparison with cold leg injection in the 
Semiscale Mod-1 system. 

The factors unique to Semlscale whid1 may havt: t:xaggt:ralt:d lht: effectiveness of 
lower plenum ECC injection compared with cold leg ECC injection, were (a) the Semiscale 
hot wall delay, (b) the break area scaling, and (c) the short core length. The hot wall delay 
increased the difference in reflood time between cold leg and lower plenum injection. The 
volume scaled break contributed to the high system pressure and, therefore, to good core 
cooling. Finally, the short core allowed complete quenching of the heater rods before 
nitrogen injection into the lower plenum was initiated. 

Despite these factors which may have exaggerated its effectiveness, lower plenum ECC 
injecti9n still appears to be very effective based on the very good core cooling which was 
attained. However, this concept may require care in practical application to a PWR because 
rupture of the injection line itself could represent a serious LOCA. 

2. UPPER PLENUM INJECTION . '" ,., ........................... , .. _,., ... _ ... , __ 

Two different ECC injection approaches were investigated in the study of the overall 
effectiveness of the upper plenum ECC injection concept. The first approach investigated, 
employed upper plenum accumulator injection combined with cold leg ECC injection. The 
second approach investigated, utilized the LPIS to inject ECC into the u·pper plenum and 
the accumulators to inject ECC into both the intact and broken loop cold legs. Although the 
latter concept could be applicable to a four-loop PWR, it has generally been associated with 
two-loop plants. 

Two essentially independent investigations were performed. The effectiveness of 
upper plenum accumulator injection coupled with cold leg ECC injection was investigated 
experimentally with the Semiscale Moc;l-1 system in the standard four-loop configuration. 
The effectiveness of this concept was then evaluated by comparative analysis relative to the 
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baseline four-loop investigation with cold leg ECC injection alone. The results from the 
investigation of upper plenum accumulator injection were directly comparable with those of 
the other alternate ECC concepts because they also uttlized the Semiscale Mod-I system in 
the four-loop test configuration. 

The effectiveness of upper plen)..lm LPIS injection combined with cold leg ECC 
injection was investigated with the Semiscale Mod-I system modified to represent a 
two-loop plant configuration. For this configuration, differences in experimental results 
relative· to other investigations were not entirely the result of variations in ECC injection 
parameters, but were also related to the break scaling and flow resistance distribution 
necessary to represent the two-loop application of the concept. To assess the effect of the 
two-loop plant scaling on system behavior required an additional experimental investigation 
in which data from the Semiscale Mod-I system in the two-loop configuration with cold leg 
ECC injection only was evaluated by a comparative analysis with results from the baseline 
four-loop test with cold leg injection. In this way, system response differences due to the 
experimental break size and flow resistance distribution could be asse$Sed. The effects of the 
upper plenum LPIS injection on system behavior and core thermal response were evaluated 
separately by a comparative analysis with results from a subsequent test in which the only 
variable changed was the LPIS injection location which was moved from the intact loop c<;>ld 
leg to the upper plenum region. · ·· 

The following sections present the results of the investigation of the concept 
employing upper plenum accumulator ECC injection. The results of upper plenum LPIS 
injection are then presented, and evaluated with respect to the effect of both the break size 
and the injection location on the observed Semiscale system behavior. 

2.1 Upper Plenum Accumulator Injection 

The major operating parameter varied in the study of accumulator ECC injection into 
the upper plenum combined with ECC injection into the intact and broken loop cold legs 
was the upper plenum injection rate. Two different injection rates were used in the 
investieatinn. Thr. first injection rate was selected to limit $team generation caused by the 
cooldown of the upper plenum structures during the initial injection period. For this case 
the volume of ECC injected into the upper plenum from the accumulator was scaled 
according to the stored thermal energy of the metal structures ·in the Semiscale upper 
plenum relative to that estimated for a full sized PWR. This scaling approach resulted in an 
average ECC injection rate into the upper plenum of approximately 16 gpm for a period of 
about 120 sec. 

The second injection rate was specified so that over about the same injection period 
the total volume of ECC injected into the upper plenum would essentially equal the volume 
of ECC injected into the vessel during the investigation of lower plenum injection. This 
approach provided a means for direct comparison of the effectiveness of the upper plenum 
and lower plenum ECC injection concepts. The specification of the injection time and total 
injected volume for the second upper plenum accumulator injection test resulted in an 
injection rate of about 8.4 gpm, which is approximately half the previous upper plenum 
accumulator injection rate. 
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The following sections discuss both the effect of upper plenum accumulator injection 
rate on the core thermal response, and the major system behavior which led to this response. 
The emphasis is placed on identifying and examining behavior specifically related to the 
injection concept and on the significance of the change in injection rate. 

2.1.1 Core Thermal Response. The major effects of accumulator E_CC injection into 
the upper plenum region of the Semiscale Mod-1 system were the early and predominantly 
top down core coolingand quenching process which occurred, and _the distinctly different 
thermal behavior in the upper and lower portions of the core. The top down quenching 
process is evident in the overlay of temperatures at the 9-, 29-, and 39-in. elevations for 
heater Rod A4 shown in Figure 17, and in the overlay of temperatures at the 8-, 28-, and 
37-in. elevations for heater Rod E6 shown in Figure 18, for an injection rate of 8.4 gpm. 
Both figures show that the quenching of the rods starts at the 1,1pper ekvations and 
progresses to the lower elevations. The top down quenching process is also shown in· the 
quench time plots in Figures 19 and 20 for accumulator injection rates of 16 gpm and 
8.4 gpm, respectively. However, although the plots show that the quenching process was 
predominantly top down, in both cases, the thermal response in the upper and lower 
portions of the core were very different. 

The cooling of the upper portions of the core was rapid and exhibited a strong top 
down characteristic which was relatively independent of upper plenum injection rate for the 
two injection rates investigated. The effectiveness of the cooling of the upper regions of the 
core is indicated by the relatively early quench times and the steep slope of the plotted 
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quench pomts above the 29-in. elevation. Evidence that the quench front appe~ed to 
progress from the top of the core to the 29-in. elevation independent of injection rate can 
be ·seen in Figure 20 which shows that the majority of quenches above the 29-in. elevation 
for the smaller vessel accumulator injection rate fall within the envelope of quench times for 
the higher injection rate. 

The progression of the quench front down through the upper portions Of the core also 
appeared to be relatively uniform. No tendency was observed for preferential channeling of 
flow in regions of the core containing unheated rods which had been observed with cold leg 
injection alone .. The one-dimensional flow characteristics in the higher elevations of the core 
(above the 29-in. elevation) with upper plenum accumulator injection are apparent from an 
examination of Figures 19 and 20, where rods near unpowered rods exhibited no particular 
preference for earlier quenching when compared with those rods not near unpowered rods. 

The heater rod thermal response of the lower portion of the core (below the core hot 
spot elevation) differed from that in the upper portion both in the degree to which the top 
down cooling characteristic was in evidence and in the rate of the quenching process. The 
.plotted quench times in Figures 19 and 20 show that much more scatter in the quench data 
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occurred below the 29-in. elevation, and the strong top down quenching observed in the 
upper core elevations was not as apparent below the 29-in. core elevation. 

The marked reduction in the slope of the average quench times below the 29-in. core 
elevation is indicative of the reduced cooling and the slower quench rate which occurred in 
the lower core elevations. The slower quenching process in the lower portions of the core 
(relative to that in the higher core elevations), particularly with the smaller upper plenum 
ECC injection rate, is significant because the axial power profile was skewed towards the 
bottom of the core with the peak power density occurring between the 21- and 31-in. -
elevations. Therefore, ineffective cooling of the lower elevations of the core could result in 
higher maximum core temperatures despite the good core cooling provided the upper 
portions of the core. However, these high temperatures did not occur within the range of 
upper plenum injection rates investigated because in each case the quantity of ECC fluid 
delivered to the core was sufficient to provide effective cooling even at the lower core 
elevations. As a result, the concept with upper plenum accumulator injection was able ,to 
provide better cooling in the lower portions of the core than was achieved with cold leg ECC 
injection alone. 

Another way in which the behavior in the lower core regions differed from that in the 
upper regions was that an increased tendency was observed for earlier quenching of rods 
adjacent to unpowered rods in the lower portion-of the core. This preferential quenching of 
rods near unpowered rods is shown in Figures 19 and 20 by the consistently shorter 
observed quench times for rods near unpowered rods compared with the quench times of 
rods not near unpowered rods. As a specific example of the preferential quenching, 
comparison of the relative quench times between Rod A4 (Figure 17), which is not near an 
unpowered rod, and Rod E6 (Figure 18) which is adjacent to an unpowered rod, shows that 
Rod E6 quenched sooner at elevations below the core hot spot than did Rod A4, indicating 
preferential quenching of those rods near unpowered rods at the lower core elevations. 

Finally, below the core hot spot elevation the quenching process did appear to be 
somewhat sensitive to the upper plenum accumulator injection rate. The overlay of quench 
times for the smaller upper plenum injection rate with the envelope of the quench times for 
the larger injection rate (Figure 20) shows that with the lower injection rate, quenching of 
the lower portions of the core was slower. This slower quenching is believed to be because 
less ECC fluid was available at the lower core elevatio·ns for the lower injection rate, which 
resulted in delayed quenching of the hotter rods (not near unpowered rods). Therefore, the 
preferential flow of ECC fluid down regions of the core containing unpowered rods appears 
more pronounced in the lower core elevations with the smaller upper plenum accumulator 
injection rate. A more detailed description of the core quench phenomena observed at the 
lower core elevations is contained in the discussion of upper phmum accumulator injection 
in Appendix B. 

Overall, the distinctly different thermal response of the upper and lower portions of 
the core indicates that different controlling phenomena were in effect tluring different 
periods in the transient. The. following section examines the system behavior which is 
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related to the observed differences in the core thermal behavior, and by this process 
identifies the major controlling phenomena which determine the effectiveness of the upper 
plenum accumulator injection concept. 

2.1.2 System Behavior Contributing to Core Thermal Response. The analysis of the 
system thermal-hydraulic phenomena indicated that the effective core cooling, demon
strated by the core thermal response, was actually the result of three periods of distinctly 
different core flow behavior. The first period lasted from the time of rupture to about 6 
sec after the start of upper plenum ECC injection, and the associated phenomena 
contributed strongly to the rapid and uniform quenching of the upper core elevations. The 
second period followed and lasted until the start of cold leg nitrogen injection. The major 
system thermal-hydraulic phenomena during this period controlled the cooling and 
quenching of much of the core hot spot region (29-in. core elevation). The fmal period 
continued during and after cold' leg nitrogen injection ami wvt!rt!ll Utt! 4ueuduug oi the 
remaining lower portions of the core. The major system thermal-hydraulic phenomena 
occurring during each of these periods are uis<.:usst!u .Ut Utt! fulluwiug paJagraphs, and are 
related to the core thermal response. 

During the first core flow period·, the rapid and uniform cooling and quenching of the 
upper core elevations resulted from upper plenum ECC being swept directly into th~ core by 
established negative in tact loop and core tJows. These flows developed prior to any ECC 
injection and were nearly identical to the initial core flow observed in previous experimental 
investigations. Intact loop cold leg accumulator injection, initiated between 17 and 19 sec 
after rupture, occurred before the start of upper plenum injection and subcooled water from 
the intact loop accumulator entered the cold leg and inlet annulus. This subcooled water 
provided a condensation sink for the already established negative cor!! stt!am flow. 
Therefore, when ECC injection into th.e upper plenum started about 22 sec after rupture the 
negative intact loop and core flows, apparently aided by condensation in the downcomer 
inlet annulus, swept upper plenum ECC into the core, and resulted in the observed fast and 
uniform quenching of the upper portions of the core. During this initial core flow period, 
little evidence existed that significant initial steam generation caused by the cooldown of 
upper plenum structures occurred in either of the upper plenum accumulator injection tests. 
Therefore, the· effect of the upper plenum structures on overall system behavior arid core 
thermal response appears to be minimal for the injection rates inwstigated in the Semiscale 
tests. 

During the second core flow period, the continued effectiveness of the upper plenum 
injection was dependent on a complex osciHatory process which developed as a result of 
phenomena associated with steam generation in the core and condensation in the 
downcomer inlet annulus. The penetration of the core by ECC injected into the upper 
plenum resulted in large volumes of steam being generated within the core which in turn 
caused large negative flows to develop out the core inlet and up the downcomer. The large 
negative core flow which developed for the case of an upper plenum ECC injection rate of 
16 gpm is shown relative to that for the case with cold leg injection only in Figure 21. With 
upper plenum ECC injection, the lar~e negative flows out the bottom of the core and up the 
downcomer caused significant bypass of the intact loop ECC out of the broken loop cold leg 1 

and delayed penetration of the cold leg ECC to tpe lower plenum. 1 
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The mechanism underlying the strong negative core flow which caused bypass and the 
penetration delay during this period is related to the condensation process which occurred 
in the downcome~ inlet annulus. The process was initiated when subcooled water from the 
intact loop accumulator entered the downcomer inlet annulus causing condensation of 
steam in the annulus and inducing a surge of steam flow down through the core and up the 
downcomer. The relation between the negative surges in steam. flow and the subcooled 
water in the inlet annulus is demonstrated in Figure 22 by the negative 'steam flow surges 
which correspond to periods when subcooled water existed in the inlet annulus. The strong 
negative flow surges held up ECC water in the inlet annulus causing substantial bypass. 
However, these condensation induced flow surges up the downcomer could pot be sustained 
because a saturated layer of fluid between the subcooled water and the steam apparently 
developed in the confmed area of the downcomer. This saturated layer of fluid stopped the 
condensation process, and the continued, but lower negative steam flow, forced the 
collected liquid out the top of the downcomer. This liquid then bypassed out the cold leg 
break, the broken loop cold leg being essentially voided of water by the steam flow as 
indicated by periods of decreased density in the broken loop cold leg which correspond to 
the periods of reduced negative core flow at the core inlet. After the saturated fluid plug 
was removed by the negative core flow, subcooled water reentered the inlet annulus, and the 
condensation process was repeated, causitl.g oscillating core and bypass flows which 
continued until the intact loop accumulator water was exhausted. 
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Fig. 22 Core inlet flow and downcomer fluid temperature for upper plenum accumulator injection rate of 16 gpm. 

The condensation process described in the preceding paragraph strongly influenced 
the effectiveness of the upper plenum ECC injection through the induced negative surges in 
core flow. The flow surges allowed continued upper plenum ECC penetration into the core 
and resulted in periods of increased core heat transfer. It was by this means that much of 
the central region of the core (core hot spot) was cooled and ultimately quenched. A more 
detailed description of the core heat transfer phenomena which occurred during the negative 
surges in core flow is contained in Appendix B of this report. Calculations of core heat 
transfer coettlcients, also presented in Appendix B, suggest that substantial enlrain~::d li4uld 
in the negative core flow surges significantly contributed to the core cooling effectiveness of 
the upper plenum accumulator injection concept. 

The oscillatory nature of the condensation induced core flow also caused substantial 
bypass of ECC injected into the upper plenum out the hot leg side of the break. The periods 
in which upper plenum ECC penetrated the core were followed by periods of significant 
steam generation. As a result, some holdup of ECC occurred in the upper plenum 
accompanied by bypass out the broken loop hot leg side of the break. This bypass of fluid, 
indicated by the relatively high densities measured in the broken loop hot leg next to the 
vessel, occurred for both the high and low accumulator injection rates. However, a more 
substantial quantity of ECC bypassed the core for the larger injection rate (16 gpm) than for 
the lower injection rate (8.4 gpm). Therefore, the full effect of the difference in upper 
plenum injection rates was not felt by the core, and as a result, the core cooling 
effectiveness forthe two injection rates was very similar. 

The final period of distinctly different core flow behavior occurred after the 
termination of cold leg accumulator water injection, when nitrogen flow from the 
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accumulator into the intact loop cleared the subcooled water from the cold leg and 
downcomer inlet annulus. Without the supply of subcooled fluid delivered by the intact 
loop accumulator, the large negative surges in core flow induced by condensation of steam 
in the inlet annulus did not persist and without the aid of the large negative surges in core 
flow, penetration of the core by the upper plenum ECC was not as effective. The reduced 
penetration of the core by ECC resulted in less effective core cooling and the slower, more 
scattered quenching which is observed to occur after 75 sec in Figure 19 and after 68 sec in 
Figure 20. This scattered quenching of the lower core elevations during and after the 
nitrogen injection period may have been caused in part by ECC from the upper plenum 
flowing down cold channels of the core, ftlling the lower plenum, and initiating bottom 
reflood. Evidence that this bottom flooding mechanism does occur late in the transient is 
provided by the increase in the measured density at the core inlet, which indicates the 
presence of substantial liquid at the core inlet following the initiation of nitrogen injection. 

I 

' The sequential occurrence of the three different thermal-hydraulic behaviors caused 
the different thermal response in the upper and lower, portions of the core. The early 
delivery of ECC to the core followed by condensation induced oscillating core flow surges 
resulted in good core cooling and early quenching of the upper portions of the core which 
was relatively independent of injection rate. The elimination of the condensation front in 
the downcomer inlet annulus, caused by the injection of nitrogen into the intact loop cold 
leg, resulted in a reduction in the negative core flow and a slower, more scattered quenc,hing 
of the lower core regions. 

Overall, upper plenum accumulator injection was effective in cooling the Semiscale 
core. However, some of the observed system and core thermal characteristics which resulted 
in the effective cooling may have been in part due to factors specific to the Mod-1 system. 
These factors are .discussed in the following section. 

2.1.3 Factors Specific to the Semiscale Mod-1 System that may Influence Results. 
Several geometric factors in the Semiscale Mod-1 system could have significantly influenced 
the thermal-hydraulic behavior associated with upper plenum accumulator injection. Among 
the most important of these factors are the core length and core cross-sectional area, which 
determined the core flow resistance, and the relatively massive upper plenum structures 
which contributed to the total stored energy of the Mod-I system and could have influenced 
the availability of water for cooling the core. 

The difference in core length between Semiscale and a full sized PWR is significant in 
that for both Semiscale upper plenum accumulator injection rates; the last quenches were 
observed to occur at about the same time as upper plenum injection was terminated. Since 
the Semiscale core is only about half the length. of the typical 12-ft core, quenching of the 
longer length would probably not be completed before upper plenum injection would be 
terminated. In this event, substantially higher temperatures could occur in the lower 
portions of the core. 

In addition to the core length consideration, the Semiscale core area which was scaled 
to LOFT is larger than the equivalent area scaled to a PWR. As a result, the core flow 
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resistance in Semiscale is considerably lower than might be expected in a PWR. Therefore, 
the magnitude of the large negative core flows observed in the Semiscale test facility might 
not be reproduced in a PWR, and a slower top to bottom quench than observed in the 
Semiscale t:xperiments might occur. The combination of the longer core and the increased 
core flow resistance in a full sized PWR would, therefore, be expected to result in less 
effective core cooling, particularly at the lower core elevations. 

Another geometry consideration unique to Semiscale which might be expected to 
affect the overall results is the energy storage in the Semiscale upper plenum region. 
Although the initial steam generation caused by cooling of the upper plenum structures 
seems to be relatively small and, therefore, did not appear to affect the overall system 
behavior significantly, the limited available upper plenum instrumentation makes the total 
effect of the more. massive Semiscale upper ple~um structures difficult to assess. 

A final factor which might have affected overall system behavior and core thermal 
response in the Semiscale experimental investigations is again related to the flow area of the 
Semiscale vessel relative to a PWR. In a full sized PWR, with the much larger core flow areas, 
preferential channeling of the fluid down cold regions of the core (or possibly around the 
outer periphery of the core) might result in significant filling of the lower plenum by the 
vessel accumulator injection and could result in signficantly different core quenching 
behavior than was observed in Semiscale. 

2.1.4 Assessment of Effectiveness of Upper Plenum Accumulator Injection and Cold 
Leg Injection in the Semiscale Mod-1 System. Overall, simultaneous upper plenum 
accumulator and cold leg ECC injection proved very effective in the Semiscale Mod-1 
system. This injection concept resulted in significantly better core cooling and earlier core 
quenching than was observed with cold leg injection alone. A disadvantage of this particular 
concept in Semiscale, however, lies in the fact that the top down cooling caused the.lower 
elevations of the core to be the last to quench. Since the axial power profile had the peak 
power density skewed toward the bottom of the core, the concept resulted in the least 
effective cooling being applied to the maximum power region. Nevertheless the cooling of 
the high power region was still significantly better than that obtained with cold leg 
injection. 

Finally, the test results for the upper plenum injection concept were significantly 
influenced by the relationship between steam generated in the core and condensation in the 
downcomer inlet annulus. Therefore, apparently the results could be strongly influenced by 
the timing of the respective upper plenum and intact loop accumulator injections. If upper 
plenum injection was delayed until reflood was started the concept might have worked with 
bottom flooding and condensation in the upper plenum. Either way, the concept appears 
potentially effective. 

2.2 Upper Plenum LPIS Injection 

In the experimental investigation of upper plenum LPIS injection, modifications to 
the Semiscale Mod-1 "YStem which were made to provide the best possible representation of 
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a two-loop PWR system, also produced signficant changes in the system thermal-hydraulic 
response. The modifications included changes in the Semiscale Mod-1 scaled break area, 
intact loop hydraulic resistances, and ECC volumes and injection rates. Since these 
modifications caused differences in system behavior which influenced the overall effective
ness of the injection concept being investigated, they were made the subject of a separate 
experimental analysis. 

The analysis of the two-loop scaling effects was accomplished through an experimen
tal stuqy which incorporated the previously described modifications into the Semiscale 
Mod-1 system but utilized ECC injection into the cold legs only. This configuration 
provided a basis for a direct comparison of two-loop and four-loop scaling effects on the 
overall Semiscale Mod-1 system behavior. 

The independent experimental analysis of the two-loop scaling effects also provided a 
means for direct evaluation of the upper plenum LPIS injection concept. This evaluation 
was accomplished by utilizing the Semiscale Mod-1 system in the modified two-loop 
configuration described previously, but injecting ECC from the LPIS into the upper plenum 
rather than into the cold legs. In this manner the effects of upper plenum LPIS injection 
could be isolated. 

The following sections concentrate on the core thermal response and system behavior 
caused primarily by the injection of ECC from the LPIS into the upper plenum. The core 
thermal response and system behavior attributable to the two-loop scaling effects are not 
dealt with extensively in the main body of this report, and the reader is referred to the 
discussion of the upper plenum LPIS injection concept in Appendix C, where the results of 
the two-loop scaling investigation are discussed in detail. 

2.2.1 Core Thermal Response. The core thermal response with upper plenum LPIS 
injection was significantly affected by both the injection location and the two-loop scaling. 
To be consistent with licensing assumptions applicable to this concept, upper plenum LPIS 
injection was initiated about 25 sec after rupture. The system changes associated with the 
two-loop representation, particularly the break size, caused two major changes in the 
thermal reponse during the first 25 sec of the transient. These predominantly break-induced 
changes are significant in that they influence th~ thermal conditions in the core at the start 
of upper plenum LPIS injection. 

The first break-induced difference in the core thermal response during the initial 
portion of the blowdown was a complete absence of early and sustained DNB. This absence 
of early and sustained DNB is in contrast to the response with the four-loop scaled break 
area which exhibited both early and delayed DNB as a function of axial and radial locations 
within the core. An· initial period of good ·core cooling, combined with the generally delayed 
DNB, resulted in early turnover ~ rod temperatures and in lower peak blowdown 
temperatures with the two-loop representation. 

The second break-induced difference in core thermal_ response was a period of good 
core cooling between 10 and 14 sec after rupture which resulted in a rapid drop in heater 
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rod temperatures throughout the core. The relatively good core cooling associated with this 
rapid drop in temperature was caused by water from the intact loop hot leg which entered 
the upper plenum and was swept through the core by the large negative core flows. This 
same period of good core cooling was observed for cold leg ECC injection with the 
Serniscale Mod-1 system in the standard four-loop configuration but was limited to the 
upper elevations of the core above the 35-in. elevation. 

After the period of effective core cooling from 10 to 14 sec after rupture, a period of 
ineffective core cooling followed in which the heater rods experienced significant 
temperature increase until LPIS injection was initiated about 25 sec after rupture. 

The most significant aspect of the core thermal response which relates directly to the 
upper plenum LPIS injection location is a multidimensional top down cooling and 
quenching process which was strongly dependent on the core location relative to th~ LPIS 
injection. point. When LPIS injection into th~ upper plenum was initiated, there followed an 
early top down quench of rods in a s~ction of the core imm~diatcly bcluw the LPIS 
injection point. This top down quenching can be seen in Figure 23, which shows the upper 
elevations of Rod F5 quenching first and the rod quench pattern progressing steadily 
downward. The quenches shown in Figure 23 occur from 38 to 68 sec after rupture. ln 
cont~ast to the good core cooling which occurred in the sector of the core immediately 
'6'elow the LPIS injection point, the initial cooling of the sector on the opposite side of the 
core was ineffective. The differing thermal behaviors of the core sectors below and opposite 
·the LPIS injection location and the relatively sharp geometric segregation of the behaviors 
·are evfdent in the axial quenching pattern shown in Figure 24. The initially eff~ctive cooling 
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which resulted in nearly complete quenching of the core sector below the LPIS injection 
point by 80 sec after rupture was followed by a period of sporadic core quenching between 
80 and 170 sec after rupture. After this period of sporadic quenches, the sector of the core 
opposite the injection location experienced a slow and scattered top down quenching which 
started about 170 sec after rupture. 
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The unique core thermal behavior observed with upper plenum LPIS injection is very 
closely related to overall system thermal-hydraulic phenomena observed during this 
investigation. The following section discusses the system behavior and hydraulic mechanisms 
which contributed to the core thermal response and overall effectiveness of the upper 
plenum LPIS injection concept. 

2.2.2 System Behavior Contributing to Core Thermal Response. The early initial core 
thermal behavior which resulted in delayed DNB and early turnover in peak blowdown 
temperatures is break related and is not a function of the ECC Injection concept. Large 
negative intact loop hot leg and core flows developed soon after rupture due to the larger 
break used in the two-loop Semiscale representation. The larger break resulted in 
proportionately lower resistance to flow down the core and out the cold leg side of the 
break relative to that in the hot leg side of the broken loop, therefore causing more negative 
flow through the core and downcomer. (Detailed descriptions of the broken loop 
characteristics which caused the large negative intact loop and core flows are contained in 
Appendix C.) The large negative flows provided the cooling required to delay the occurrence 
of DNB and produce the early turnover in peak blowdown temperatw·es. 

The large negative intact loop hot leg and core flows, caused by the larger break size, 
also resulted in the good core cooling between 10 and 14 sec after rupture. The flows 
apparently carried intact. loop hot leg water into the core which produced the good core 
cooling. The pressurizer appears to have been a significant contribution to this intact loop 
hot leg liquid. Figure 25 shows that the intact loop hot leg fluid density increased about 
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4 sec after rupture when the flow reversed and began to pass into the. upper plenum region. 
The density. then dropped to a relatively low value at about 14 sec, when the pressurizer 
emptied of water. Al~hough the close correspondence between the intact loop hot leg 
density and the emptying of the pressurizer suggests the pressurizer contributed significantly 
to the intact loop water; some of the liquid may also have come from water which 
accumulated in the steam generator during the initial 4 sec of positive intact loop hot leg 
flow; this liquid was carried into the upper plenum region during the period of negative 
intact loop hot leg flow. A more complete discussion of the system hydraulics which 
contributed to the core cooling phenomena which occurred between 10 and 14 sec after 
rupture is contained in Appendix C. 

Overall, the early thermal-hydraulic behavior accompanying the upper plenum LPIS 
injection concept is considerably different than that accompanying the other concepts 
investigated due to its particular application to a two-loop configuration with the larger 
scaled break. As a result, the system conditions at the start of ECC injection differ from 
those obtained with the other concepts, making a. direct comparison of results inappro
priate. However, certain major phenomena relating to the effectiveness of upper plenum 
LPIS injection are of interest. 

In general terms, the major phenomena relating to the effectiveness of the upper 
plenum· LPIS injection concept are similar to those occurring with upper plenum 
accumulator injection. Negative intact loop and core flows, coupled with the potential-for 
condensation in the downcomer inlet annulus, again play a sigruficant role. When LPIS 
injection into the upper plenum was initiated, the already established negative core flow 
swept the ECC fluid into the core. However, the relatively low LPIS injection rate and the 
relatively large volumetric core flow resulted in preferential channeling of the ECC fluid into 
the sector of the core immediately below the upper plenum injection point. This 
preferential flow caused the multidimensional core cooling phenomenon discussed in the 
previous section, and resulted in the sharply distinct division between the core quenching 
regions. Condensation in the downcomer inlet annulus was very significant because it was a 
major driving mechanism in the maintenance 9f the negative core flow. As a result, 
quenching was rapid in the core sector immediately below the upper plenum injection 

· location so long as the intaet loop cold leg ECC injection provided the condensation sink. 
This condition applied until exhaustion of the intact loop accumulator at 80 sec after 
rupture and produced the early quenching pattern shown in Figure 24. 

Termination of the cold leg ECC injection at about 80 sec after rupture removed the 
condensation driving mechanism, resulting in reduced core 90oling effectiveness. After the 
intact loop accumulator water was exhausted, a surge of nitrogen forced downcomer liquid 
into the core and removed the condensation potential, causing termination of the large 
negative core and intact loop flows. Without the aid of the large negative core flows, the 
upper plenum fluid penetration of the core was significantly reduced, as indicated by the 
reduced activity in core quenching between 80 and 170 sec after rupture (Figure 24). 
During this period, a significant amount of LPIS fluid was bypassed out the intact and . 
broken loop hot legs. 
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The cooling and ultimate quenching of the sector of the core opposite the upper 
plenum injection point took place in the absence of condensadon induced negative core 
flow and relied upon less effective mechanisms. After nitrogen injection terminated, 
significant ECC bypass continued, but some ECC penetration of the core occurred. The 
fluid supply to the core was sufficient to keep the quenched sector of core from drying out, 
and also contributed to some filling of the lower plenum. The ineffective cooling of that 
sector of the core which had not quenched continued until the rods had cooled sufficiently 
to allow increased ECC penetration at about 170 sec. This increased penetration of the core 
resulted in the slower scattered top down quenching of the remainder of the core as shown 
in Figure 24. 

2.2.3 Factors Specific to the Semiscale Mod-1 System that may Influence Results. 
Many· of the factors which affected upper plenum accumulator injection are also important 
in the interpretation of the Semiscale test results for upper plenum LPIS injection. This 
section discusses the effects of core length, core hydraulic resistance, two-loop volume 
·scaling, stored energy in the structures of the upper plenum, and the two-dimensional 
aspects of the observed core cooling on overall core thermal response and system behavior. 
Although other factors may have affected system behavior, these factors appear to have the 
greatest potential for affecting ~ystem response and influencing the interpretation of overall 

· experimental results. 

The length of the heated Semiscale core could be a significant factor influencing the 
· initial cooling and subsequent quenching process with upper plenum LPIS injection. 
· Quenching of the core sector opposite the point of upper plenum injection occurred late 
·and at a slow rate. Possibly in a longer 12-ft core the lower portions of the core opposite the 
·injection location. would experience delayed quenches and higher temperatures than were 
observed m the Sem1scale investigation. 

The relatively small Semiscale core resistance, compared to that in a full sized PWR, 
could have contributed to the large negative core flow which developed. This large negative 
core flow was a significant factor ·in the observed multidimensional core cooling behavior, 
and without it the preferential channeling of fluid through the core and the sharply distinct 
quenching patterns probably would not have been as apparent. 

Since the Semiscale intact loop volumes were· scaled to the LOFT facility, the total 
volume of the intact loop is approximately a factor of two larger than the equivalent volume 
scaled to a two-loop PWR. The increased intact loop volume could potentiaily contribute to 
the large sustained negative core flows which developed, and would have much the same 
affect on core thermal response and quench behavior as the small core resistance discussed 
previously. 

The much larger stored energy of the Semiscale upper plenum region may have 
affected overall core temperatures and quench times and contributed in part to the 
approximate 1 O-see delay between the start of upper plenum injection and the first 
quenches in the upper core elevations. Overall, however, stored energy did not appear to 
influence the system behavior unduly. 
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Finally, the multidimensional core cooling that occurred in the essentially one
dimensional Serniscale test facility makes the extrapolation of results to a full sized PWR 
difficult. However, the preferential channeling of ECC fluid in the relatively confined area 
of the Serniscale core indicates that flow channeling may be an important factor in the long 
term cooling of a. full sized two-loop PWR. 

2.2.4 Assessment of Effectiveness of Upper Plenum LPIS Injection and Cold Leg 
Injection in the Semiscale Mod-I System. Upper plenum LPIS injection proved to be 
effective in quenching a particular. sector of the Semiscale core immediately below the 
injection point. The injection rate used was sufficient to allow steam generation, which 
contributed to the countercurrent steam flow early in the transient but was not sufficient 
for early quench of the entire core. Therefore, a significant portion of the Seiniscale core 

· experienced ineffective cooling. 

Since considerable ECC penetration occurred directly under the point of LPIS 
injection, channeling of ECC fluid through the core, caused by increased injection rates or 

' continued injection (beyond the 300 sec of the test) may allow LPIS fluid to penetrate to 
the lower plenum and contribute to filling of the core from the bottom. This bottom filling 
would represent a different core cooling mech~nism and may influence the effectivenes~ of 
the upper plenum LPTS injection concept. · · 

3. COLD LEG INJECTION WITH VENT LINE 

The effectiveness of an ECC system employing cold leg injection with a vent line 
between the broken loop hot_ and cold legs was examined through a comparative analysis of 
experimental results for cold leg injection with and without broken loop hot leg venting. 
During reflood, the vent line provides the potential for an increase in the core reflooding 
rate by reducing the resistan·ce to steam flow out of the upper plenum region, thereby 
reducing the adverse pressure differential between the upper plenum region and the 
downcomer inlet annulus which can exist during this period. The vent line concept is 
unique, however, in that it also has the potential for altering core hydraulic behavior during 
the blowdown and refill periods by providing a low-resistance parallel flow path to the cold 
leg break during the negative core flow period. Therefore, the total effect of the combined 
blowdown, refill, and reflood system behavior and core thermal re'sponse was of interest in 
the evaluation of this concept. 

The core therrnal response and overall system behavior for the experimental 
investigation of cold leg ECC injection with broken loop hot leg venting are discussed In the 
following two sections. 

3.1 Core Thermal Response 

The use of a vent line affected the Semiscale Mod-I core thermal response both 
immediately after rupture and during core reflood. During the initial blowdown period, the 
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vent line apparently altered the core flow characteristics, and as a result no delayed DNB 
took place in the core whereas delayed DNB had occurred on rods adjacent to unpowered 
rods in the absence of the vent line. Because of this difference in DNB behavior, many rod 
locations reached higher peak blowdown temperatures with the vent line concept than with 
just the cold leg injection concept without the vent line. However, since the maximum 
blowdown temperature without the vent line occurred at a locat!on with an early and stable 
DNB, the maximum blowdown temperature in the core remained essentially unchanged 
(1450°F with the vent line, compared with 1475°F without the vent line). 

Following the initial period in which substantial differences in DNB behavior were 
observed, the vent line caused a second significant difference in the core thermal response in 
that relatively good core cooling occurred in the vent line test from approximately 
3 to 19 sec after rupture. This good cooling resulted in an earlier turnover of, and a rapid 
drop in, heater rod temperatures compared with the temperatures observed in the baseline 
cold leg injection test without the vent line. The temperature traces in Figures 26, 27, and 
28, compare heater rod temperature responses for the cold leg injection tests both with and 
without the vent line. The figures show, for the 14-, 29-, and 33-in. elevations, that the 
higher peak temperatures achieved with the vent line occurred from 4 to 6 sec before the 
corresponding peaks in the baseline test, and also demonstrate the rapid temperature 
reductions associated with the period of good core cooling from 3 to 19 sec after rupture. 
This good core cooling is significant since as indicated in Figures 26, 27, and 28, many rod 
temperatures were lower at the start of reflood than those measured without the vent line. 
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During the reflood period, the vent line appeared to function as expected, allowing 
increased steam flow out of the upper plenum which resulted in a mpre rapid reflood of the 
core. As a result, earlier quenching of all elevations of the core occurred with the vent line 
concept (Figures 26, 27, and 28). The last recorded quench at the core hot spot occurred 
93 sec after rupture with the vent line. By comparison, the last measured core hot spot 
temperature quenched 242 sec after rupture in the cold leg injection test without the vent 
line. 

With the vent line, the overall core thermal response was affected little by nitrogen 
injection into the intact loop cold leg after the accumulator water was exhausted. Most of 
the core quenched before nitrogen injection was terminated, and remained quenched for the 
remainder of the transient. 

Overall, despite higher peak blowdown temperatures at some core locations, the cold 
leg ECC injection with upper plenum venting provided effective core cooling. The improved 
core. cooling earLy in the b1owdown period which caused an early turnover i:u pt:ak 
temperatures was significant in that it resulted in more energy being removed from the core 
before the start of reflood (relative to the cold leg injection case without the vent line). The 
rapid reflood of the core caused earlier quenching compared with cold leg injection alone, 
and the entire core remained quenched throughout the remainder of the transient. The 
system behavior which caused the effective core cooling with the vent line concept is 
discussed in the next section. 

3.2 System Behavior Contributing to Core Thermal Response 

The use of the vent line in the Semiscale Mod-I system caused major changes in the 
system hydraulic response during blowdo_wn which resulted in the early core thermal 
behavior described in the previous section. Flow was mitiated through the vent line 
immediately after rupture, reducing ~he resistance to flow out of the upper plenum region 
and strongly influencing the core hydraulics. Figure 29 shows that the magnitude and 
duration of the initial reverse core flow was much less for cold leg injection with the vent 
line than for cold leg injection without the vent line. The lower reverse flow at the core inlet 
with the vent line apparently affected fluid conditions within the core, which in turn caust:u 
the predominance of early DNBs discussed previously. 

The reduced magnitude and duration of the initial reverse core flow that occurred 
because of flow through the vent line also played a significant role in establishing the good 
core cooling that occurred from 3 to 19 sec after rupture. The reduced magnitude and 
relatively short duration of the initial negative core flow apparently did not allow the lower 
plenum to be emptied of water. As a result, liquid which remainedin the lower plenum was 
entrained and carried into the core when the core inlet flow became positive approximately 
3 sec after rupture (Figure 29). Evidence of this entrainment process is provided by the 
increase and then the gradual drop in the fluid density at the core inlet from 3 sec after 
rupture as shown in Figure 30. The measured density for the cold leg injection test without 
the vent line is shown for comparison. The positive flow of relatively high density fluid at 
the core inlet resulted in the good core cooling during this portion of the blowdown period. 
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The vent line had very little effect on the delayed delivery of ECC to the lower 
plenum associated with downcomer countercurrent flow and hot walls. Core and 
downcomer collapsed liquid levels, which are an indication of mass storage, were calculated 
from the pressure drops between pressure taps above and below the core and downcomer. 
The calculated liquid levels, shown in Figures 31 and 32, indicate almost identical 
downcomer and core behavior prior to the initiation of reflood both with and without the 
vent line. In addition, reflood started at about the same time, approximafely 60 sec after 
rupture, in each case. Both of these facts indicate that the vent line did not affect the early 
penetration of the down comer by ECC fluid. 

Once reflood was initiated, flow through the vent line caused the hydraulic resistance 
to flow out of the upper plenum region to be reduced. The reduced resistance to steam tlow 
virtually eliminated the tendency for the steam generated in the core to uncover the core 
inlet and allowed more rapid coolant penetration of the core with a given dow~comer head. 
Figure 31 shows that the downcomer collapsed liquid level was essentially uninfluenced by 
the vent line whereas a much more rapid increase in the core collapsed liqUid level during 
reflood was observed with the vent line than without it (Figure 32). The core collapsed 
liquid level increased at about 4 in./sec with the vent line, indicating a very high reflood 
rate. 

The downcomer and core hydraulic behavior did not appear to be substantially 
influenced by the presence of the vent line during or after the nitrogen injection period. 
Intact loop and broken loop cold leg density measurements indicate that when nitrogen 
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began to flow from the accumulator, the cold legs were substantially cleared of wate~. At 
the same time, !}le collapsed liquid level in the downcomer began to decrease and continu,ed 
to decrease throughout the nitrogen injection period. Substantially similar downcomer 
behavior was also observed in the cold leg injection test without the vent line. After nitrogen 
injection terminated, the mass depletion in the core and downcomer was very similar both 
with and without the vent line. The effects of the mass depletion on the rod temperatures 
differed, however, because the bulk of the core had quenched before significant depletion 
took place in the vent line test. As a result, no dryout of rods oc.curred in the upper portions 
of the core in the presence of the vent line, whereas dryout did occur on some rods without 
it. 

3.3 Factors Specific to the Semiscale Mod-1 System that may Influence Results 

Many of the Semiscale Mod-1 geometric factors which influenced th~ results of the 
previously discussed experimental investigations would also influence the results of the 
evaluation of cold leg ECC injection with venting between the broken loop hot and cold 
legs. However, the single most important consideration in this investigation appears to be 
the geometry and hydraulic behavior of the vent line itself. Therefore, the following 
discussion de~ls specifically with the differences between the Semiscale vent line and the 
vent system in a full sized PWR which may influence the interpretation of the experimental 
results. 
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Although the Semiscale Mod-I vent line hydraulic resistance (R1
) was core area scaled 

from a PWR to give an equivalent resistance approximating that of a PWR vent system, the 
vent line location and geometry were not typical of the potential vent path bet.ween a PWR 
upper plenum and inlet annulus. Specifically, the added flow path between the broken loop 
hot and cold legs in the Semiscale system could result in differences in the magnitude and 
direction of broken loop flows which are not representative of a PWR with venting between 
the upper plenum and inlet annulus. For example, venting into the single broken loop cold 
leg during blowdown could result in a different effective cold leg resistance than would 
occur due to venting into the inlet annulus. Also, the condensation of steam from the upper 
plenum in the inlet annulus (which might be expected to occur in a PWR) may occur at a 
different rate with the broken loop vent line configuration used in the Semiscale test 
facility. Although each of these differences between the Semiscale and PWR vent systems 
may produce differences in core thermal r~spunse and system hydraulk bchav ior, they are 
not expected to detract from the overall effectiveness of the concept. 

Analytical studies using the RELAP4 code indicate that the core thermal response is 
relatively insensitive to the vent line resistance when the resistance is varied over a limited 
range around the value used in the Semiscale test. The calculations, which are discussed in 
more detail in Appendix D, show that changing the vent line resistance to a value 
representative of that which would be obtained if scaling of the resistance were based on the 
ratio of system volumes would result in only a relatively small change in peak blowdown 
temperatures. Therefore, although other factors such as vent line location and geometry 
may affect the phenomena observed during blowdown in the Semiscale vent line concept it 
is. unlikely that system behavior would be affected significantly if system volume scaling 
rather than core area scaling of the vent line resistance to a PWR had been used. 

3.4 Assessment of Effectiveness of Vent Line in the Semiscale Mod-I System 

Overall effectiveness, based on the core cooling, was judged to be good when cold leg 
injection and venting of the upper plenum region were combined. Despite somewhat higher 
blowdown peak temperatures at some locations, this concept allowed a rapid core reflood 
and earlier core quenching relative to cold ,leg injection alone. On this basis the vent line 
appears to warrant further investigation as an alternate ECC concept. 

4. PUMP SUCTION INJECTION 

The effectiveness of ECC injection into the pump suction leg was investigated in the 
Semiscalc Mod-I system with pump speed being the major operating parameter. The 
investigation of pump speed histories included two extreme operating conditions. The frrst 
was that of a pump running at essentially the prerupture speed throughout the transient, 
whereas the second involved a simulated loss of power at the time of rupture, followed by 
coastdown to a stop. The coastdown pump speed profile of the second condition was similar 
to the calculated coastdown of a PWR pump with pump suction injection. A third pump 
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speed history was also used which involved the use of a pump coastdown to 64% of th~ 
initial pump speed. This pump speed profile was the same as that used with the other 
. injection concepts investigated so that direct comparisons could be made where required. 
The ECC injection rate remained nominally constant at about 23 gpm. 

The following two sections discuss the core thermal response which occurred for tests 
conducted at the three different pump speeds, and the system behavior that contributed to 
the observed differences in core thermal response. An extension of the concept of pump 
suction injection through a series of RELAP4 calculations is then discussed, and the last two 
sections discuss factors which are specific to the Semiscale Mod-I system and the overall 
assessment of the effectiveness of this concept. 

4.1 Core Thermal Response 

The core thermal response in the investigation of pump suction injection was 
significantly influenced by the selected pump speed proflle. The· variability of core cooling 
with pump speed history is demonstrated in Figure 33 which is an overlay of temperature 
response plots obtained from a measurement at the core hot spot (29-in. elevation) for the 
tests with the three different pump speed proflles. The temperature response resulting from 
cold leg injection with a pump· coastdown to 64% of its initial prerupture speed, is also. 
shown for comparison. The following paragraphs discuss the core thermal response for.the 
different pump speed profiles in the order of decreasing fmal pump speed. 
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For the case in which the pump speed was maintained at 100% of initial speed 
(2345 rpm) throughout the test, fairly good core cooling was obtained. Overall, the core 
cooling for this case of pump suction injection was better than that for cold leg injection 
and generally slightly shorter quench times were observed. This general behavior was 
observed for the 29-in. (peak temperature) elevation (Figure 33) although the last recorded 
quench at this elevation occurred at 250 sec after rupture whereas in the baseline cold leg 
injection test it occurred at 242 sec after rupture. For this case of pump suction injection 
the entire core was quenched by 280 sec after rupture 'whereas with cold leg injection one 
core location ab<;>ve the 29-in. elevation did not quench by 300 sec after rupture. In general, 
the core cooling was effective but not as much so as for some of the other alternate ECC 
concepts investigated. 

For the case in which the pump coasted down to 64% of the initial speed very good 
initial core cooling was observed. Rod quenching occurred vety early in the transient and 
this pump speed provided the most effective core cooling with the given ECC injection 
rate. In this case the last recorded quench at the core hot spot occurreu by 7'j sec after 
rupture. A second core hcatup occurred in this case which was due to the particular LPIS 
location used in the test. The significance of this second heatup is limited however, since 
high temperatures did not develop. 

Overall, the test in which the pump coasted down to a stop gave the least effective 
cooling of the three pump speed histories investigated. For this case, significant differences 
developed early in the blowdown relative to the other tests with pump suction injection. 
Before ECC injection was initiated (at about 18 sec after rupture) early effective cooling of 
the core down to the 26-in. elevation was observed. This effective cooling is shown in the 
appropriate temperature trace in Figure 33 which indicates a rapid drop in temperature 
occurred prior to 18 sec after rupture. The good cooling did not occur on all rods above the 
26-in. elevation, however, and was significant only in that it occurred at' locations down to 
the 26-in. elevation. (In the baseline cold leg injection test, this same effective cooling of the 
upper portions of the core was also apparent, but with cold leg injection the cooling of 
heater rods occurred only down to the 32-in. core elevation.) The period of effective core 
cooling was 'followed by a period of ineffective cooling in which the core temperatures 
increased. Eventually, marginal cooling was established with slow bottom-up quenching of 
the core. The temperature response curves in Figure 33 show that pump suction injection 
with a.coastdown to zero pump speed provided less effective cooling than was observed with 
cold leg injection. 

Despite the observed variability in thermal response, the pump suction injection 
concept is capable of providing good core cooling. However, to assess this concept 
adequately the causes of the differences in cooling effectiveness must be understood. 

4.2 System Behavior Contributing to Core Thermal Response 

With pump suction injection, a complex relation exists between the system hydraulic 
behavior and the core thermal response with each given pump speed profile, and the 
complexity is further compounded by variations in that profile. In the following discussion 
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the system behavior is first related to the core thermal response for the case in which the 
pump speed coasted down to 64% of its prerupture value. This case produced very good 
core cooling and the discussion concentrates on the responsible mechanisms. The 
subsequent discussions then deal with the other two cases in which the pump speed was 
respectively held at 100% of the prerupture value and allowed to coast to a stop. The major 
thrust of the latter discussions is to evaluate the causes of the wide variability in thermal 
response that occurred as a result of the differences in the pump speed proflles. 

For the case in which the pump coasted down to 64% of its prerupture speed, the , 
pump differential pressure that developed following ECC injection played a major role in 
the good core cooling. After an initial seven-sec delay, during which the pump suction leg 
was filling with water, the ECC injectio'n provided high density fluid at the pump inlet, 
causing the pump to develop a positive differential pressure as shown in Figure 34. Everi 
when oscillations developed in the pump differential pressure the oscillatory minima 
continued to be positive. (The pump differential pressure oscillations are related to the 
filling and emptying of the 'U' shaped pump suction leg and are discussed in detail in 
Appendix E.) The continued substantial and positive pump differential pressure resulted in 
the establishment and continuation of large positive flows in both the core and intact loop. 
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The large positive core flow; indicated by the core inlet fluid volumetric flow 
(obtained from the turbine flowmeter), shown in Figure 35, contributed directly to the core 
cooling by supplying relatively low quality coolant to the core· inlet, whereas· the strongly 
positive intact loop flow, indicated by the hot leg flow measurement (Figure 36), influenced 
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the core thermal behavior in a more subtle fashion. The positive in.tact loop flow developed 
because of condensation of intact loop steam by the subcooled ECC fluid injected into the 

. pump suction leg. As a result of this condensation process in the pump suction leg, the 
pump delivered saturated fluid to the downcomer inlet annulus for a significant period. 
Since the saturated fluid could not provide a condensation sink in the inlet annulus, the 
strong negative core and downcomer flows that generally occur as a result of the 
condensation process did not develop. As a result, holdup and bypass of ECC fluid out of 
the cold leg break were minimized and positive core flow was maintained even during the 
period of pump differential pressure oscillations. Therefore, the combination of the 
sustained positive pump differential pressure and the delivery of saturated fluid to the 
downcomer were the major factors resulting in the good core cooling for this case. 

For the case in which the pump speed was maintained at 100% of the prerupture value 
the reduced core cooling effectiveness, relative to that of the previous case, was again related 
to the pump differential pressure history. The increased pump speed resulted in the early 
development of large differential pressure oscillations during which the differential pressure 
degraded to zero for short periods as shown in Figure 37. Because no period of sustained 
positive pump differential pressure occurred, the positive core flow and intact loop 
circulation were not established as strongly as in the case with 64% pump speed. In fact, 
periods of reverse core and intact loop flow developed during the lower differential pressure 
portions of the pump oscillations. The lack of sustained positive core flow and intact loop 
circulation resulted in reduced core cooling particularly during the periods when the core 
inlet flow was reversed . 
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The absence of a significant and sustained intact loop circulation further affected the 
core thermal response because condensation at the pump suction was not sufficient to cause 
the injected ECC fluid to reach saturated conditions prior to reaching the vessel inlet 
annulus. The delivery of subcooled fluid to the inlet annulus, reflected in Figure 38, caused 
steam to be condensed in the downcomer which induced a negative surge in the core and 
downcomer flows when the pump differential pressure degraded to zero. The negative flow 
surge in turn prevented significant ECC penetration of the downcomer, resulting in 
substantial ECC bypass. The continued pump oscillations allowed this bypass to occur 
repeatedly which resulted in a reduction in core cooling effectiveness. 
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100% of prerupture value. 

For the case in which the pump coasted down to a stop, the pump influenced the core 
thermal behavior not only during the ECC injection period, but also during the initial 
blowdown. Because of its coastdown characteristics, the pump acted as a hydraulic 
resistance to positive in tact loop flow during part of the initial blow down period. As a result 
of the added resistance of the pump the total resistance to positive intact loop flow 
increased. The increased intact loop hydraulic resistance caused an increase in the reverse 
flow from the intact loop hot leg into the upper plenum and core. As a result, intact loop 
hot leg liquid, either from the steam generator or the pressurizer, penetrated into the core 
causing the early quenching down to the 26-in. elevation rather than the 32-in. elevation (in 
the baseline cold leg injection test) as discussed in Section 111-4.1. This difference in 
behavior represents a second order effect in this particular case but indicates the potential 
for significantly changed blowdown behavior if a more rapid coas '·down were to occur. 
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After intact loop ECC injection was initiated, at about 17 sec after rupture, the small 
differential pressure developed ·by the decelerating pump led to poor core cooling. The 
differential pressure did not undergo oscillations because the reduced pump speed did not 
allow the suction leg to be depleted of liquid but the pump coastdown caused the already 
small differential pressure to decay rapidly. Significant positive intact loop circulation did 
not develop and the pump delivered subcooled water to the downcomer inlet annulus. The 
resulting condensation of steam in the downcomer contributed to the development of 
negative core and downcomer flows which prevented further penetration of the downcomer 
by ECC fluid and resulted in the ineffective core cooling. 

4.3 Extension of the Investigation of the Pump Suction Injection Concept Through 
RELAP4 Calculations 

The investigation of the pump suction injection concept was extended by using the 
RELAP4 code to examine the effects of ECC injection rate as an operating parameter. As 
noted earlier, the experimental investigation used the pump speed profile as an operating 
parameter and the injection rate was held constant. To provide further information on the 
pump suction injection concept, calculations were performed with the pump speed held 
constant at 100% of the prerupture value but with four different ECC injection rates. The 
first calculation used the experimental injection rate, about 23 gpm, to allow diiect 
comparison between the calculated and the experimental results. On the basis of this 
comparison three further calculations were conducted employing higher injection rates of 
46, 74, and 101 gpm. 

The calculation that was performed with the same injection rate as the experime!lt, 
allowed confidence to be developed in the calculation of the hydraulic phenomena that 
were demonstrated, by the experiments, to be important to the core thermal response. The 
code calculated the large pump differential pressure oscillations very accurately and showed 
that the pump delivered subcooled water to the downcomer inlet annulus. The calculation 
also exhibited core flow oscillations with negative flow periods resulting in significant ECC 
bypass. Overall, the correlation between the calculations and the experimental data, was 
close with regard to those conditions· which resulted in the· reduced core cooling in ·the 
experiment. This close agreement between calculations and experimental data led to the 
conclusion that additional calculations were warranted. Therefore, further calculations were 
conducted to determine whether the hydraulic phenomena, leading to the good core cooling 
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in the experiment in which the pump was maintained at 64% of its prerupture speed, were 
unique or whether they could be reproduced with 100% pump speed and a different 
injection rate. 

The calculations showed that if the injection rate was increased to 46 gpm, the 
hydraulic conditions leading to good core cooling could be produced with the pump speed 
maintained at its prerupture value. With this injection rate the pump differential pressure 
again underwent oscillations but did not degrade to zero. Intact loop circulation was 
established and the calculation indicated that saturated fluid would be delivered to the 
down comer inlet annulus. The experiments led to the consensus that these conditions would 
result in effective core cooling. 
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The calculations with the higher injection rates demonstrated that increasing the 
injection rate did not necessarily provide good core cooling with the pump suction injection 
concept. The calculations with injection rates of 74 gpm and 101 gpm showed that the 
pump differential pressure did not undergo significant oscillation or degradation. As a result, 
strong intact loop circulation was established. Despite the steam circulation, however, the 
increased ECC injection rates resulted in subcooled liquid being delivered to the downcomer 
inlet annulus. As a result, countercurrent flows developed due to the condensation of steam 
in the downcomer. The countercurrent flows caused substantial bypass of the ECC fluid 
which would result in reduced core cooling effectiveness. 

The calculations, together with the experimental results, demonstrate that very 
specific pump speed and injection rate conditions are required to provide good core cooling 
with the pump suction injection concept. Positive pump differential pressure must be 
maintained to provide positive core and intact loop flows. The relationship between the 

. intact loop circulation and the ECC injection rate must be such as to provide saturated fluid 
to. the downcomer mlet annulus. 'l'hese. conditions can be achieved with more than one 
pump speed and injection rate combination although there is no indication that a broad 
operating range can be achieved. 

4.4 Factors Specific to the Serniscale Mod-I System that may Influence Results 

In the evaluation of the pump suction injection concept the Semiscale pump 
coastdown operating point characteristics could not be exactly matched to those for a full 
sized PWR. In addition, differences in the downcomer geometry and scaled intact loop 
v.olumes existed between the Semiscale facility ~nd a PWR. The combination of these 

: differences. in pump performance characteristics and system geometry resulted in core 
thermal response and system hydraulic behavior in Semiscale which may not be entirely 
representative of that in a full sized PWR. 

On the basis of experimental results and on calculation models, the combination of 
pump speed and pump suction injection rate appear to be of prime importance in 
determining the overall effectiveness of this concept in the Semiscale Mod-I system. If these 
two variables are such that the combination results in a sustained positive pump diffen:ntial 
pressure, and if sufficient intact loop condensation occurs so that the pump delivers 
saturated fluid to the downcomer inlet annulus, then the Semiscale results indicate that 
effective core cooling will result. However, if the combination of the pump speed and 
injection rate do not produce a sustained positive pump head and delivery of saturated fluid 
to the downcomer, then ineffective cooling results. In a full sized PWR with a larger 
downcomer flow area, the delivery of saturated fluid to the downcomer inlet annulus may 
not be necessary to provide good core cooling: Without the Semiscale hot wall and 
countercurrent flow delays subcooled water could possibly be delivered to the downcomer 
without large bypass of ECC out the cold· Jeg break being experienced. Under these 
conditions the effects of condensation phenomena on the pump suction ECC injection rate 
required for effective core cooling would not be as influential. Therefore, good core cooling 
over a broader range of operating conditions could be possible. 
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The experimental evaluation of the pump suction ECC injection concept was 
· performed by injecting ECC into the Semiscale intact loop pump suction leg only. This 

injection scheme differs from that which would occur in a full sized PWR, in that in a 
hypothesized LOCA, ECC would also inject into the broken loop pump suction. The 
decision not to inject into the broken loop pump suction was based on the fact that the 
broken loop did not contain. an active pump, only a pump simulator. Since the broken loop 
pump simulator could not be expected to behave like an active pump with pump suction 
injection and because the intact loop pump behavior was expected to be more of a factor in 
influencing the overall system behavior with this concept, pump suction injection into the 
broken loop was not used. 

4.5 Assessment of Effectiveness of Pump Suction· Injection in the Semiscale Mod-1 
System 

The concept of pump suction injection can result in very effective cooling, but the 
effectiveness of this method depends on a complex relationship between the developed 
pump differential pressure and the condensation potential of the particular ECC injection 
rate. To be effective, correct matching of the pump characteristics, injection rate, and pump . 
suction geometry is required. The intact loop circulation developed must be eapable of 
allowing the ECC fluid to condense enough flow to produce saturated fluid on the delivery 
side of the pump. Although this concept can be effective, the effectiveness clearly depends 
on complex phenomena. In the absence of large scale testing·, it would be difficult· to 
develop confidence in this concept because no indication exists from the present 
investigation that the required system thermal-hydraulic conditions can be achieved over an . 
extended range of pump speed and injection rate. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The investigation of alternate ECC injection methods included the experimental and 
analytical evaluation of four distinctly different injection concepts. Each of the concepts 
investigated was evaluated on the basis of overall core cooling effectiveness and the 
effectiveness was ·compared with that achieved through use of cold leg ECC injection and 
through use of other alternate injection concepts. An important factor influencing core 
cooling effectiveness during the experimental investigation of several of these concepts was 
the condensation of steam by injected ECC. The following paragraphs present conclusions 
pertaining to the effectiveness of the various ECC injection concepts investigated, and 
address the subject of condensation and its effect on the experimenlal resulls. 

The injection of ECC fluid into the lower plenum proved to be the most effective 
concept investigated in the Semiscale Mod-1 system. Lower plenum ECC injection was 
clearly more effective than cold leg injection in the Semiscale Mod-I system although the 
Semiscale downcomer hot wall and countercurrent flow delays tend to exaggerate its 
superiority. Lower plenum injection eliminated the hot wall delay and the ECC bypass 
caused by countercurrent flow. The concept was effective primarily because it resulted in 
rapid lower plenum refill causing reflood to start while the system pressure was high 
( 170 psig). The high pressure reflood resulted· in effective core cooli.rig accompanied by 
significant steam generation, which maintained the high system pressure. The conditions 
that produced effective core cooling were, therefore, self-sustaining and the entire core was 
quenched by 53 sec after rupture. The concept as used in the Semiscale Mod-I system had 
the disadvantage that the rupture of the injection line itself represents a serious LOCA. 
However, careful design of the ECC piping could eliminate this problem. 

Simultaneous accumulator injection into the upper plenum and into the cold legs was 
an effective ECC injection concept, as was the concept of cold leg injection with a vent line 
between the broken loop hot and cold legs. The cooling rates and quench times achieved 
with these concepts overlapped considerably and ·no basis exists for rating either concept 
significantly better than the other. In the Semiscale Mod-1 system both of the concepts 
provided cooling rates and quench times superior to those obtained with cold leg injection 
alone. 

With combined upper plenum and cold leg accumulator injection the good core 
cooling effectiveness was primarily the result of upper plenum ECC fluid being swept into 
the core by negative intact loop and core flows. The negative flows were strongly related to 
condensation in the downcomer inlet annulus due to the presence of subcooled ECC fluid 
injected into the cold leg. This cooling mechanism caused the core to quench predominantly 
from the top down, which could represent a disadvantage with strongly bottom skewed 
axial power profiles. The investigation of upper plenum accumulator injection rate as an 
operating parameter led to the conclusion that core cooling effectiveness was not strongly 
related to upper plenum injection rate over the range of injection rates tested. The absence 
of a strong relationship between upper plenum accumulator injection rate and core cooling 
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effectiveness occurred because, for the vessel injection rates used, penetration of the core by 
ECC injected into the upper plenum was largely controlled by the condensation process in 
the downcomer inlet annulus rather than by a supply mechanism in the upper plenum. 

With cold leg injection and a vent line between the broken loop hot and cold legs the 
core cooling effectiveness was found to be related to improved cooling during both the 
blowdown and reflood portions of the experiment. Good core -cooling during blowdown 
occurred because the vent line reduced the negative core flow thereby allowing liquid to be 
retained in the lower plenum and subsequently to be delivered to the core. The good core 
cqoling during reflood was due to the venting action on the hot side of the core, which led 
to reduced cold leg ECC bypass and rapid reflood. 

Overall, the conclusion was reached that both the simultaneous upper plenum and 
cold leg accumulator injection concept and the cold leg injection concept with the vent line 
were worthy of further investigation as alternate ECC injection concepts. 

The investigation of the pump suction injection concept showed that, although the 
·concept was capable of providing very good core cooling, the results were extremely variable 
and that some operating conditions resulted in less effective core cooling than that provided 
by any of the other alternate ECC concepts examined. Under some operating conditions the 
pump suction injection concept provided less effective core cooling than did the baseline 
cold leg injection concept. The investigation showed that, for the pump suction injection 
concept, the core cooling effectiveness depends on a complex relationship between the · 
developed pump head and the condensation potential of a particular ECC injection rate. 
Within this context, the relationship between pump flow capacity, ECC injection rate and 
the· geometry of the 'U' shaped pump. suction seal can ·strongly influence the system 
behavior. The investigation provided no indication that the pump suction injection concept 
could produce effective core cooling over an appreciable range_ of operating conditions. 
Consequently, without a more extensive testing program, to place any confidence in this 
concept would be unjustified. 

Within the general context of upper plenum injection, a separate and independent 
study was conducted on upper plenum LPIS injection. Since this injection scheme is used 
exclusively on two-loop reactors, a larger scaled break area, representative of that for a 
200% cold leg break in a two-loop plant, was used in the investigation of this concept. 
Therefore, a direct comparison of the results from this concept with those of the other 
concepts examined is not possible. Nevertheless, some significant observations can be made 
relating to the system hydraulic behavior and core thermal response with this injection 
concept. The study showed that upper plenum LPIS injection results in strong 
multidimensional core cooling and quenching behavior. The relatively small injection rate 
and the large negative core flows early in the transient, resulted in rapid top down cooling 
and quenching of that sector of the core immediately below the injection location. The top 
down cooling and quenching of the side of the core opposite the injection location was 
relatively ineffective as no strong driving mechanism was available to carry fluid into that 
sector of the core. The results of this experimental investigation are difficult to interpret as 
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they relate to a PWR. With the large core flow area of a PWR and the increased potential for 
flow channeling, the possibility exists that LPIS fluid could flow through the core and flll 
the l?wer plenum, which wo~ld contribute to bottom flooding of the bulk of the core as 
opposed to the top down quenching process observed in the Semiscale tests. 

The evaluation of experimental results from the various concepts investigated, 
demonstrated .convincingly that condensation of steam caused by the injection of subcooled 
ECC fluid was very influential with regard to the core cooling effectiveness of several ECC 
injection concepts. The condensation process could be beneficial or detrimental to core 
cooling depending on the details of the specific injection concept employed. Condensation 
in the downcomer inlet annulus can induce strong countercurrent flows which inhibit ECC 
injected into the cold leg from penetrating the downcomer and thus results in significant 
bypass. T~s condensation process, and its affect on ECC penetration of the downcomer was 
demonstrated m ·the mvestigation of pump suction injecliun, ln whkh lht: u~sl1.me ~.;uullftg 
was achieved when conditions were such that saturated fluid was delivered to the 
downcomer inlet annulus, eliminating the condensation process. Conversely, for upper 
plenum ECC injection, the negative core flows induced by condensation in the downcomer 
inlet <l!lnulu.s provided a strong mechanism for carrying upper plenum ECC fluid into the 
.core, thereby providing effective core cooling. These observations lead to the conclusion 
that the difference between injecting saturated ECC fluid or subcooled ECC fluid at a given 
location within a given ECC concept is important to obtaining optimum core cqoling. 

The conclusions reached concerning each of the altemale ECC injection concepts 
investigated relate specifically to the Semiscale Mod-I system. The one-dimensional 
characteristics of the Semiscale Mod-I sytem as well as a· number of other factors unique to 
Semiscale preclude a defmitive assessment of the specific benefit in terms of temperature or 
power for a given concept in a full size PWR. Nevertheless, these factors appear unlikely to 
alter the broad picture of the relative merits of the various concepts. 
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APPENDIX A 

LOWER PLENUM ECC INJEC'tiON 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The potential benefits of using emergency core cooling (ECC) injection concepts other 
than only cold leg ECC injection were investigated in the Semiscale Mod-I system. The 
c~ncept of ECC injection into the lower plenum was included in this investigation. This 
concept had the potential for eliminating any delays associated with ECC penetration of the 
downcomer and, therefore, provided the possibility of effective core cooling very early in 
the transient. The core cooling effectiveness of lower plenum ECC injection and the major 
system response that resulted in the observed core ·cooling were both analyzed. The 
interpretation of the experimental results provided an assessment of the overall effects of 
using lower plenum ECC injection. 

The Semiscale Mod-I system configuration shown in Figure A-1 was used for 
investigation of lower plenum injection. The system consisted of a pressure vessel with 
simulated reactor internals; an intact loop with a steam generator, pump, and pressurizer; 
and a broken loop with a simulated steam generator, simulated pump, and two rupture 
assen:tblies. The ·shnulated steam generator and pump contained orifices to provide the 
appropriate hydraulic resistance. The intact loop accumulator and the systems for pumped 
injection were connected to the low.er plenum. Figure A-2 shows the details of the injection 
location and geometry. The initial conditions and ECC flow rates are tabulated in Table A-1. 
Additional details of the system configuration and instrumentation are documented in 
Reference A-1. 

· The experitpental conditions for the lower plenum injection test (Test S-05-1) were 
held essentially the same as those for a baseline cold leg injection test (Test S-04-6)[A-2] to 
allow comparative analysis between the two injection concepts. In the Semiscale Mod-1 
system the hot downcomer walls cause a delay in the penetration of the downcomer by ECC 
injected in the cold leg due to flashi~g of the coolant. To compensate for this delay the cold 
leg injection accumulator water volume was larger than that used with lower plenum 
injection (by about 0.5 ft3). 

Section 2 of this appendix contains an assessment of the effects on the core thermal 
response of inj~cting ECC in the lower plenum and discusses the effectiveness of the core 
cooling relative to that achieved with cold leg ECC injection. The major system response 
that results in the observed core thermal response is also discussed in this section. The 
significant conclusions from this investigation are presented in Section 3. 
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TABLE A-I 

TEST CONDITIONS FOR LOWER PLENUM ECC INJECTION 

Core power (MW)[a} 

- Intact loop cold leg fluid temperature ( 0 F)[a] 

Hot leg to cold leg temper~ture differential (°F)[a] 

Steam generator feedwater temperature (°F)[a] 

Steam generator liquid level (in:)[a,b] 

Pressurizer pressure (psia)[a] 

Pressurizer liquid volume (ft3)[a,c] 

Core flow rate (gpm)[a] 

Pressure suppression system pressure (psia)[a] 

,Intact/broken loop accumulator injection location 

Liquid volume (ft3) [d] 
'Injection rate (gpm) 
Actuation pressure (psia) 

Intact/broken loop LPIS injection location 

Injection rate (gpm)[d] 
Actuation pressure (psia) 

Intact/broken loop HPIS injection location 

Injection rate (gpm)[d] 
Actuation pressure (psia) 

Vessel accumulator injection location 
Liquid volume (ft3) 
Injection rate (gpm)[d] 
Actuation pressure (psia) 

[a] Prior to rupture. 
[b] Above bottom of tube sheet. 
[c] Based on average fluid density of 37.4 lbm/ft3. 
[d] Average attained during test. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The results of an experimental investigation with ECC injection in the lower plenum 
have been evaluated to determine whether improved core cooling can be achieved with this 
ECC injection concept. The results obtained with lower plenum ECC injection were 
compared with results obtained with cold leg ECC injection to evaluate the relative merits of 
lower plenum ECC injection. The core thermal response is discussed in the first section. The 
major system factors influencing the observed core thermal response are presented in the 
second section. 

The discussion of core thermal response ln the following section is limited to 
phenomena that ate direclly 1dated to injection of ECC in the lowP.r plenum. The response 
during the early period, before ECC injection, was essentially the same as thal r~vorted for 
the Semiscale blowdown heat transfer test series[A-3]. During this early period, unpowered 
rods in the Semiscale Mod-I core affect the core response, primarily through their influence 
on the departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) behavior. The DNB behavior was very similar 
in the lower plenum injection test to that in the baseline cold leg injection test[A-4 l. 

2.1 Core Thermal Response 

.... Injection of ECC into the lower plenum resulted in an early initiation of reflood, 
generally effective core cooling, and a rapid quench of the core. An indication of the 
processes occurring is obtained by evaluating the heater rod temperature response. The rod 
ciadding temperature responses al Lite core high power elevation (29 in. ~hove the bottom of 
the core heated length) and the 33-in. elevation during both lower plenum ECC and cold leg 
ECC .injection are compared in Figure A-3. As shown in Figure A-3, lower plenum ECC 
injection caused a somewhat tlifferent rod cladding temperature response from that 
obtained for cold leg ECC injection during the initial ucpH::ssurizati<;m. At about 20 sec after 
rupture, the rod cladding temperatures started to increase at a more rapid rate with lower 
plenum injection than they do with cold leg injection. The more rapid temperature increase 
continued throughout the core .until reflood was initiated at 23 sec after rupture. Following 
the initiation of reflood more effective cooling occurred, progressing to successively higher 
r.ore elevations, until fmally a more rapid quench of the core occurred for lower plenum 
ECC injection than for cold leg ECC injection. The entire core was quenched l1y auuut 
52 sec after rupture for the test with lower plenum ECC injection. The rod cladding 
tcmpemtures decreased to helow the system saturation temperature, indicating that most of 
the core was filled with subcooled liquid. Comparison of the rod cladding temperature on an 
unpowered rod with the system saturation temperatun: in Figure A-4 shows that the coolant 
at the core high power elevation was subcooled by about 180°F at 70 sec after rupture. 
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Another indication of the effective core cooling for lower plenum ECC injection is 
obtained from examining the heat flux at the core high power elevation. The heat fluxes[a] 
calculated from the measurements at the 29-in. elevation (Thermocouple TH-A5-29) for 
lower plenum ECC injection and cold leg ECC injection are shown in Figures A-5 and A-6 , 
respectively. The heat flux response is quite similar until about 25 sec after rupture. At 
about 25 sec after rupture, the heat flux for lower plenum ECC injection starts to increase, 
whereas the heat flux for cold leg ECC injection remains at about 10,000 Btu/hr-ft2 until 
about 55 sec after rupture. The increase in the heat flux at about 25 sec after rupture for 
lower plenum ECC injection reflects the initiation of reflood and water droplet entrainment 
in the core. 

Entrainment of liquid in the core was an important mechanism in the effective core 
cooling and early quench of the core with Jower plenum ECC injection. An indication of 
entrainment is obtained from examining the heat transfer coefficient calculated from the 
temperature measurement at the 29-in. elevation (Thermocouple TH-A5-29) during lower 
plenum ECC injection. 1 he ca1culated response ot the heat transter coefficient, which is 
based on the system saturation temperature, is shown in Figure A-7. Following system 
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Fig. A-5 Surface heat flux at the core peak power elevation with lower plenum ECC injection- Test S-05-1. 

[a] The heat flux is calculated using an inverse heat conduction technique from the 
temperature measurement provided by a thermocouple. The inverse heat conduction 
technique solves for the surface heat flux that minimizes the sum of the squared 
differences between the calculated and measured temperatures for the present time 
step and a few future time steps. 
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blowdown and depressurization, the heat transfer coefficient decreases to about 
10 Btu/hr-ft2-°F at about 22 sec after rupture. The heat tran!"fer coefficient increases to 
above 20 Btu/hr-ft2-°F at about 25 sec after rupture which, as discussed in Reference A-5, 
indicates entrainment and the existence of a dispersed flow at the 29-in. elevation. The 
oscillations in the heat transfer coefficient, shown in Figure A-7, are strongly influenced by 
the core inlet flow. The decreases in heat transfer coefficient correspond to reverse (top to 
bottom) core flow. 

The flow of accumulator nitrogen into the lower plenum when water was depleted did 
not significantly affect the core thermal response. A slight temperature increase, up to about 
150°F, occurred at about 70 sec after rupture at some locations in the core. This 
temperature increase was the result of general reversal in the core flow, which terminated 
the supply of subcooled ECC to the core. However, the entire core remained quenched 
during the following nitrogen injection. 

The effect of nitrogen flow following depletion of accumulator liquid would be 
significantly different for a longer (12ft) core than for the Semiscale Mod-I 5.5-ft core. The 
FLOOD4 code[A-6] was used to calculate the reflood behavior of a 12-ft core using lower 
plenum ECC injection [a]. The results of this calculation indicate that the temperature at 
the core high temperature elevation would be about 1350°F at the initiation of nitrogen 
flow. Therefore, the rod cladding temperatures would be expected to increase above this 
value during nitrogen injection if core flow conditions occurred for a 12-ft core similar to 
the results for the 5.5-ft Semiscale Mod-I system. 

2.2 Major System Factors Resulting in the Observed Core Thermal Response 

Injection of ECC directly into the lower plenum resulted in effective core cooling and 
a rapid quench of the core. A detailed investigation of the system behavior was performed 
to identify the reasons for the overall effectiveness of this ECC injection method. The 
results of this investigation indicate that rapid refill of the lower plenum and the early 
initiation of reflood were the major factors in obtaining the observed core thermal response. 

The rapid filling of the lower plenum changed the core flow direction during the 
depressurization and caused a short period of ineffective cooling in the core resulting in the 
rapid increase in the heater rod temperatures from about 20 to 23 sec after rupture 
(Figure A-3), as discussed in Section 2.1. This change in flow direction was due to the 
injected ECC fllling the lower plenum up to the bottom of the flow inlet sleeve at about 
20 sec after rupture and blocking the negative core flow. In the next 3 sec, the remaining 
about 23 in. of the core inlet were filled with coolant. During this 3-sec period, before 
retlood was initiated, the core t1ow rate was low and ineffective core cooling occurred. 

The early initiation of reflood (compared with that for cold leg ECC injection) was a 
major factor in the overall effectiveness of lower plenum ECC injection. The countercurrent 

[a] Version FL4B7HVP. 
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flow phenomena and hot wall delay associated with cold leg ECC injection in the Semiscale 
Mod-1 system were eliminated with lower plenum ECC injection. The elimination of the 
countercurrent flow phenomena and hot wall delay resulted in a rapid filling of the lower 
plenum and reflood initiation occurring at about 23 sec after rupture, which was about 
21 sec earlier than for cold leg ECC injection. The rapid increase in the core inlet density 
shown in Figure A-8 indicates the initiation of reflood. 
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Fig. A-8 Core inlet density response during lower plenum ECC injection -Test S-05-1. 

The early initiation of reflood with lower plenum ECC injection caused reflood to 
occur at a higher system pressure which resulted in improved core cooling relative to cold 
leg injection. The rapid refill of the lower plenum resulted in the core reflooding at a 70- to 
80-psia higher system pressure with lower plenum ECC injection as shown in Figure A-9. 
Reference A-5 discussed the more 'effective cooling that occurs during reflood at a higher 
system pressure due to changes in the physical properties of the steam and the liquid 
entrainment mechanisms. The liquid was entrained by the rapid steam generation above the 
quench front as the coolant interacted with the hot core surfaces. The higher system 
pressure resulted in a higher steam generation rate which fed back to maintain a·high system 
pressure prior to accumulator nitrogen injection. 

Another factor which could have contributed to the maintenance of a high system 
pressure was the existence of choked flow in the cold leg break nozzle, although whether 
choked flow developed at the nozzle or not is not known with certainty. The choked 
flowrate was calculated using measured temperatures, pressures, and fluid densities with the 
homogeneous equilibrium model. This calculation indicated that choked flow did exist 
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Fig. A-9 Comparison of the system pressure during lower plenum and cold leg ECC injection -Tests S-05-1 and S-04·6. 

during the reflood phase of the test, but uncertainty exists because the measured properties 
used in the calculation were obtained near the lower limits of the measurement ranges and 
are, therefore, subject to considerable instrument error. 

An evaluation of the lower plenum fluid conditions ind_icates sweepout of the fluid in 
the lower plenum was not increased by the injection of subcooled coolant into the lower 
plenum. The rapid filling of the lower plenum using lower plenum injection resulted in the 
reverse core flow, associated with the system depressurization, being terminated and positive 
core flow occurring at 23 sec after rupture as illustrated in Figure A-1 0. Examination of 
Figure A-1 0 also shows that some large negative oscillations in the core inlet flow occurred 
after about 25 sec after rupture. However, the density at the core inlet, shown in 
Figure A-8, indicates that the inlet of the core remained full of water. Therefore, the 
oscillations in the core inlet flow do not indicate reverse steam flow out the core and up the 
downcomer but indicate oscillations in the water level in the core due to steam generation in . 
the core. The temperature measurement of the fluid at the core inlet shown in Figure A-ll 
indicates spikes of subcooled fluid at the core inlet. This subcooled fluid would condense 
any reverse steam flow out the core and assures sweepout of the lower plenum by reverse 
steam flow would not occur. 

The downcomer and core fluid behavior was investigated to evaluate the hydraulic 
interaction between the fluids in these regions for lower plenum ECC injection. The 
downcomer collapsed liquid levels, calculated from the differential pressure measurement 
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DPV-9-166, for lower plenum ECC injection and cold leg ECC inje9tion are compared in 
Figure A-12. As shown, the downcomer was essentially filled by about 35 sec after rupture 
for lower plenum ECC injection, whereas, about 60 sec were required to fill the downcomer 
for cold leg ECC injection. The oscillations in the downcomer level were ·of much smaller 
magnitude for lower plenum ECC injection than cold leg ECC injection during reflood. The 
smaller oscillations indicate that less hydraulic interaction occurred between the downcomer 
and the core for lower plenum ECC injection than cold leg ECC injection. One reason for 
the lesser interaction was that the entire core was apparently covered with liquid. The 
downcomer and core collapsed liquid levels are compared in Figure A-13 and show that the 
downcomer and core are both full of liquid up to 9-in. below the cold leg at about 65 sec 
after rupture. This filling of the core with water was also jndicated by the subcooled 
temperatures measured by the core heater rod thermocouples as discussed in Section 2.1. 

The injection of accumulator nitrogen has several significant effects on the system 
response; however, since the core was quenched before nitrogen injection was initiated, no 
adverse thermal effects occurred in the core. The injection of accumulator nitrogen at about 
67 sec after rupture resulted in an initial increase in the system pressure, as shown in 
Figure A-9, and a decrease in the downcomer collapsed liquid level. The pressure increase 
caused by the nitrogen resulted from two effects: from the factor of about three increase in 
·the volumetric flow from the accumulator during nitrogen flow and from the increased 
steam generation. The decrease in the downcomer collapsed liquid level was due to the 
nitrogen sweeping coolant out the vessel side of the break. The increase in the density on 
the vessel side of the broken loop shown in Figure A-14 indicates that increased flow 
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bypassed out the break. The core inlet flow was negative about 4 sec after the initiation of 
nitrogen injection (about 69 sec after rupture) as shown in Figure A-15, whereas the core 
inlet density measurement indicates the core inlet was covered with water until about 69 sec 
after rupture. These measurements show that nitrogen did not flow into the core. 
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The reverse core flow that occurred during nitrogen injection had a significant effect 
on the observed core thermal response. This reverse core flow resulted in coolant that had 
previously passed up through the core, being returned down the core and heated a second 
time. As a result, hotter fluid existed in the core and the temperature of the rod cladding 
rose by about l30°F as_ shown in Figure A-3. 1-•'igure A-16 shows that the average 
temperature of the fluid entering the lower plenum increased by about 100°F due to the 
hot fluid from the core entering the lower plenum. The reverse core flow also exposed 
surfaces in the upper sections of the core which increased the steam generation rate. 
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Fig. A-16 Core inlet fluid temperature during lower plenum ECC injection- Test S-05-1. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The thermal-hydraulic response of the Semiscale Mod-I core during lower plenum 
ECC injection has been investigated. The results of this analysis have led to an increased 
understanding of the phenomena associated with ECC injection into the lower plenum. The 
results have also been valuab.le in evaluating t~e potential benefits to core cooling of using 
lower plenum ECC injection in place of cold leg ECC injection. 

J.l Core Thermal Rcspon3C 

The use of lower plenum injection resulted in effective heat transfer and a rapid 
quench of the core. The entire core was quenched about S2 sec after ruplure. Tha rod 
cladding temperatures increased about 150°F duiing nitrogen injection due to reverse core 
now. 

3.2 Core Hydmulic Response 

The effective heat transfer resulted from a rapid refJJ.l of the lower plenum and the 
initiation of reflood at a relatively high system pressure. The rapid filling of the lower 
plenum with subcooled liquid up to the core inlet eliminated the potential of sweepout of 
the lower plenum by reverse core flow. 
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APPENDIXB 

UPPER PLENUM ACCUMULATOR INJECTION 

ACCOMPANIED BY COLD LEG INJECTION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The potential benefits of using emergency core cooling (ECC) injection concepts other 
than cold leg ECC injection alone following a 200% double-ended cold leg break were 
investigated in the Semiscale. Mod-1 system. The concept of accumulator injection into the 
vessel upper plenum, combined with acc,umulator injection and high and low pressure 
pumped injection in the cold legs, was included in this investigation. This concept offered 
the possiblity that the added upper plenum injection would provide additional coolant to 
the core, and possibly, act as a condensation sink in the upper plenum to reduce steam 
binding effects associated with bottom reflooding. Two different upper plenum injection 
rates were used to determine the effects of varying this operational parameter: an 8.4-gpm 
injection rate (Test S-05-3) and a 16-gpm injection rate (Test'S-05-4), both in conjunction 
With essentially the same cold leg injection rate (about 23 gpm). The effectiven~ss of the 
combined upper plenum accumulator injection and cold leg injection concept was evaluated 
by comparative analysis with results obtained using cold leg intact loop accumulator 
injection alone (Test S..Q~)[B-11. 

The Semiscale Mod-1 system configuration that was utilized in the investigation of the 
upper plenum accumulator injection concept is shown in Figure B-1. The system consisted 
,of a pressure vessel with simulated reactor internals; an intact loop with a steam generator, 
pump and pressurizer; and a broken ldop with a simulated steam generator, simulated pump 
and two rupture assemblies. The simulated steam generator and pump contained orifices to 
provide· the appropriate hydraulic resistance. Details of the upper plenum accumulator ECC 
injection system are shown in Figure B-2. The upper plenum accumulator injection was 
initiated when the system pressure reached 300 psia. The cold leg intact loop accumulator 
injection was initiated when the system pressure reached 600 psia. At the depletion of cold 
leg intact loop accumulator injection, nitrogen from the accumulator tank was allowed to 
flow into the Semiscale Mod-I system; however, no nitrogen was allowed to flow into the 
vessel upper plenum from the upper plenum injection system. The Semiscale Mod-1 core 
utilized to investigate the upper plenum injection concept ~eluded 36 heated rods and four 
unheated rods to represent guide tubes and instrument thimbles present in a four-loop 
pressurized water reactor. Figure B-3 shows the Semiscale Mod-I core heater rod layout. 

The core thermal response is important in evaluating the effectiveness of the upper 
plenum injection concept and is discussed in Section 2 of this appendix. The system 
thermal-hydraulic behavior responsible for the core thermal response is discussed in 
Section 3 and the conclusions regarding the effectiveness of the upper plenum injection 
concept are presented in Section 4. 
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Fig. B-2 Upper plenum accumulator injection configuration. 
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2. CORE THERMAL RESPONSE 

Understanding the core thermal response is of prime importance in evaluating the 
effectiveness of the upper plenum ECC injection concept. The core thermal behavior is most 
significantly affected by the upper plenum ECC injection concept during reflood; therefore, 
the core thermal re~ponse discussion is limited to the reflood period. The following section 
presents an evaluation of the quenching behavior, and the subsequent section discusses the 
core heat transfer processes. 

2.1 Core Quenching Behavior 

An understanding of the reflood phenomena occurring during upper plenum injection 
can be gained by examining the rod quench behavior. The quench behavior for the two 
upper plenum injection rates was examined to determine the general direction· of quench 
front progression, the effect of the upper plenum injection rate, and the influence of 
unpowered rods on the quench of adjacent rods. 

An evaluation of the quench time for each measurement location indicates that a 
general top down quench front progression occurred· with both upper plenum injection 
rates, but that different quench behaviors occurred in the upper and lower portions of the 
core. The overall top down quenching behavior is evident in Figures B-4 and B-5 which show 
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core elevation versus quench time for th~:: 8.4- and 16-gpm upper plenum injection rates, 
respectively. The results in both figures indicate a much more rapid and uniform quenching 
of the upper half of the core compared with the lower half. The difference in quenching 
behavior between the upper and lower portions of the core was attributed partly to the 
bottom skewed power profile used in the tests but the major cause lies in the system flow 
phenomena, to be discussed in Section 3. 

The overall effect of the rate of injection into the upper plenum on the core quench 
behavior may be determined by direct comparison of the results from the two· upper plenum 
injection tests. Two forms of comparison are shown in Figure·s B-6 and B-7. Figure DM6 
shows the envelope of the quench timt:S ii·um the test with the high upper pltmum injection 
rate superimposed on the plot o'f quench times from the test with .the lower injection rate, 
allowing a comparison of the earliest and latest quenches at any given core elevation. 
Figure B-7 shows the ratio of the quench times at various locations for the two upper 
plenum injection rates, providing a direct comparison between the quench times ::~t 

individual locations. Ratios greater than 1.0 indicate earlier quenching with the higher upper 
plenum injection rate. In both figures, differences are apparent in the upper and lower 
portions of the core with regard to the effect of the upper plenum injection rate on the 
quenching behavior. In the upper 25 in. of the core the quench time envelope from the high 
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injection rate 1test essentially encloses the quench time data points from the low injection 
rate test. Over the same range of elevation Figure B-7 indicates that the quench time ratios 
for different locations lie predominantly in a band from 9.0 to 1.1. Both of these 
observations indicate that the quench behavior in the upper portions of the core is not 
sensitive to the upper plenum injection rate. In the lower half of the core, Figure B-6 
indicates that the earliest quenches (about 30 to 45 sec) occur at about the same time 
irrespective of injection rate but that later quenches (about 100 to 170 sec) are delayed with 
the lower injection rate. Although the earliest quenches occur at about the same time in the 
two tests, different temperature measurements may have been involved in obtaining the 
quench time at a given elevation. Consequently, Figure B-7 indicates quench time ratios less 
than 1.0 as well as greater than 1.0. However, the preponderance of the data is towards 
ratios greater than 1.0 in the lower part of the core. Both the delayed quench data points in 
Figure B-6 and the preponderance of quench time ratios greater than 1.0 in Figure B-7 
indicate a more rapid quenching of the lower portions of the core with the higher upper 
plenum injection rate. 

The presence of the unpowered rods had a noticeable effect on the quenching 
behavior of adjacent powered rods. For example, Figure B-4 shows that one thermocouple 
at the 14-in. elevation which was adjacent to an unpowered rod, quenched at about 45 sec 
after rupture, whereas another thermocouple at the same elevation that was not adjacent to 
ari unpowered rod did not quench until about 170 sec aftl:!r ruptw·e. An examination of all 
the thermocouple quench times indicated that, at a given elevation, most of the 
thermocouples adjacent to unpowered rods exhibit earlier quenching than those not 
adjacent to unpowered rods. This quench behavior leads to the conclusion that preferential 
channeling of the coolant occurred down through regions containing an unheated rod. Since 
the quench times for locations adjacent to unheated rods were similar in each of the tests, 
the variation of the upper plenum injection rdtl:! did not appear to affect the channeling of 
the coolant. The quenching of locations not adjacent to unpowered rods was delayed in the 
test with the lower injection rate, however, possibly indicating that less total coolant was 
available in the core even though the channelized coolant remained relatively unchanged. 

2.2 Core Ht!al Transfe1· 

Knowledge of the heat transfer between the core heater rods and the core fluid 
contributes to an understanding of the phenomena co~trolling the core reflood process. 
Therefore, the heat transfer coefficients prior to, during, and after quenching were 
examined for different core locations. 

The heat transfer coefficients[a] prior to quenching exhibited an oscillatory behavior 
related to the local flow quality. Figures B-8 and B-9 show heat transfer coefficients from 
the high injection rate test at the 9- and 29-in. core elevations, respectively. Prior to quench 

[a] Heat transfer coefficients were calculated from core rod thermocouple responses using 
an inverse conduction calculation and are based on the difference between the rod 
surface temperature and the fluid saturation temperature. 
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(at 75 sec and 70 sec in the respective figures) the coefficients oscillate with minima of 
about 10 Btu/hr-ft2-°F and maxima in the region of 50 to 80 Btu/hr-ft2-°F. This range of 
heat transfer coefficient values is consistent with periods of forced convection to steam with 
intervening periods in which the liquid phase is present. Furthermore, the periodic maxima 
for the two elevations are virtually concurrent, indicating that when the liquid phase is 
present it exists throughout the lower half of the core. 

The actual quenching process involves only a few sec of transition boiling, but is 
important because much of the thermal energy stored in the rod cladding is removed during 
this brief period. The proximity of an unpowered rod had an influence on the duration of 
the transition boiling phase experienced at a given location on an adjacent powered rod. 
Figure B-9, based on data from a temperature measurement on a rod not adjacent to an 
unpowered rod, shows a transition boiling period of about 4 sec (from 70 to 74 sec) whereas 
Figure B-8, based on data from a temperature measurement on a rod adjacent to an 
unpowered rod, shows a transition boiling period of about 1.5 sec (from 75 to 76.5 sec). 
The shorter transition boiling period was found to occur irrespective of core elevation for 
locations adjacent to unpowered rods and was attributed to the preferential channeling of 
coolant through regions containing an unpowered rod. 

Following the quench, the heat transfer coefficients indicate the existence of nucleate 
boiling. This heat transfer regime appears to be maintained, pointing to the continued 
presence of low quality fluid at a given location following quenching. 

3. SYSTEM THERMAL-HYDRAULIC BEHAVIOR CONTRIBUTING TO 

CORE THERMAL RESPONSE 

The analysis of the system thermal-hydraulic phenomena indicated that the core 
cooling, demonstrated by the core thermal response, was actually the result of three periods 
of distinctly different core flow behavior. The first period lasted from the time of rupture to 
about six sec after the start of upper plenum ECC injection, and the associated phenomena 
contributed strongly to the rapid and uniform quenching of the upper core elevations. The 
second period followed and lasted until the start of cold leg nitrogen injection. The major 
system thermal-hydraulic phenomena during this period controlled the cooling and 
quenching of much of the core hot spot region (29-in. core elevation). The fmal period 
continued during and after cold leg nitrogen injection and covered the quenching of the 
remaining lower portions of the core. The major system thermal-hydraulic phenomena 
occurring during each of these periods are discussed in the following paragraphs, and are 
related to the core thermal response. 

During the first core flow period, the rapid and uniform cooling and quenching of the 
upper core elevation resulted from upper plenum ECC being swept directly into the core by 
established negative intact loop and core flows. These flows developed prior to any ECC 
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injection and were nearly identical to the initial core flow observed in previous experimental 
investigations. Intact loop cold leg accumulator injection, initiated between 17 and 19 sec 
after rupture, occurred before the start of upper plenum injection. Subcooled water from 
the intact loop accumulator entered the colq leg and inlet annulus and provided a 
condensation sink for the already established negative core steam flow. Therefore, when 
ECC injection into the upper plenum started, about 22 sec after rupture, the negative intact 
loop and core flows, apparently aided by condensation in the downcomer inlet annulus, 
swept upper plenum ECC into the core and resulted in the observed fast and uniform 
quenching of the upper portions of the core. During this initial core flow period, little 
evidence existed that significant initial steam generation caused by the cooldown of upper 
plenum structures occurred in either of the upper plenum accumulator injection tests. 
Therefore, the effect of the upper plenum structures on overall system behavior and core 
thermal response appears to be minimal for the injection rates investigated in the Semiscale 
tests. 

During the second core flow period, the continued effectiveness of the upper plenum 
injection was dependent on a complex oscillatory relationship which developed as a result of 
phenomena associated with steam . generation in the core and condensation in the 
downcomer inlet annulus. The penetration of the core by ECC injected into the upper 
plenum resulted in large volumes of steam being generated within the core which in tum 
caused large negative flows to develop out of the core inlet and up the downcomer. The 
large negative core flow which developed for the case of an upper plenum ECC injection rate 
of 16 gpm is shown relative to that for the case with cold leg injection only in Figure B-10. 
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With upper plenum ECC injection, the large negative flows out the bottom of the core and 
up the downcomer caused significant bypass of the intact loop ECC out of the broken loop 
cold leg and delayed penetration of the cold leg ECC to the lower plenum. 

The mechanism underlying the strong negative core flow which' caused bypass and the 
penetration delay during this period is related to the condensation process which occurred 
in the downcomer inlet annulus. The process was initiated when subcooled water from the 
intact loop accumulator entered the downcomer inlet annulus causing condensation of 
steam in the annulus and inducing a surge of steam flow down through the core and up the 
downcomer. The relation between ·the negative surges in steam flow and the subcooled 
water in· the inlet annulus is demonstrated in Figure B-11 which indicates an increase in 
negative core flow corresponding to and slightly lagging the decrease in annulus fluid 
temperature from saturated to subcooled. The suQcooled liquid causes rapid condensation 
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Fig. B-11 Relationship between core flow oscillations and condensation in the vessel inlet annulus - 16 gpm upper plenum 
injection rate. 

of the steam flowing up the downcomer from the core and, therefore, the downcomer steam 
flow rate is increased toward the low pressure region formed by the condensation front. The 
significant negative steam flow caused the ECC bypass out the cold leg. As the temperature 
of the water in the inlet annulus changes from a subcooled state toward a saturated state 
due to the mixing of liquid and steam, the amount of condensation in the inlet annulus 
region decreases causing a decreased down comer and core flow. When the temperature of 
the annulus water reaches the saturation condition, condensation ceases and the reduced but 
continuing downcomer steam flow pushes the water out of the downcomer and broken loop 
cold leg. Evidence of the saturated liquid being pushed out'the broken loop cold leg is found 
in Figure B-12 for the high upper plenum injection rate. Figure B-12 shows the fluid density 
in the broken loop cold leg and the fluid temperature in the inlet annulus. A rapid decrease is 
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Fig. B-12 Comparison of cold leg broken loop fluid density and the inlet annulus fluid temperature for the 16-gpm upper 
plenum injection rate. 

observed in the broken loop cold leg fluid density, corresponding to the time when the inlet 
annulus fluid temperature reached the saturation condition. The rapid decrease in the fluid 
density at the broken loop cold leg indicates a voiding of the piping corresponding to the 
removal of the water from the annulus and broken loop cold leg. Following the removal of 
the saturated liqu~d, fresh subcooled ECC is supplied to the inlet annulus and downcomer, 
again causing condensation and inducing negative core and downcomer flows. This process is 
repeated a number of times during the cold leg intact loop injection period causing the series 
of oscillations observed throughout the system. In addition, this oscillatory· system flow 
phenomenon occurs for both the high and low upper plenum injection rates. 

The condensation process described in the precedin~ paragraph strongly influenced 
the effectiveness of the upper plenum ECC injection concept through the induced negative 
surges iri core flow. The flow surges controlled the penetration of upper plenum liquid into 
the core. The core volumetric flow rate is compared in Figure B-13 with the thermal 
response of the fluid at a location on the grid near the top of the heated core. Periods of 
high negative core flow correspond to periods during which the fluid temperature is 
changing from a superheated condition to a subcooled condition. The subcooled condition 
indicates that water is present, and subcooled liquid at the top of the core indicates a 
possible penetration of liquid into the core. The decreases in the upper core fluid 
temperature to subcooled levels lag the negative surges in core flow. The fluid injected into 
the upper plenum appears to be_ held up by core steam generation until the high negative 
core volumetric flow develops. Shortly after the high negative core flow develops, due to 
condensation in the inlet annulus, the fluid temperature at the top of the core reaches the 
sub cooled state indicating penetration of the core by liquid. Similarly, shortly after the high 
negative core volumetric flow rate decreases, the fluid temperature at the top of the core 
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Fig. B-13 Cqupling between negative core flow and fluid temperature at the top of the core for the 16-gpm upper plenum 
injection rate. 

increases to a superheated value indicating holdup of the injected liquid. The holdup was 
important because it not only controlled the penetration of fluid into the core but it also 
caused bypass of the fluid injected in the upper plenum out of the broken loop hot leg. This 
bypass -of fluid, indicated by the relatively high densities measured in the broken loop hot 
leg next to the vessel, occurred for both the high and low upper plenum accumulator 
injection rates. However, a more substantial quantity of ECC bypassed the core for the 
larger injectl~n rate (16 gprn) than for the lower injection rate (8.4 gpm). Therefore, the full 
effect of the difference in upper plenum injection rates was not felt by the core, and as a 
result, the core cooling effectiveness for the two injection rates was very similar. 

The periodic penetration of liquid into the core caused by the negative flow surges 
results in periodic increases in cooling throughout the core. The oscillatory increases in core 
heat transfer, discussed in Section 2.2, were found to follow the oscillatory increases in 
negative core flow. The core heat transfer coefficient at the lower part of the core (7-in. 
elevation) is compared in Figure B-14 with the core volumetric flow rate. Periods of high 
negative volumetric core flow correspond to periods of high heat transfer coefficient. Higher 
elevations in the core exhibit the same relationship between core volumetric flow and heat 
transfer. As noted in Section 2.2, the magnitudes of the maxima of the oscillating heat 
transfer coefficient suggest that, during periods of high negative volumetric core flow rate, 
liquid droplets are entrained down through the core. The negative flow surges are, therefore, 
directly related to the cooling process with the upper plenum accumulator injection concept 
because they provide the liquid necessary for the cooling during the second core flow 
period. 

The fmal period of distinctly different core flow behavior occurred after the 
termination of cold leg ac~umulator_ water injection, when nitrogen flow from the 
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Fig. B-14 Effect of oscillatory core flow on core heat transfer - 7-in. elevation for the 8.4-gpm upper plenum inject~on 
rate. 

accumulator entered the system. Following the initiation of nitrogen injection, several 
distinct system hydraulic events occur almost simultaneously. One event is that the intact 
and broken loop cold legs are cleared of liquid. The densitites in the intact and broken loop 
cold legs are shown in Figures B-15 and B-16, respectively, for the test. with the 8.4-gpm 
upper plenum injection rate. The rapid decreases in the measured density following the start 
of nitrogen injection correspond to the loops being cleared of liquid. Another system 
hydraulic event that occurs when nitrogen injection starts is that liquid is forced into the 
vessel downcomer and core with the result that the established negative core flow decrea~es 
to essentially zero. Figure B-17 shows an increase in density at the core entrance starting 
with the onset of nitrogen injection for the test with the high upper plenum injection rate, 
indicating a hydraulically blocked downcomer. The blocking of the downcomer with liquid. 
effectively creates a more hydraulically resistive path for core steam removal. With the 
downcomer essentially blocked, a third system hydraulic event occurs. Core steam flow 
appears to hold up the injected upper plenum fluid to such an extent that liquid flow out 
the broken loop hot leg is increased. Figure B-18 indicates a general increase in measured 
density in the broken loop hot leg beginning with the intact loop nitrogen injection for the 
higher upper plenum injection rate test. The continuously high density indicates that liquid 
is being bypassed. The same overall hydraulic response occurs following intact loop nitrogen 

·· injection for both upper plenum injection rates. 

The core thermal response is strongly affected as a result of the system hydraulic 
behavior following nitrogen injection. Figures B4 and B-5 show that the quenching rate is 
considerably reduced after nitrogen injection, compared with the rapid top down quenching 
which occurred prior to nitrogen injection. The reduced quenching rate occurred because 
the core cooling mechanism changes with the onset of nitrogen injection. The high negative 
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Fig. B-15 Effect of nitrogen injection on intact loop cold leg fluid density - 8.4-gpm upper plenum injection rate. 
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Fig. B-16 Effect of nitrogen injection on cold leg broken loop fluid density - 8.4-gpm upper plenum injection rate. 
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core flow (which entrained liquid from the upper plenum) is terminated due to the removal 
of the condensation sink in the downcomer inlet annulus and due to the blocking of the core 
inlet. Without the entrained liquid, the core cooling is decreased. Figure B-19 shows a 
typical cladding temperature response for a position that had not quenched prior to 
nitrogen injection. At the onset of nitrogen injection the slope of the temperature curve 
decreased, indicating the decreased cooling resulting from the change in the cooling 
mechanism. The d-ecreased cooling was responsible for the generally slower and more 
scattered quenching behavior during and following nitrogen injection. 
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Fig. B-19 Effect of nitrogen injection on cladding temperature for the 8.4-gpm upper plenum injection rate - 15-in. elevation. 

Overall, the sequential occurrence of the three different thermal-hydraulic behaviors 
caused the different thermal responses in the upper and lower portions of the core. The 
early delivery of ECC to the· core, followed by condensation induced oscillating core flow 
surges, resulted in good core cooling and early quenching of the upper portions of the core 
which. was relatively independent of injection rate. The elimination of the condensation 
front in the downcomer inlet annulus, caused by the injection of nitrogen into the intact 
loop cold leg, and the fluid blocking of the core inlet, resulted in a reduction in the negative 
core flow and a slower, more scattered quenching of the lower core regions. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The concept of simultaneous accumulator injection into the upper plenum and into 
the cold legs, coupled with pumped ECC injection in the cold legs, was investigated in the 
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Semiscale Mod-1 system with a simulated 200% double-ended cold leg break. This concept 
was found to provide good core cooliJ:lg rates and early quench times in the Semiscale Mod-1 
system. 

The good core cooling effectiveness was primarily the result of upper plenum ECC 
fluid being swept into the core by negative intact loop and core flows. The negative flows 
were strongly related to condensation in the downcomer inlet annulus due to the presence 
of subcooled ECC fluid injected into the cold leg. This cooling mechanism caused the core 
to quench predominantly from the top down, which could represent a disadvantage with 
stroi1g1y bottom skewed axial power profiles. The investigation of upper plenum 
accumulator injection rate as an operating parameter led to the conclusion that core cooling 
effectiveness was not strongly related to upper plenum injection rate for the injection rates 
tested. The absence of a strong relationship between upper plenum accumulator injection 
rate and core cooling effectiveness occurred because, for the vessel injection rates used, 
penetration of the core by ECC injected into the upper plenum was largely controlled by 
the ·condensation process in the down comer inlet annulus rather than by a supply 
mechanism in the upper plenum. 
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APPENDIXC 

LOW PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM ECC INJECTION 

IN THE UPPER PLENUM WITH OTHER ECC 

INJECTION IN THE COLD LEG 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of injecting emergency core coolant (ECC) into the upper plenum by 
means of the low pressure injection system (LPIS) was investigated with the Semiscale 
Mod-I system in a configuration that represented a two-loop pressurized water reactor 
(PWR) system as nearly as possible. The two-loop representation was used because, although 
·the upper plenum LPIS injection concept could be applied to four-loop PWRs, it has 
historically been associated with two-loop plants. The evaluation of this concept entailed 
two separate experimental investigations. In the first, the effects on the system response of 
the system modifications required for the two-loop representation were evaluated. This 
evaluation was accomplished by including all the system modifications necessary to 
represent a two-loop PWR but injecting ECC from the accumulator and LPIS into the intact 
loop and broken loop cold legs. Since these injection locations were identical to those used 
in the four-loop baseline test with cold leg injection, an assessment of the effects of the 
two-loop plant. scaling could be made by a direct comparison of test results from the 
two-loop and four-loop cold leg ECC injection experiments. The second experimental 
investigation used the same two-loop plant scaling as the first but the LPIS fluid was 
injected into the upper plenum rather than into the cold legs. Through this single change, 
the effects of upper plenum LPIS injection on the system thermal-hydraulic response could 
be isolated by direct comparison of the results from the two-loop plant scaled experiments. 

The Semiscale Mod-I system configuration used in both of the experimental 
investigations is shown in Figure C-1. The system consisted of a pressure vessel with 
simulated reactor internals; an intact loop with a steam generator, pump, and pressurizer; 
and a broken loop with a simulated steam generator, simulated pump, and two rupture 
assemblies. The simulated steam generator and pump contained orifices to provide the 
appropriate hydraulic resistance. Since the Semiscale Mod~l system, shown in Figure C-1, is 
basically modeled after a four-loop PWR system and is primarily scaled from the 
Loss-of-Fluid Test facility, careful specification of the break area and the system resistances 
was required to allow the best possible representation of a two-loop system. The details of 
the break area, system resistances, and other system modifications required for the two-loop 
Semiscale representation are presented in Table C-1. The Semiscale break area was system 
volume scaled to a 200% · double-ended cold leg break in 'a typical two-loop PWR. The 
volume scaling of the break area is particularly important during the blowdown portion of 
the transient when the depressurization rate and the system flow magnitudes and directions 
are directly influenced by the break flow rates. The intact loop hydraulic resistance was core 
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Fig. C-1 Semiscale Mod-1 system. 

Steam 

INEL-A-4532 

flow area scaled to a two-loop PWR in order to produce a representative pressure drop 
during the reflood portion of the transient. The vessel hydraulic resistance was fixed and 
was about one quarter of that which would have resulted haq core area scaling methods 
been applied. Core area scaling was used in the specification of the ECC system volumes and 
flow rates, and allowances in the accumulator volumes were made for such factors as the 
delayed delivery of coolant due to the heat transfer rate associated with the hot Semiscale 
downcomer walls[C-11. 

The upper plenum LPIS injection location used in the second experimental 
investigation is shown in Figure C-2. The upper plenum LPIS injected ECC horizontally 
through a nozzle located 13.5 in. above the elevation of the intaGt loop cold leg.· This 
location introduced LPIS fluid to the upper plenum about 90 in. above the top o~ the 
heated core. Since. the heater rod extensions run through the upper plenum and out the ·top 
of the vessel, the LPIS fluid inje~ted into the upper plenum impinged directly on the rod 
extensions. 
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TABLE C-I 

MODIFICATIONS TO THE SEMISCALE FOUR-LOOP CONFIGURATION 
TO ACHIEVE A TWO-LOOP CONFIGURATION[a] 

Parameter Changed 

Break nozzle area, both nozzles 
(ft2) 

Hydraulic resistance 
(sec2/ft3-in. 2) 

Intact loop hot leg 
Steam generator 
Pump suction 
Intact loop cold leg 
Vessel 
Intact loop and vessel total 
Broken loop hot leg total 
Broken loop cold leg total 

Pressurizer initial liquid mass 
( 1 bm) 

Intact loop accumulator liquid 
volume (ft3) 

Intact loop accumulator average 
flow rate (gpm) 

Four-Loop 
Configuration 

0.00524 

0.52 
1. 96 
0.26 
0.56 
1. 21 
4. 51 

262 
0.48 

20 

2.83 

23 

Two-Loop 
Configuration 

0.01015 

0.52 
4.45 
0.26 
0.56 
1. 21 
7.00 

262 
o. 48 

26 

2.92 

". 

LPIS injection rate and location 
(gpm) 

4.0 cold leg 3.9 cold leg or 
3.9 upper plenum 

[a] The values in this table reflect scaled parameters for a two-loop 
PWR facility. Values achieved during the experimental investiga
tion were within accepted tolerances of the scaled values. 

Section 2 of this appendix presents the experimental results of the two-part 
investigation of upper plenum LPIS injection in the Semiscale Mod-I system. The system 
hydraulic phenomena and core thermal response associated with the two-loop plant scaling 
are discussed first, and then the effects of upper plenum LPIS injection on the system 
thermal-hydraulic behavior are evaluated. The significant conclusions from the two-part 
investigation are presented in Section 3. 
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Fig. C-2 Schematic of upper plenum LPIS injection location. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experimental results presented in this section are divided into two parts. First, the 
system behavior and core thermal response resulting from the two-loop planl scaling an:: 
presented. The emphasis of this discussion is on comparison of results from the Semiscale 
two- and four-loop representations with cold leg ECC injection. The second part of this 
section discusses the effects of upper plenum LPIS injection on the overall core thermal 
response. The emphasis of this second part is on comparison of data from the two-loop 
plant scaling experiments with and without upper plenum LPIS injection. 

2.1 Results from the Semiscale Two-Loop Plant Scaling with Cold Leg ECC Injection 

The first part of the two-part investigation was conducted without upper plenum LPIS 
injection, but utilized two-loop plant scaling to determine the thermal-hydraulic behavior in 
the Semiscale Mod-I system with a 200% cold leg break scaled to a two-loop plant. In this 
part of the investigation, two major phenomena_ were observed. First, a very rapid 
blowdown occurred as a result of large flow rates at the break, and second, a large and 
sustained negative core flow occurred. Both of these phenomena affected the core thermal 
response. In the following paragraphs, the observed system hydraulic phenomena are first 
discussed in some detail, and then the core thermal response caused by these phenomena is 
presented and explained. 
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The more rapid blowdown process with the two-loop configuration is illustrated by 
Figure C-3 which shows that the system pressure reached that of the suppression system 
about 17 sec after rupture, compared with 35 sec for a four-loop configuration. The more 
rapid blowdown with the two-loop configuration was predominantly the result of the 
increased flow out of the cold leg side of the break during the first 15 sec of the transient, as 
shown in Figure C-4. In contrast to the broken loop cold leg flow, the flow through the hot 
leg toward the break for the two-loop plant scaling was not significantly larger than that for 
the four-loop plant scaling during the initial blowdown period, indicating that the broken 
loop hot leg fluid flow rate was not significantly affected by the break size. The small effect 
of break size on the broken loop hot leg flow was a result of the larger hydraulic resistance 
of the broken loop hot leg piping (relative to the broken loop cold leg piping). Since the. 
hydraulic resistance of the piping was a major part of the total resistance to the flow out the 
hot leg break, the change in resistance for the entire broken loop· hot leg was small even 
though the break size for the two-loop configuration was about double that for the 
four-loop configuration. Consequently, the broken loop hot leg flows were·v~ry similar for 
the two- and four-loop configurations. The rapid blowdown, combined with the fact that 
the additional break flow occurs very largely on the cold leg side of the break, indicates a 
significant redistribution of flows within the system during the blowdown period. 

The redistribution of the system blowdown flows resulted in a large negative core flow 
early in the transient. The negative flow was sustained for some 70 sec after rupture, as 
shown in Figure C-5. Both density measurements and core heat transfer calculations 
indicated that the negative flow consisted mostly of high quality steam. Condensation in the 
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downcomer was the principal driving mechanism by which the negative flow was sustained 
for the extended period after the end of blowdown. The broken loop hot leg was a 
contributor to the negative core flow but the major source of fluid was the intact loop hot 
leg. The intact loop hot leg fluid flow towards the vessel during the first 60 !\eC of the 
transient was considerably greater for the two-loop system configuration as shown in 
Figure C-6. The increased intact loop hot leg flow is attributed partly to the increased initial 
liquid inventory in the pressurizer and partly to the reduced resistance of the flow path 
through the core and the broken loop cold leg due to the larger break. For the two-loop 
configuration, the pressurizer contained about 25% more liquid prior to blowdown than it 
did for the four-loop configuration. Consequently, more fluid was available to supply the 
.intact loop hot leg and core flow. The reduced resistance of the broken loop cold leg due to 
the larger break in the two-loop configuration promoted intact loop flow toward the vessel 
and down through the core at an increased rate 'relative to that in the four-loop 
configuration. The increase in the intact loop hot leg volumetric flow is equivalent to only a 
few pounds mass of fluid, however, and any small increase in residual liquid in .the steam 
generator, pressurizer, or intact loop hot leg could also produce the necessary increase in 
volumetric steam flow due to piping heat transfer. 
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Fig. c~ Comparison of intact loop hot leg volumetric flows for the two- and four-loop COniJgurations. 

Overall, the size of the break area, and the other system changes associated with the 
two-loop representation, greatly aff~ct the system hydraulic response. Most system fluid 
flow rates were significantly increased during the early blowdown period for the two-loop 
configuration compared to those with the four-loop configuration. Following blowdown, 
the core volumetric flow rate was increased considerably for the two-loop representation, 
due to a larger incoming intact loop hot leg flow. 
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The differences in the system hydraulic behavior between the two- and four-loop 
configurations resulted in significant differences in the core thermal response. During the 
blowdown, early and stable departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) was completely absent 
for the two-loop configuration. The delayed ONB, compared with that obtained with the 
four-loop configuration, was accompanied by early .turnover of the temperatures and by 
lower peak blowdown temperatures at many locations throughout the core. Figures C-7 and 
C-8 compare temperature responses for the two- and four-loop representations at the 29-

and 15-in. elevations, respectively. The two-loop test produced later or delayed DNB for 
both locations. Also, comparison of maximum rod temperatures in Figure C-7 indicates 
about a 200°F lower peak blowdown temperature for the two-loop experiment relative to 
that for the four-loop experiment. Both the consistently delayed DNB and the lower peak 
temperatures were caused by the increased initial negative core flow discussed previously. 

Following the turnover in the blowdc:>wn temperatures, the changed system hydraulic 
behavior caused a further change in the core thermal response. A rapid drop in core heater 
rod temperatures was observed between 10 and 14 sec after rupture. This rapid drop in 
temperature is shown in Figure C-9 which shows the rod cladding temperature at the 14-in. 
elevation, together with the hot leg fluid density measured in the intact loop next to the 
vessel. The turnover and decrease in the rod cladding temperature at the 14-in. elevation. 
correspond to an increase in the intact loop hot leg fluid density, demonstrating that high 
density fluid from the intact loop was a major contributor to the effective core cooling 
during this period. The rapid drop in temperature was unique to the two-loop representation 
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only in magnitude. Although liquid also entered the core with the four-loop configuration, 
the amount of liquid and the resulting core cooling effectiveness were not as great as with 
the two-loop configuration. The pressurizer appears to have been a significant source for the 
low quality hot leg fluid which flowed into the core in the two-loop test. The increased 
volume of liquid in the pressurizer (discussed previously), and the strong negative intact 
loop and core flows which carried the liquid from the intact loop hot leg and distributed it 
throughout the core, resulted in the increased extent of the early and effective core cooling 
during the two-loop investigation with cold leg injection. 

~fter the bulk of the low quality intact loop hot leg fluid was exhausted (about 14 sec 
after rupture), the negative intact loop and core flows that persisted until about 70 sec after 
rupture consisted predominantly of steam, but still had signficant effect on the core thermal 
response. The high quality steam flow through the core during this period provided poor 
core cooling, and the high v·olumetric flow caused signficant holdup and bypass of the ECC 
injected in the intact loop cold leg out of the cold leg break. Therefore, little cold leg ECC 
penetrated the downcomer during this period, and the calculated downcomer collapsed 
liquid level, shown in Figure C-1 0, indicates no significant increase in the downcomer liquid 
inventory prior to 70 sec after rupture. As a result of the period of poor core cooling, 
caused by the high quality steam flow through the core and the holdup and bypass of ECC 
out the cold leg break, a substantial increase in temperature occurred throughout the core 
'starting about 14 sec after rupture. The increase in the core temperatures shown in 
Figure C-11 for rod temperature measurements at the 14- and 29-in. core elevations are 
typical of temperature measurements throughout the core. The strong negative core flow 
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decreased at about 70 sec after rupture, and ECC from the intact loop was finally able to 
penetrate the downcomer; Figure C-10 shows that an increase in the downcomer liquid 
inventory occurred at about 75 sec after rupture. However, the major source of the ECC 
supplied to the downcomer was lost when the intact loop accumulator water was exhausted 
at about 79 sec after rupture. Although nitrogen flow from the accumulator into the intact 
loop forced liquid into the downcomer and core, providing a period of effective core cooling 
which lasted from 79 to about 104 sec after rupture (Figure C-11), a subsequent core 
dryout occurred followed by a further rise in core temperatures. The overall effect of the 
negative core steam tlow and the resulta.nt downcomer tilling behaviOr was that very little of 
the accumulator ECC fluid injected in the intact loop cold leg was effective in cooling the 
core. 

The hot core was eventually reflooded by the LPIS injection alone, which resulted in 
very different cooling and quenching behavior than was evident in the four-loop scaled test. 
The slow downcomer filling process· (Figure C-10) began at about BU sec after rupture. As 
fluid then began to enter the core from the downcomer, Figure C-11 indicates that an 
improvement in core cooling occurred and rod temperatures began to tum over at about 
150 sec after rupture. However, because of the small ECC supply rate provided by the LPIS, 
the lower plenum filling and core reflood process was very slow, resulting in a slow bottom 
upward quench progression. The quenching process illustrated in Figure C-12 appeared 
almost linear, and the lack of significant quenching above the core high power zone (29 in. 
above the bottom of the core) indicates that relatively little entrainment took place. This 
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quenching pattern is in contrast to the quench pattern envelope for the four-loop 
configuration (also shown in Figure C-12), which indicates concurrent quenching at both 
high and low core elevations, which in tum indicates significant entrainment. Therefore, the 
two-loop system modifications appear to have had substantial influence on the reflood 
processes in the M0d-l core. 

In summary, comparison of the results from the folir- and tw<rloop scaled tests shows 
that the system modifications significantly changed the core thermal response. Mostly 
delayed DNB occurred throughout the core for the two-loop representation and as a result, 
the peak blowdown rod cladding temperature for the tw<rloop representation was about 
200°F lower than with the four-loop representation. Early in blowdown the intact loop hot 
leg fluid flow influenced the core thermal response for both the two- and four-loop 
representations, but the effect was stronger for the tw<rloop representation. Later in the 
transient the_ stronger negative core volumetric flow rates for the tw<rloop representation, 
compared with those for the four-loop representation, caused increased holdup and bypass 
of ECC from the intact loop accumulator. Consequently, the quenching of the core was 
later for the two-loop representation compared with that for the four-loop representation. 
'fhe differences in the system hydraulic behaVior, as a result of the two-loop scaling, 
significantly influenced the core cooling effectiveness in the subsequent investigation of 
upper plenum LPIS -injection, which is discussed in the following section. 

2.2 Results from the Serniscale Tw<rLoop Configuration with Upper Plenum LPIS 
Injection (Test S-05-7) 

The system hydraulic behavior for the tw<rloop plant scaling tests with and without 
. upper plenum LPIS injection indicates that the system hydraulic response was essentially 
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unchanged when the LPIS injection location was moved from the cold leg to the upper 
plenum. The important negative core flow again d~veloped early and was sustained until 
about 80 sec after rupture. The magnitude of the negative flow at the core inlet was 
somewhat larger with the upper plenum LPIS injection, apparently because of additional 
steam generation in the core due to the presence of LPIS fluid; however, the phenomena 
driving the flow appeared to be essentially the same for the two tests. Consequently, the 
following discussion of the results from the two-loop scaled test with upper plenum LPIS 
injection concentrates on the core thermal response, and the hydraulic response is discussed 
only in that the thermal response is related to the flow characteristics in and around the 

upper plenum. 

Comparison of temperature data for the two-loop tests with and without upper 
plenum LPIS injection indicates that the core thermal response was directly affected by the 
injection of ECC into the upper plenum. Afte'r initiation of LPIS injection the negative core 
flow, originating largely in the intact loop hot leg, swept LPIS fluid directly into the core. 
Since the LPIS injection velocity was low (about 8 ft/sec), the large negative core flow 
carried the fluid into the region of the core immediately below the injection location. 
Consequently, very rapid top down quenching of this core region occurred shortly after 
LPIS injection began. This early quenching is illustrated in Figures C-13 and C-14 which 
compare temperature responses for the two-loop representation with and without upper 
plenum injection at the 14- and 57-in. elevations, respectively. In each case, the 
temperatures were obtained on the side of the core immediately below the upper plenum 
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injection location, and both figures indicate earlier quenching with LPIS injection into the 
upper plenum. In contrast, very little LPIS fluid· initially penetrated to the side of the core 
opposite the upper plenum LPIS injection point. The lack of penetration into this region of 
the core is demonstrated by Figure C-15 which compares the heat transfer coefficients at 
two 29-in. core elevations. one on the side of the core below the upper plenum LPIS 
injection location and the other on the side of the core removed from the injection location. 
For much of the transient the heat transfer coetiicient on the side removed from the 
injection location indicates forced convection to steam (h'V 10 Btu/hr-ft2-°F), whereas the 
coefficient for the point below the injection location is high enough to indicate the presence 
of significant quantities of liquid. The steam environment on the side of the core removed. 
from the upper plenum injection point indicates that the local conditions were not 
significantly influenced by the LPIS injection for a substantial portion of the transient. This 
lack of intluence is confurned by Figures C-16 and C-17 wh.idl wmpare temperature 
responses for the two-loop representation with and wilhuul LPIS uvve1 plenum injection at 
the 21- and 33-in .. elevations, respectively. In each case the temperatures were obtained on 
the side of the core opposite the upper plenum injection location, and both figures show 
similar temperature response and quenching behavior with and without upper plenum LPIS 
injection. Clearly, the upper plenum LPIS injection in the Semiscale Mod-1 system results in 
very different thermal behavior on the side of the core below the injection location than it 
does on the side removed from the injection location. 
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An overview of the thermal behavior in the different regions of the core can be seen in 
the presentation of the axia1 quenching pattern in Figure C-18. The rapid top down quench 
in the core region below the LPIS injection location is illustrated by the large number of 
quenches in this region prior to 80 sec after rupture. The strong negative core flow, vital to 
this early quenching behavior, ended at 80 sec after rupture when nitrogen injection from 
the accumulator began in the intact loop cold leg. As a result, a period of sporadic 
quenching activity followed. Eventually, the continued LPIS injection in the upper plenum 
caused fluid to penetrate into the core even in the absence of negative flow and resulted in 
the second, slower, and more scattered top down quench later in the transient. 

As indicated in the preceding paragraphs, the core thermal behavior during the upper 
plenum LPIS injection period appeared to be closely related to the fluid flow characteristics 
in and around the upper plenum region. Evidence of the relation between the system flow 
characteristics and core thermal response is provided by the density measurements near the 
vessel in the intact and broken loop hot legs as shown in Figures C-19 and C-20, 
respectively. From 25 sec after rupture when the LPIS injection started, to about 80 sec 
after rupture when nitrogen injection in the cold leg began, large negative intact loop and 
core flows existed, and the density measurements indicate that little bypass of LPIS fluid 
occurred. Most of the LPIS fluid during this period was, therefore, available to the core to 
provide good cooling and rapid quenching. After the start of nitrogen injection the negative 
intact loop and core flows terminated, and bypass of the LPIS fluid out the intact and 
broken loop hot legs occurred as indicated by the rise in measUred density jn Figures C-19 
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Fig. C-18 Quench time proftle for upper plenum LPIS injection. 

and C-20. Therefore, a decrease occurred in the supply of LPIS fluid to the core resulting in 
the less effective cooling. About 170 sec after rupture, the oscillations in the hot leg density 
measurements indicate periods of reduced bypass flow which correspond to the start of the 
second top down quenching process. Eventually, as more of the core was quenched the 
countercurrent flow caused by steam generation in the core was reduced, resulting in 
reduced LPIS bypass, as indicated by the decreasing measured hot leg densities. The 
decreased bypass resulted in an increased supply of LPIS fluid to the core which again aided 
the cooling and quenching process. 
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In summary, injecting the LPIS fluid into the upper plenum, rather than into the cold 
leg, caused little change in the overall system hydraulic response but resulted in significant 
changes in the core thermal response. The localized penetration of LPIS fluid into the core 
resulted in good cooling in the region below the LPIS injection location and less effective 
cooling elsewhere in the core. The significant conclusions with regard to the two-loop 
scaling and the core cooling phenomena resulting from LPIS injection into the upper 
plenum are presented in the following section. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The concept of using the LPIS to inject ECC into the Semiscale Mod-1 upper plenum 
following a 200% double-ended cold leg break was evaluated in a two-part experimental 
investigation. Since upper plenum LPIS .injection has been historically associated with 
two-loop plants, operating modifications were made to the Semiscale Mod-1 system to allow 
the best possible representation of a two-loop system. The objective of the first part of the 
investigation was. to determine the effects of these operating modifications on the system 
thermal-hydraulic response. A test was conducted using the system modifications and 
employing cold leg ECC injection. The effects of the modifications were then isolated 
through comparative analysis with the results from a previously conducted test using cold 
leg injection in the absence of any system modifications, the system being operated in the 
four-loop configuration. 

The objective of the second· part of the investigation was to determine' the effects of 
locating the LPIS injection in the .upper plenum. A second test employing the two-loop 
operating modifications was conducted, identical in every way to the first test, with the 
single exception that the LPIS injection location was changed from the cold leg to the upper 
plenum. The effects of the change in LPIS injection location were. then isolated through 
comparative analysis of the results from the two tests using the two-loop operating 
modifications. 

The following sections present the major conclusions from the two analyses. The first 
section presents conclusions relating to the effects of the system modifications, and the 
second section presents conclusions relating to the effects of the LPIS injection location. 

3.1 Conclusions from Two-Loop Plant Scaling with Cold Leg ECC Injection 

Overall, the system hydraulic behavior and core thermal response for the two-loop 
Semiscale test configuration without upper plenum LPIS injection were significantly 
different than those observed in the previous experiment with the Semiscale Mod-1 system 
in a four-loop configuration. For the two-loop test configuration, a very rapid blowdown 
occurred as a result of the large broken loop cold leg flow rate. Large negative intact loop 
and core flows also developed, which resulted in good initial cooling due to delayed DNB 
and intact loop water being swept well into the core. Following the initial blowdown, 
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substantial bypass.of the cold leg accumulator fluid occurred due to strong negative intact 
loop and core· steam flows. Reflood was eventually initiated and sustained by the intact loop 
LPIS flow which produced a very slow bottom up quenching with little evidence of 
entrainment. The slow bottom up quenching process quenched only the lower half of the 
core during the 300-sec duration of the experiment. 

3.2 Conclusions from Two-Loop Plant Scaling with Upper Plenum LPIS Injection 

The upper plenum LPIS injection ·had little effect on the general system hydraulic 
response, but the core thermal response was substantially affected. LPIS water, swept into 
the core by the prevailing negative intact loop and core flows, resulted in a rapid que~ching 
of that part of the core immediately below the injection location. The cooling on the 
opposite side of the core was no.t as good, however, and periods of significant LPIS bypass 
occurred before this side of the core was quenched. The regional core cooling caused by the 
preferential channeling of ECC fluid through the section of the core below the LPIS 
injection location was significant in that it indicated that long-tenn upper plenum LPIS 
injection (longer than 300 sec), as would be practical in a PWR, has the potential for 
providing fluid through the core to the lower plenum, which coul~ contribute to a bottom 
up core reflood. 
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APPENDIXD 

COLD LEG ECC INJECTION WITH A VENT LINE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The potential benefits of using emergency core coolant (ECC) injection in the cold 
legs in conjunction with a vent line connecting the broken loop hot and cold legs were 
examined in the investigation of alternate ECC concepts conducted in the Semiscale Mod-I 
system. The vent line offered the advantage of improved steam flow out of the upper 
plenum region, thereby increasing the rate of core cooling by reducing the resistance to 
bottom flooding. The vent line connections on the broken loop hot and cold legs were close 
to the vessel. The vent flow path was, therefore; similar to those used in pressurized water 
reactors (PWR) that include a vent system from the upper plenum to the downcomer inlet 
annulus. 

The effectiveness of the vent line concept was investigated primarily through 
comparative analysis of experiments. Two tests were employed in the analysis, each using 
the same initial and boundary conditions and each using cold leg injectiont but with one test 
(Test S-05-S)[D-l 1 with the vent line and the other without (Test S-04-6) D-2]. The effects 
of the vent line could, therefore, be isolated by direct comparison between the two tests. 
The vent line resistance R • was an important p'arameter in the investigation and was core 
area scaled to a PWR vent valve. The effect on the core thermal response of varying the vent 
line resistance was investigated analytically to determine the dependence of the 
experimental results on the particular vent line resistance employed in the test. 

The experimental investigation was carried out using the Semiscale Mod-I system 
configuration shown in Figure D-1. The system consisted of a pressure vessel with simulated 
reactor internals; an intact loop with a steam generator, active pump and pressurizer, and a 
broken loop with a simulated steam generator, simulated pump, and two rupture assemblies. 
The simulated steam generator and pump contained orifices to provide the appropriate 
hydraulic resistance. The intact loop accumulator and low pressure injection system (LPIS) 
injected into the cold leg. The broken loop accumulator and LPIS injected into the broken 
loop cold leg. A 3-in. (Schedule 160 Grade 316 stainless steel) reflood bypass vent line with 
a control valve and a check valve (allowing flow from the hot leg to the cold leg only) was 
installed to connect the hot and cold legs of the broken loop. Additional details of the 
system instrumentation are identified in Reference D-1. The initial conditions and ECC flow 
rates investigated are tabulated in Table D-I. 

The analytical study was performed using the RELAP4 computer code to investigate 
the sensitivity of the core and system thermal-hydraulic response to the resistance of the 
vent line. Two calculations were performed using vent line resistances, based on core area 
scaling and volume scaling of a PWR vent valve, respectively, so that the sensitivity to the 
scaling approach could be determined. A third calculation was performed to determine the 
effects of using a very low vent line resistance. 
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Fig. D-1 Serniscale Mod-1 system configuration for cold leg E<-'C injection with a vent line. 

A discussion of the influence of the vent line on the measured core and system 
thermal-hydraulic response during cold leg ECC injection is contained in Section 2 of this 
appendix. The thermal-hydraulic response calculated by RELAP4 -using selected vent line 
resistances is documented and discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the signitlcant 
conclusions from the experimental investigation and the analytical study of the effect of 
using a vent line between the broken loop hot and cold legs along with cold leg ECC 
injection. 
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TABLE D-I 

TEST CONDITIONS FOR COLD LEG INJECTION WITH VENT LINE 

Core power (MW)[a] 

Intact loop cold leg fluid temperature {°F)[a] 

Hot leg to cold leg temperature.differential (°F)[a] 

Steam generator fe~dwater temperature ( 0 ~)[a] 
Steam generator liquid level (in.)[a,b] 

Pressurizer pressure (psia)[a] 

Pressurizer liquid volume (ft3)[a,c] 

Core flow rate {gpm)[a] 

Pressure suppression system pressure (psia)[a] 

Intact/broken loop accumulator injection location 

Liquid volume (ft3) [d] 
Injection rate {gpm) 
Actuation pressure (psia) 

Intact/b~oken loop LPIS injection location 

Injection rate {gpm)[d] 
Actuation pressure {psia) 

[a] Prio~ to rupture. 
[b] Above bottom of tube sheet. 
[c] Based on average fluid density of 37.4 lbm/ft3. 
[d] Average attained during test. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL THERMAL-HYDRAULIC RESPONSE 

Test S-05-5 

1. 481 

537 

72 

445 

117 

2263 

0.60 

149 

35 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 

2.8/0.5 
24.0/6.0 
600/600 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 

4.7/1.16 
170/110 

The results of the experimental investigation of the alternate ECC injection concept 
which used a vent line together with cold leg ECC injection were evaluated to determ~e 
whether this injection concept provides improved core cooling relative to that resulting from 
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cold leg injection alone. The examination of the core thermal response was, therefore, of 
major importance and the results are discussed in the first of the following sections. The 
system behavior related to the core thermal response is important to a complete 
understanding of the injection concept and to a meaningful evaluation of the effectiveness 
of the concept relative to core cooling. Consequently, the second section discusses the 
system behavior and the major controlling phenomena leading to the core thermal response. 

2.1 Core Thermal Response 

The vent line between the broken loop hot and cold legs had the potential for 
affecting the system response whenever the pressure in the hot leg became greater than that 
in the cold leg. A greater hot leg pressure would result in coolant flow from the broken loop 
hot leg to the cold leg which would alter the flow distribution throughout the system. 
Periods existed in which the hot leg pressure was greater than the cold leg pressure during 
blowdown and refill as. well as during reflood, so the vent line influenced the mass flow 
distribution throughout the transient. Consequently, the ve.nt line affected the rod thermal 
response during the blowdown and refill periods in addition to the expected effect during 
the reflood period. 

An indication of the effect of the vent line on the core thermal response during 
blowdown was obtained by examining the core thermal response for cold leg ECC injection 
with and without the vent line. The effect of the vent line on the critical heat flux (CHF) 
behavior during blowdown is illustrated in Figure D-2 by a temperature measurement at the 
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peak power elevation of the core (29-in. elevation). The temperature measurements at this 
elevation indicate that CHF occurred at about 0.5 sec when the vent line was installed, 
whereas CHF was delayed until about 3.4 sec without the vent line. (Reference D-3 
discusses the causes of the CHF phenomenon in the Semiscale Mod-I core in detail including 
the causes of delayed CHF.) The early CHF which occurred at the 29-in. elevation when the 
vent line was installed is typical of the effects on the entire core. The early CHF caused by 
the vent line resulted in significantly higher peak rod cladding temperatures at some 
positions in the core. The rod chidding temperature responses presented in Figure D-3 show 
that locations that experienced delayed CHF without the vent line (such as the location of 
thermocouple TH-03-29) reached significantly higher peak temperatures with the vent line, 
whereas locations that had early CHF without the vent line (such as the location of 
thermocouple TH-B6-29) had similar peak temperatures (within the usual experimental 
repeatability). Since the peak rod cladding temperature for cold leg ECC injection without 
the vent line occurred at a location that experienced an early CHF, the maximum rod 
cladding temperature in the core was essentially unchanged by the vent line. However, the 
overall temperature level of the core was higher for the test with the vent line because of the 
widespread early CHF. 

An earlier turnaround of the rod cladding temperature and effective cooling from the 
turnaround until about 20 sec after rupture occurred when the vent line was installed. The 
temperature turnaround and, therefore, peak temperature occurred at about 6 sec after 
rupture using cold leg ECC injection with a vent line, whereas the temperature turnaround 
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occurred from about 8 to 10 sec after rupture without the vent line. Following the 
temperature turnaround, the rod cladding temperatures decreas~d rapidly for the test with 
the vent line, as indicated by the rod cladding temperature responses shown in Figure D-3. 
The rapid rod cladding temperature decrease indicates that extremely good core cooling was 
occurring until about 20 sec after rupture. The good core cooling is retlected in the heat 
transfer coefficient shown in Figure D-4 which was calculated from the rod cladding 

r 

temperature response using an inverse heat conduction technique and which is based on the 
system saturation temperature. As shown in Figure D-4, for the core high power elevation 
(29 in.) during the period from about 4 to 14 sec after rupture, heat transfer coefficients up 
to about 150 Btu/hr-ft2-°F were calculated. Heat transfer coefficients of this magnitude are 
typical of dispersed flow or dispersed flow fllm boiling as discussed in Reference D-4. These 
high heat transfer coefficients indicate the presence of low quality fluid in the core during 
this period. 
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Fig. D-4 Response of the heat transfer coefficient at the core peak power elevation with vent line -Test S-05-5. 

The effect of the cooling in the initial blowdown period (from about 4 to 20 sec after 
rupture) was more apparent for about the lower 22 in. of the core. The temperature 
response at the 9- and 22-in. elevations with and without the vent line are compared in 
Figure D-5. This figure illustrates that, for the test with the vent line, following the 
temperature turnaround the rods were cooled very effectively compared with the cooling 
for cold leg ECC injection alone, and were apparently quenched at about 20 to 25 sec after 
rupture. This quench resulted in the bottom 22 in. of the core being as much as 600°F 
cooler with the vent line than without it at 20 sec after rupture. Even though the rod 
cladding temperature increased from about 20 sec after rupture until reflood was initiated at 
60 sec after rupture for the vent line test, the temperatures for the lower half of the core 
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Fig. D-5 Comparison of rod cladding temperatures at the· 9- and 22-in. elevations with and without vent line - Tests 5-05-5 
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were significantly lower at the initiation of reflood with a vent line as shown in Figure D-6. 
The lower initial temperature is significant because it indicates that less stored energy has to 
be removed from the core during reflood. 

Overall, the vent line produced relatively early and uniform quenching of the core. 
Figure D-7 shows that little scatter existed in the quench times, that the core hot spot 
(29-in. elevation) was completely quenched by 94 sec after rupture, and that the' last quench 
occurred ·at 106 sec after rupture. By comparison, without the vent line the core hot spot 
was not completely quenched until 242 sec after rupture and one core location was not 
quenched by 300 sec afler rupture when the test ended. 

In summary, cold leg ECC injection in conjunction with the vent line resulted in an 
early CHF at some core locations in the b~owdown. However, effective core cooling during 
the latter stages of blowdown and during reflood resulted in a relatively early core quench. 
The complex interrelationship between the vent line flow and the core and system behavior 
that resulted in the thermal response associated with this concept is discussed in more detail 
in the following section. 

2.2 Major System Behavior Contributing to the Core Thermal Response 

A detailed investigation of the system behavior was performed to investigate the 
reasons for the early CHF and for the improved core cooling with the vent line. This 
investigation concentrates on the influence of the vent line on the core hydraulic behavior. 
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Fig. D-6 Comparison of rod cladding temperatures at the initiation of reflood with and without vent line. 

The flow in the vent line caused changes in the core inlet flow that resulted in the 
observed differences in the CHF behavior obtained during blowdown. Flow in the vent line 
began at the time of rupture as shown in Figure D-8. At this time the vent line flow was 
drawn from the intact loop hot leg and the upper 'plenum, which resulted in a lower 
magnitude and duration of reverse core inlet flow with the vent line compared with the 
results without the vent line. After an immediate reversal upon rupture, the core inlet flow 
again reversed and eventually became positive during the first four sec of the transient with 
the vent line; a peak magnitude of about 120 gpm occurred in the negative direction, as 
shown in Figure D-9. In contrast, without the vent line the core inlet flow rema_ined negative 
during this period and had a peak magnitude of about 350 gpm. The decreased negative core 
flow with the vent line appears to have caused the change in the CHF behavior. This 
conclusion is· supported by the comparison of CHF behavior obtained both with and 
without the vent line with that obtained in a subsequent test which resulted in an 
intermediate negative flow peak. Reference D-5 'points out that for these three tests, peak 
negative flows of 350 gpm and 270 gpm (without the vent line), and 120 gpm (with the vent 
line) occurred in conjunction with 31%, 75%, and 92% of the core thermocouples indicating 
early CHF, respectively. The relationship between decreasing peak negative flow and the 
increasing incidence of early DNB is clear. 

The reduction in the negative core flow during blowdown caused by the vent line was 
also important in the effective cooling that occurred from about 4 to 20 sec after rupture. 
As a result of the reduced negative core flow, the core inlet was not completely voided of 
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Fig. D-1 Quenching at various elevations as a function of the time after rupture for the test with vent line -Test S-05-5. 

coolant during the initial depressurization period as indicated by the core inlet density 
measurement presented in Figure D-10. The high density at the core inlet from about 3 to 
35 sec indicates that water could enter the core during the periods of positive core inlet flow 
which occurred over this same time (Figure D-9). Therefore, the effective cooling at about 
four sec after rupture probably resulted from the positive core flow carrying liquid into the 
core. The continued effective core cooling until about 20 sec after rupture appears to result 
from the continued positive core inlet flow. The density of the coolant at the core inlet 
continues to decrease as boiloff of- coolant in the lower .. plenum continues, and at about 
20 sec after rupture decreases to about 10 lbm/ft3. The increase in the core inlet quality 
that results from voiding of lower plenum fluid results in a decrease in the overall core 
cooling rate. Figure D-4 shows that at the 29-in. elevation at about 35 sec after rupture, the 
heat ·transfer coefficient becomes about 10 Btu/hr-ft2-°F (indicative of a low liquid fraction 
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in the coolant). In summary, the effective core cooling during the period from 4 to 20 sec 
after rupture is a result of positive flow sweeping coolant into the core from the lower 
plenum; the presence of the coolant in the lower plenum being the result of the reduced 
initial negative flow. 

The vent line did not have a significant effect on the behavior of the fluid in the 
downcomer either during the initial blowdown period or during the refill period that 
followed it. During the initial blowdown, even though the core flow became positive at 
about three sec after rupture, the flow direction in the downcomer was not affected. 
However, the magnitude of the reverse downcomer flow (flow up the downcomer) was less 
for cold leg ECC injection with the vent line than without the vent line. The reduction in 
the magnitude of the negative downcomer flow persisted during the refill period, but did 
not appear to affect the amount of ECC bypass or downcomer penetration. The downcomer 
collapsed liquid levels for cold leg ECC injection with and without a vent line, compared in 
Figure D-11, show that the downcomer initially filled at the same rate in each case. This 
similarity indicates that the vent line did not significantly affect the countercurrent flow or 
hot wall phenomena in the Semiscale Mod-I system. 

During the reflood period the vent line appeared to decrease the resistance to steam 
flow out of the upper plenum. As a result, the reflood of the core proceeded more rapidly 
with the vent line than without it. The similarity in the filling of the downcomer, with and 
without the vent line, led to reflood being initiated at about the same time in each case 
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(about 55 sec after rupture). However, the reduced resistance to steam flow out of the 
upper plenum, provided by the vent tine, resulted in the core being enlirt!ly l}Ut::Hdtt!u uy 
about 50 sec after reflood was initiated. In the absence of the vent line the core hot .spot 
was not completely quenched until 187 sec after the start of reflood and one core location 
was not quenched at the termination of the test 245 sec after the start of reflood. 

Neither the rapid core reflooding and quenching obtained with the vent line nor the 
system behavior responsible for this thermal response was adversely affected by accumulator 
nitrogen injection in the cold leg. In fact much of the core quenching occurred during the 
nitrogen injection period. Intact loop and broken luup l:ulU lt:g density measurements 
indicate that when nitrogen began to flow from the accumulator, the cold legs were 
substantially cleared of water. At the same time, the collapsed liquid level in the downcomer 
began to decrease and continued to decrease throughout the nitrogen injection period. 
Substantially similar downcomer behavior was also observed in the cold leg injection test 
without the vent line. 

After nitrogen injection terminated, the mass depletion in the core and downcomer 
was very similar both with and without the vent line. The effects of the mass depletion on 
the rod temperatures differed, however, because the bulk of the core had quenched before 
significant depletion took place in the vent line test. As a result, no dryout of rods occurred 
in the upper portions of the core in the presence of the vent line, whereas dryout did occur 
on some rods without it. 
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Overall, using a vent line between the broken loop hot and cold legs with cold leg ECC 
injection resulted in substantially improved core cooling when compared with the results 
obtained without the vent line. 

3. RESULTS OF THE ANALYTICAL STUDY 

The vent line resistance R • was an important parameter in the investigation of the 
effectiveness of the ECC injection concept using cold leg injection with the vent line 
between the broken loop hot and cold legs. The vent line resistance employed in the 
experimental investigation was core area scaled to the resistance of a PWR vent valve. This 
scaling is appropriate during the reflood portion of the test, but volume scaling is more 
appropriate during the blowdown period. An analytical study was performed, using the 
RELAP4 computer code, to determine the effects of volume scaling the vent line resistance 
during blowdown. An additional calculation was made to determine the effects of using a 
very low vent line resistance. A description of the RELAP4 model used in this study and a 
discussion'of the results of the analysis are presented in the following sections. 

The RELAP4 computer code (Mod-E Version 72)[D-6] was used to predict the 
system response[a]. The nodalization used in the RELAP4 representation of the Semiscale 
Mod-I system is shown in Figure D-12. The Henry-Fauske and homogeneous equilibrium 
critical flow models were used for the subcooled and saturated break flow regimes, 
respectively. A break flow multiplier of 1.0 was used during the subcooled regime and a 
flow multiplier of 0.84 was used during the saturated regime. Vertical slip was used at all 
junctions in the core. RELAP4 calculations were performed up to 20 sec after rupture with 
vent line resistances of 10.7 sec2 /in. 2_ft3 (to represent volume scaling), 5.5 sec2 /in. 2-rt3 (to 
represent core area scaling), and 1.0 sec2/in. 2_ft3 (to determine the effects of a low resistance 
vent line) .. 

The effects of using a system volume scaled vent line resistance on the blowdown 
behavior may be gauged by comparing the analytical results for the 10.7 sec2/in.2-ft3 and 
the 5.5 sec2/in.2-ft3 resistances. The temperature plots in Figure D-13 indicate that very 
little temperature difference developed between these two cases during the first 20 sec of 
the blowdown. The sensitivity of the calculated temperature at 20 sec after rupture to the 
vent line resistance is shown in Figure D-14. The indicated interpolation between the vent 
line resistances of 5.5 and 10.7 sec2/in.2-ft3 may not be exactly correct; however, this 
figure illustrates that changing the resistance scaling to a system volume basis would not 
have much influence on the blowdown thermal response. 

The effects of using a very low vent line resistance may be determined by comparing 
the results of the calculation using a vent line resistance of 1.0 sec2/in.2-ft3 with the results 
obtained using the higher resistances. Figure D-13 shows that after 10.5 sec after rupture the 

[a] Configuration Control Number H00006IB. 
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lower vent line resistance results in a reduced rod surface temperature. The trend in the 
calculated temperature at 20 sec after rupture as the vent line resistance is increased from 
1.0 to 5.5 sec2/in.2-n3 is shown in Figure D-14. 

The major factor in the more effe.ctive cooling at the lower vent line resistance was the 
reduction in the steam binding in the upper plenum which increased the core mass flow. As 
shown in Figure D-15 a higher mass flow rate was calculated in the vent line for a vent line 
resistance of 1.0 sec2 /in.2-ft3. The effect of the vent resistance on the core inlet mass flow 
is shown in Figure D-16. The higher core flow with the lower vent line resistance resulted in 
better cooling and increased steam generation which caused a slower depressurization of the 
system. Figure D-17 shows that the system pressure was about 100 psi higher for the low 
resistance at 20 sec after rupture. 

Overall, the RELAP4 analysis indicated that the core thermal response was not 
strongly dependent on the vent line resistance for the range of resistat}ces included in this 
study. However, th~ use of relatively low vent line resistances (about 10% of a vohmt~ scaled 
PWR vent valve resistance) could result in some improvement in the core cooling 
effectiveness of this concept. The relative insensitivity of the calculated results to vent line 
resistances of 5.5 and 10.7 sec2/in.2-ft3 indicates that the experimental results were not 
signficantly affected by the vent line resistance scaling technique. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

An experimental investigation of the thermal-hydraulic response of the Semiscale 
Mod-1 system using cold leg ECC injection with a vent line between the broken loop hot 
and cold legs was performed to determine the effect of the vent line on the rod cladding 
temperature response. An analytical study was performed using the RELAP4 code to 
evaluate the effect of the vent line resistance on the system and core response during 
blowdown. The results of the experimental investigation and the analytical study have led to 
an increased understanding of the phenomena associated with cold leg ECC injection with a 
vent line between the hot and cold legs. The results have also been useful in evaluating the 
potential benefits to core cooling of using cold leg ECC injection with a vent line rather than 
wilhuul a veilt line. 

A difference in the rod cladding temperature response occurred in the Semiscale 
Mod-I core when a vent line was connected between the broken loop hot and cold legs. The 
vent line affected the peak temperatures during blowdown by reducing the magnitude and 
duration of the core negative flow. The vent line did not affect the downcomer 
countercurrent flow or hot wall phenomena. Following initiation of reflood, the vent line 
allowed a rapid and effective reflood of the core. 

The RELAP4 _analysis of cold leg ECC injection with a vent line indicated that the rod 
cladding thermal response was not sensitive to the resistance of the vent line for resistances 
that are representative of a core area or volume scaled PWR vent valve. However, when the 
vent line resistance was much lower (about 10% of a voluule scaled PWR vent valve) 
somewhat improved core cooling resulted. 
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APPENDIXE . 
PUMP SUCTION LEG ECC INJECTION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Following a postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), the emergency core cooling 
system (ECCS) provides coolant to the core. Injection of the ECC into the pump suction leg 
could result in rapid and effective core cooling as a result of the pump aiding the delivery of 
the ECC to the core. The injection of subcooled ECC into the pump suction leg could 
reduce steam binding and result in effective core cooling by condensing the high velocity 
steam flow in the intact loops before that steam reached the pumps, which is the potential 
largest hydraulic resistance in the system. The relative effectiveness, with respect to core 
cooling, of using pump suction leg ECC injection (as compared to cold leg ECC injection) 
was investigated in the Semiscale :Mod-1 system as part of the alternate ECC injection 
investigations. 

The core cooling effectiveness of using pump suction leg ECC injection and the major 
system response that resulted in the observed core cooling were evaluated both 
experimentally and analytically. The pump speed was expected to have significant effect on 
the delivery of coolant into the core and was the major parameter investigated in the 
experimental study. The rate ·Of ECC injection into the pump suction leg and the 
characteristics of the pump were also expected to affect the overall core cooling due to their 
effect on the delivery of ECC into the core. These latter two effects were investigated in the 
analytical study. The interpretation of the experimental and analytical results provided an 
assessment of the overall effects of using ECC injection in the pump suction leg. 

To investigate, experimentally, the effect of the pump speed profile on the core 
thermal response during pump suction leg ECC injection, tests using three dif~erent pump 
speed controls were conducted. Included in this investigation was a test using a constant 
pump speed of 100% of the prerupture speed and a test using a pump speed control that 
simulated the calculated response of a pressurized water reactor (PWR) pump that lost 
power at the time of rupture during pump suction leg injection resulting in the pump 
coasting to a stop. These· two pump speed controls provide the limiting cases of pump 
operation that might be expected in a PWR system. An additional speed control was 
investigated in which the pump speed coasted down to 64% of the prerupture value and 
then remained constant at this speed. This pump speed control was the same as that used 
during the investigation of other ECC injection concepts and is the same as was used for 
cold leg ECC injection. The ECC accumulator injection rate remained nominally constant at 
about 23 gpm for each of the tests conducted in this investigation. 

The Semiscale Mod-1 system configuration shown in Figure E-1 was used for the 
experimental investigation. The system consisted of a pressure vessel with simulated reactor 
internals; an intact loop with a steam generator, pump, and pressurizer; and a broken loop 
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Fig. E-1 Semiscale Mod-1 system configuration for pump suction leg ECC injection. 

with a simulated steam generator, simulated pump, and two rupture assemblies. The 
simulated steam generator and pump contained orifices to provide the appropriate hydraulic 
resistance. The ECC was injected into the system from two sources: an accumulator 
pressurized by nitrogen and a low pressure injection pump. To achieve the pump suction leg 
ECC injection, the intact loop accumulator was connected to the bottom of the 'U' shaped 
pump suction leg for each test. The ECC from the low pressure injection system (LPIS) was 
injected into the bottom of the pump suction leg for the test at 64% pump speed and into 
the cold leg for the other two tests. The broken loop accumulator and LPIS was injected 
into the broken loop cold leg downstream of the simulated pump discharge. The ECC was 
not injected into the broken loop pump suction because it was judged that the broken loop 
pump simulator would behave differently than an active pump and, therefore, would 
produce hydraulic behavior that would be atypical of that expected to occur in a PWR. The 
initial conditions and ECC flow rates for each test are tabulated in Table E-1 and the pump 
speed controls investigated are shown in Figur~_l~-~· .. 
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-VI -

TABLE E-I 

TEST CONDITIONS FOR PUMP SUCTION INJECTION TESTS 

Core power (MW)[a] 

Intact loop cold leg fluid temperature (°F)[a] 
Hot leg to cold leg temperature diff~rential ("oF)[a] 
Steam generator feedwater temperature (°F)[a] 
Steam generator liquid level (in.)[a,b] 
Pressurizer pressure (psia)(a] 
Pressurizer liquid volume (ft3)[a,c] 
Core flow rate (gpm)[a] 
Pressure suppression system pressu~e (psia)[a] 

Intact/broken loop accumulator injection location 

liquid volume (ft3) [d] 
Injection rate (gpm) 

·Actuation pressure (psia) 
Intact/broken loop LPIS injection location 

Injection rate (gpm)[d] 
Actuation pressure (psia) 

Intact/broken locp HPIS inj~ction location 

Injection rate (gpm)[d] 
Actuation pressure (psia) 

Test S-05-2 
1. 456 

545 
65 

440 
116 

2263 

0.54 
146 

35 
Pump suction/ 

Spool 42 
2. 9/1.0 

18.8/8.0 
597/600 

Pump suction/ 
Spool 42 
4.7/1.18 
165/130 

Pump suction/ 
Spool 42 

0. 6/0. 6 
1800/1800 

... : · .. 

Test S-05-2A 
1. 453 

543 
68 

437 
115 

2263 

0.66 
146 

35 
Pump suction/ 

Spool 42 
2. 6/1.1 

24.0/8.0 
597/602 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 
4.7/1.16 
170/130 

Not used/ 
not used 

Test S-05-2B 
1.454 

542 
68 

445 
115 

2272 

0.67 
144 

35 
Pump suction/ 

Spool 42 
2.9/0.9 

25.0/7.0 
596/600 

Cold leg/ 
Spool 42 
4.7/1.17 
160/170 

Not used/ 
not -used 

[a] Prior to rupture. [c] Based on average fluid density of 37.4 1 bm/ft3. 
[b] Above bottom of tube sheet. [d] Average attained during test. 
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Fig. E-2 Pump speed control prof"ll.es investigated during pump suction leg ECC injection. 

To extend the investigation of the concept of using pump suction leg ECC injection, a 
two-part analytical study using RELAP4[E-1] was performed[a]. The ftrst part of the 
analytical study consisted of the investigation of the effect of the ECC injection rate during 
pump suction injection, at a constant pump speed, on the core and system response. The 
analytical study of the effect of the variation of injection rate complimented the 
experimental investigation which evaluated the effect of the pump speed control on the core 
thermal response at a constant ECC injection rate. Calculations were performed at ECC 
injection rates of 23, 46, 74, and 101 gpm with a constant pump speed of 2350 rpm. The 
second part of the analytical study consisted of an investigation of the effect of the pump 
characteristics on the core and system thermal response during pump suction leg ECC 
injection at a constant pump speed. Calculations were performed using models of 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation and Bingham-Willamette Company pumps as well as a 
model of the Semiscale Mod-I pump. Therefore, the combination of the experimental 
investigation and the analytical study covered the effects of pump speed profile, ECC 
injection rate, and pump characteristics during ECC injection in the pump suction leg. 

Section 2 of this appendix contains an assessment of the influence of pump speed 
control on the core thermal response during pump suction leg ECC injection and discusses 
the effectiveness of the core cooling relative to. cold leg ECC injection for each pump speed 
control investigated. The measured system 'thermal and hydraulic results of using different 
pump speed controls are also documented in Section 2 along with a discussion of the major 

[a] Conftguration Control NumberH000061B. 
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system behavior resulting in the observed core thermal response. The thermal-hydraulic 
response calculated by RELAP4 using a range of ECC injection rates and using pumps with 
different characteristics during pump suction leg ECC injection is documented and discussed 
in Section 3. The significant conclusions from the experimental investigation of the effect of 
pump speed control at a constant ECC accumulator injection rate on the core and system 
response and from the analytical study of the effect of the ECC injection rate and pump 
characteristics at a constant pump speed on the core and system response are presented in 
Section 4. 

2. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

In the experimental investigation of the alternate ECC injection concept which used 
pump suction leg ECC injection, the pump speed control was the major parameter 
investigated. Pump speed controls of 100% of the prerupture value, coastdown to 64% of 
the prerupture value, and coastdown in a similar manner to that calculated for a PWR pump 
with pump suction leg . ECC injection were employed in a series of integral 
blowdown-reflood tests. The thermal-hydraulic response of the Semiscale Mod-1 system was 
then evaluated with each pump speed control. The results of the evaluations are discussed in 
the following sections by relating the pump performance to the system thermal and 
hydraulic responses. The effect of the pump speed control on the core thermal response is 
evaluated in the frrst section, along with a comparison of the pump suction leg ECC 
injection results for each pump speed control with the cold leg injection results. The second, 
third, and fourth sections discuss the system thermal-hydraulic response obtained with the. 
pump speed coasting down to 64% of the prerupture value, remaining constant at 100% of 
the prerupture value, and coasting down similar to a PWR pump, respectively. 

2.1 Influence of Pump Speed Control on the Core Thermal Response 

An indication of the dependence of the core thermal response on the pump 
performance was obtained by examining the rod cladding temperature response with each 
pump speed cQntrol investigated. The temperature responses at the 29-in. elevation for the 
three tests using pump suction ECC injection and the baseline test using cold leg injection 
are compared in Figure E-3. This comparison shows that significantly different results were 
obtained for each pump speed profile. The temperature traces at the 29-in. elevation shown 
in Figure E-3 are typical of those obtained at most other elevations in the core. 

The most effective initial core cooling and earliest rod quenching for the series of.tests 
using pump suction leg ECC injection occurred when the pump coasted down to 64% of the 
prerupture pump speed. The relatively rapid decrease in the rod cladding temperature from 
about 10 to 75 sec after rupture shown in Figure E-3 for a pump speed of 64% indicates 
that effective core cooling was occurring during this period. The core hot spot (29 in.) 
elevation quenched about 75 sec after rupture and the entire core was quenched about 
78 sec after rupture. However, a second heatup of the rod cladding surfaces occurred 
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Fig. E-3 Comparison of rod cladding temperature response at the 29-in. elevation showing the effect of pump speed. 

following the initial core quench. The second heatup of the core, which was a result of the 
location of the LPIS injection, did not result in high temperatures. This second heatup is 
discussed in more detail in Section 2.2. 

The second most effective core cooling indicated in Figure E-3 occurred when the 
pump speed was maintained at 100% of the prerupture value. The overall core cooling was 
less effective than when the pump speed was at 64% of the initial value, but was mpre 
effective than that obtained with cold leg ECC injection or when the pump coasted down to 
a stop. The decrease in the rod cladding temperature shown in Figure E-3 for a 100% pump 
speed indicates that ·more effective (compared to cold leg ECC injection) core cooling· 
occurred from about 10 to 70 sec after rupture resulting in lower rod cladding temperatures 
than occurred with cold leg ECC injection. The quench time at most elevations was earlier 
with pump suction leg ECC ,injection and 100% pump speed than with cold leg ECC 
injection. However, the last measured rod quench at the core hot spot occurred at about 
250 sec after rupture using 100% pump speed, whereas for cold leg bCC injection the last 
measured rod quench at this elevation occurred at about 242 sec after rupture. The entire 
core quenched about 280 sec after rupture for this pump suction leg ECC injection test, 
whereas one thermocouple at the 45-in. elevation had not quenched by 300 sec after 
rupture with cold leg ECC injection. 

The least effective core cooling for the three pump speed profiles investigated 
occurred for the test in which the pump speed coasted down to a stop. The temperature 
traces shown in Figure E-3 illustrate the higher temperature for this test, from about 72 to 
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300 sec after rupture, than for the other tests compared in Figure E-3 including the baseline 
test. The 29-in. elevation had not quenched in the 300-sec duration of the test using a pump 
speed coastdown to a stop. 

The rod thermal response that occurred during the blowdown for the test with the 
pump coasting down to a stop differed from that obtained with the other pump speed 
controls. An early quenching of upper portions of the core down to the 25-in. elevation was 
measured. The other tests exhibited early quenching of the core down to the 33-in. 
elevation. The early quench of the upper portion ·of the core from the top down is 
associated with the emptying of the pressurizer coolant. (The details of this phenomenon 
are discussed in Reference E-2.) The early quenching to the lower elevation was a result of 
an interaction between the effect of the lower pump speed on the intact loop flow and the 
effect of the pressurizer flow behavior on the intact loop hot leg flow. 

In summary, effective core cooling ahd early rod quench can be achieved with ECC 
injection in the pump suction leg. However, conditions may occur during pump suction leg 
ECC injection that result in poorer core cooling relative to cold leg ECC injection. The 
complex interrelationship between the core and system behavior that influenced the 
effectiveness of the core cooling is discussed in greater detail in the following three sections. 

2.2 System Thermal-Hydraulic Response with the Pump at 64% (.~ 1530 rpm) of the 
Prerupture Speed 

Effective initial core cooling and an early quench of the core resulted from pump 
suction leg ECC injection with the pump coasting down to 64% of the prerupture speed. A 
detailed investigation of the core and system response that resulted in this effective core 
cooling was performed to understand the complex phenomena that occurred. The results of 
this investigation indicated that the effective core cooling for this pump speed control 
primarily resulted from the thermal-hydraulic conditions at the core inlet and within the 
core. The magnitude of the pressure difference developed by the pump was a principal 
factor in establishing and maintaining the required thermal-hydraulic conditions at the core 
inlet and the pump pressure differential was in turn critically dependent on the fluid density 
in the pump suction leg. The density of the fluiq in the pump suction leg shown in 
Figure E-4 indicates that the pump suction leg was voided of hot water (density about 
47 lb/ft3) at about 7 sec after rupture and was filled wlth cold water (density about 
62 lb/ft3) at about 25 sec after rupture, which was about 8 sec after accumulator ECC 
injection was initiated. As shown in Figure E-5, the pump developed a relatively large 
pressure difference about 27 sec after rupture which was about 2 sec after the density 
measurement in the pump suction leg indicated that region was filled with coolant. 
Oscillations in the pressure difference across the pump occurred at about 40 sec after 
rupture. Figure E-5 shows the magnitude and duration of these oscillations. Comparison of 
pump inlet density with the pump differential pressure (Figures E-4 and E-5) shows that 
oscillations in the density at the pump inlet occur which are similar to the oscillations in the 
pressure differences across the pump, and indicate that the oscillations in the pump pressure 
difference are due to the filling and partial emptying of the pump suction leg. Figure E-5 
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shows that even though the pump pressure difference oscillated for the system conditions of 
this test, it was always positive. This positive pressure difference was a major factor in the 
effectiveness of this ECC concept because it established and maintained a predominantly 
positive core inlet flow from 26 to about 49 sec after rupture as shown in Figure E-6. In 
addition to maintaining this positive core flow, the pump also forced liquid down the 
downcomer, which resulted in the core inlet flow being a mixture of liquid and steam. The 
measurement of the core inlet density shown in Figure E-7 illustrates the two-phase mixture 
at the core inlet, especially after about 32 sec. The liquid, entering the core as a result of the 
pump pressure differential, was entrained and flowed up through the core. The increase in 
the density measurement in the broken loop hot leg, shown in Figure E-::8, at about 45.sec 
after rupture illustrates that the entrained fluid had penetrated the entire length of the core. 
lmproved reflood heat transfer has been observed in other reflood tests when entrainment 
occurred[E-3]. 

A second important factor in the effective core cooling for this pump speed control 
was the thermodynamic condition of the ECC entering the downcomer. The development of 
a consistently positive pump differential pressure resulted in a positive intact loop flow as 
indicated by the large increase _in the intact loop flow as shown in Figure E-9 at about 27 sec 
after rupture. This positive intact loop flow in conjunction with the rotating pump appeared 
to result in good mixing in the pump suction leg of the cold ECC injected in the pump 
suction leg and the steam flowing in the intact loop, which resulted in appreciable steam 
condensation. The condensation raised the temperature of the injected coolant to near the 
saturation temperature as is indicated by the comparison of the temperature of the coolant 
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entering the downcomer and the system saturation temperature shown in Figure E-10. The 
injection into the downcomer of coolant that was near the saturation temperature decreased 
the potential for condensation of steam in the annulus. Coolant that is near the saturation 
temperature when entering the downcomer decreases the potential for countercurrent flow, 
and in this case, allowed the maintenance of positive downcomer and core flows even during 
periods of low pump differential pressure. The positive flows increased the coolant 
penetration of the downcomer and the core inlet. 'Therefore, the combination of the pump 
performance and the increase in the temperature of the coolant entering the downcomer to 
near saturation, resulted in a two-phase mixture entering the core and producing the 
effective core cooling. The overall effective cooling is shown by the quench of the entire 
core in about 78 sec after rupture. 

The period of nitrogen flow from the accumulator did not have an initial effect on the 
core thermal response. Following the exhaustion of coolant flow from the accumulator, 
nitrogen flow occurred from about 86 to 114 sec after rupture. The system pressure 
increased about 15 psia at the initiation of nitrogen flow. Since the entire core was 
quenched at the initiation of nitrogen injection, the only noticeable initial thermal effeCt on 
the core due to the nitrogen flow was a slight increase in the rod cladding temperature 
which is due to the increase in the system saturation temperature. 

However, following termination of nitrogen flow, the core thermal response was 
affected. The initial surge of nitrogen flow emptied the pump suction leg, intact loop cold 
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leg, and core of coolant. The core was emptied of liquid by a short period of negative core 
flow at the initiation of nitrogen injection. Much of this coolant entered the downcomer as 
indicated in Figure E-ll by the increase in the downcomer collapsed liquid level shortly 
after initiation of nitrogen flow. The effect of the increase in the downcomer collapsed 
liquid level was to increase the collapsed liquid level of the core that was ne}arly empty of 
liquid which resulted in good core cooling. Figure E-ll shows that the core collapsed liquid 
level decreased, following the intial surge of coolant during the period of nitrogen injection, 
but overall was maintained high enough to result in good core cooling. Following the 
termination of nitrogen flow, the pump suction leg and cold leg were nearly voided of liquid 
and LPIS flow alone was required to refill the pump suction leg before coolant would flow 
into the downcomer. During this period when no liquid was being delivered to the 
downcomer, the downcomer and core collapsed liquid level continued to decrease. At about 
118 sec after rupture which was about 4 sec after the termination of nitrogen injection, the 
core collapsed liquid level, as shown in Figure E-11, decreased to about the bottom of the 
core. Figure E-3 shows that at about 125 sec after rupture a second heatup of the core 
began. The difference in time between the indication that the core collapsed liquid level 
decreased to below the bottom of the heated length and the second heatup of the core is 
believed to be due to the time required to dry out the surface of the rods. This heatup 
continues, until the LPIS flow alone can supply sufficient fluid to reflood the core. If the 
LPIS injection location had been in the cold leg rather than at the pump suction, an 
extended period of no ECC flow into the downcomer would not have occurred and the large 
second heatup would have been prevented. 
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Another indication of the importance of the pump performance on the core thermal 
response is obtained from comparing the downcomer and core collapsed liquid level shown 
in Figure E-11. During the period of accumulator coolant injection (23 to 86 sec after 
rupture) the collapsed. liquid level in the core was larger than in the downcomer. The larger 
collapsed liquid level in the core than -in the downcomer indicates that the pressure head in 
the downcomer, which was the main force in injecting coolant into the core during cold leg 
ECC injection, was not the only pressure force during pump suction leg ECC injection. The 
pressure head developed by the pump was also significant in forcing coolant into the core. 

2.3 System Thermal-Hydraulic Response with the Pump at 100% (2345 rpm) of the 
Prerupture Speed 

The core cooling which occurred with the pump operating at 100% of the prerupture 
speed was not as effective as the core cooling with the pump operating at 64% of the 
prerupture speed. A detailed investigation of the system behavior was performed to 
investigate the major reasons for the difference in the core thermal response for these 
different pump speeds. The results of this investigation indicate that the reduced core 
cooling effectiveness that occurred when the pump speed was maintained at 100% of the 
prerupture speed primarily resulted from a difference in the magnitude and direction of the 
core inlet flow from that which occurred when the pump was operating at 64% of the 
prerupture speed. The difference in the core inlet flow was related to a difference in the 
pump differential pressure history. For the test with the pump operating at 100% of the 
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prerupture pump speed, the pump developed an oscillatory pressure difference throughout 
the accumulator ECC injection period with the differential pressure maxima being on the 
order of 30 psid but with the minima being essentially zero, as shown in Figure E-12. A 
comparison of the pump pressure difference shown in Figure E-12 and the density at the 
pump suction shown in Figure E-13 shows that the pump head degrades due to nearly 
complete emptying of the pump suction leg and increases due to fllling of the pump suction 
leg. Therefore, the oscillations in the pump differential pressure result from emptying and 
filling of the pump suction leg. The degrading of the pump differential pressure to less than 
about I psi, resulted in negative oscillations in the· core and intact loop flow. Figures E-14 
and E-15 show the core inlet and in tact loop volumetric flows, respectively, and illustrate 
these oscillations with periods of negative core flow. The negative core flow reduced the 
core cooling effectiveness compared with the results obtained with the pump operating at 
64% of initial speed. 

An indication of the effect of the periods of negative core flow on the core cooling is 
obtained by examining the heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient calculated 
from a thermocouple measurement at the 29-in. elevation and the core inlet flow are 
overlayed in Figure E-16. The reduction in the heat transfer coefficients during the periods 
of negative ·core flow are typical of heat transfer to superheated steam. These periods of 
decreased heat transfer to superheated steam did not occur when the pump was operating at 
64% of the prerupture speed and, therefore, better core ~ooling was achieved at the lower 
speed. 
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Fig. E-12 Differential pressure response across the pump during pump suction leg ECC injection with a pump speed of 
100% of initial speed -Test S~5-2A. 
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The temperature of the ECC delivered to the downcomer inlet annulus also affected 
the direction of core flow. Contact in the pump suction leg between the steam in the intact 
loop and the ECC from the pump suction was apparently not sufficient at a pump speed of 
100% of the inital value to remove the subcooling from the ECC due to the reduced intact 
loop steam flow. The temperature of the ECC entering the downcomer and the system 
saturation temperature are compared in Figure E-17, which illustrates that ECC entering the 
downcomer was subcooled by up to 90°F. This large subcooling provided a potential for 
significant condensation in the upper inlet annulus. During the periods when the pump head 
degraded, the subcooled coolant in. the upper inlet annulus condensed the steam in the 
downcomer and induced negative downcomer and core flows. The upflow in the 
downcomer increased the bypass of coolant out the vessel side of the break (relative to the 
results at a 64% pump speed). An indication of the increased bypass is obtained by 
examining the density in the vessel side of the break which is shown in Figure E-18. The 
increases in the density shown in Figure E-18 during the period from about 25 to 70 sec 
after rupture correspond to the degrading· of the pump differential pressure shown in 
Figure E-12. The increased loss-of-coolant out the break reduced the amount of coolant 
available to the core. 

After the accumulators were emptied of water, a period of nitrogen injection 
occurred. This period of accumulator nitrogen flow affected the system behavior and the 
core thermal response. One effect of the nitrogen flow resulted in a decrease in the core 
cooling, whereas another effect of the nitrogen increased the core cooling. The intact loop 
and core inlet flow reversed at about 64 sec after rupture which was about 2 sec after the 
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Fig. E-18 Density response in vessel side of broken loop during pump suction leg ECC injection with a pump speed of 
100% of initial speed- Test S-{)5-2A. 

initiation of nitrogen injection. The reversal of these flows, shown in Figures E-14 and E-15, 
resulted in a decrease in the core heat transfer. F~glire E-16 shows that the heat transfer 
coefficient at the 29-in. elevation was less than 10 Btu/hr-ft2-°F from about 66 to 74 sec 
after rupture. The nitrogen flow also swept coolant from the pump suction leg and cold leg 
piping into the down comer and, as in-dicated in Figure E-19, resulted in a signficant increase 
in the downcomer collapsed liquid level. The increase in the downcomer collapsed liquid 
level resulted in an increase in the core collapsed liquid level beginning about 70 sec after 
rupture which was 6 sec after the beginning of nitrogen injection. An increase in the core 
collapsed liquid level indicates fluid would be available, which would cause an improvement 
in the core heat transfer. This improvement in heat transfer is shown in Figure E-16 by the 
general increase in the heat transfer coefficient at about 74 sec after rupture. Overall, the 
decreased heat transfer during the initial period of nitrogen flow is considered to have had 
a larger effect on the core thermal response than the increased heat transfer later in the 
p~riml uf nitrug~n inj~diun. ' 

2.4 System Thermal-Hydraulic Response with a Pump Coastdown to a Stop 

The core cooling effectiveness obtained with pump suction leg ECC injection, with 
the pump coastdown speed profile similar to the calculated coastdown of a PWR pump with 
pump suction leg ECC injection, was not as good as that obtained when the pump was at 
100% or 64% of the initial speed, or that obtained with cold leg ECC injection. A detailed 
analysis of the system behavior that resulted in the observed response was performed .to 
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Fig. E-19 Comparison of downcomer and core collapsed liquid levels during pump suction leg ECC injection with a pump 
speed of 100% of initial speed- Test S{)5-2A. 

understand the processes that occurred. The results of this investigation indicate that t!).e 
lower pump speed for this test had some effect on the core thermal response during 
blowdown and that, similar to the other pump speeds investigated; the effect of the pump 
performance on the core inlet flow was the major factor in determining the core thermal 
response. 

The effect of the pump coastdown on .the core thermal response during blowdown 
was evaluated by examining the rod cladding temperature response of the core heater rods. 
The thermal response in the midsection of the core indicated that a lower pump speed 
(coastdown to a stop) affected the core thermal response during blowdown. For most of the 
other tests in this series, coolant from the intact loop penetrated down the core and resulted 
in an early quench of the core down to about the 32-in. elevation, whereas, early rod 
quenches were observed down to the 25-in. elevation with a pump coastdown to a stop. The 
temperature response of two thermocouples at the 26-in. elevation are compared in 
Figure E-20 to illustrate the difference in the quench phenomena with a pump coastdown to 
a stop. The penetration of coolant from the intact loop is indicated by the decrease 
observed in the temperature measurement obtained from-Thermocouple TH-C4-26, to about 
the system saturation temperature (indicating a rod quench) at about 20 sec after rupture, 
whereas the temperature response at the other 26-in. location shown in Figure E-20 does 
not indicate a rod quench. This later response is typical of that obtained throughout the 
26-in. elevation region during other tests. The deeper penetration of the quench for the 
upper portions of the core was related to the effect of the lower pump speed on the intact 
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Fig. E-20 Short-term comparison of rod cladding temperature resp6nse at the 26-in. elevation during pump suction leg ECC 
injection with a pump coastdown to ·a·stop- Test S-{)5-28. 

loop flow and is not considered to be a major result of this concept, but does indicate that 
the pump performance can affect the core thermal response during blowdown. 

The reduced effectiveness of the core cooling during pump suction leg ECC injection 
when the pump coasted down to a stop resulted primarily from the effect of the pump on 
the core flow. As a result of the pump speed coastdown profile, the pump was at about 40% 
of the prerupture speed at the initiation of accumulator injection. Due to the low pump 
speed. the differential pressure developed by the pump was relatively low (less than 4 psid) 
and did not oscillate during the period of accumulator injection (from 25 to 64 sec after 
rupture), as shown in Figure E-21. The fact that the differential pressure did not oscillate, 
indicates that the pump suction leg did not undergo repeated cycles of filling and emptying 
at this low pump speed; The low differential pressure developed by the pump initially 
established a positive intact loop and core flow. Figure E-22 shows that volumetric flowrates 
up to about 500 gpm occurred from about 30 to 40 se~.: after rupture. The fluid entering the 
core during this initial period was mostly steam so the heat transfer was relatively low and 
the rod cladding temperature increased. As a result of the continued decrease in the pump 
speed, the differential pressure developed by the pump decreased. At about 41 sec after 
rupture, the core volumetric flow decreased to near zero, and the p\lmp ~ifferential pressure 
dropped to about 1.5 psid. The low core flow at this tiir.e also resulted in poor heat transfer 
and the rod cladding temperatures continued to increase. At the termination of accumulator 
coolant injection the flow into the core was nearly stagnant and the rod cladding 
temperatures were increasing. 
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Th~ flow of nitrogen from the accumulator following the depletion of accumulator 
water had a major effect on the system behavior and the resulting core thermal response. 
The nitrogen flow intially resulted in a large reverse core flow, however, later it forced the 
c~olant from the pump suction and intact loop cold leg into the downcomer, and partially 
filled the downcomer as shown in Figure E-23. 
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Fig. E-23 Comparison of downcomer and core collapsed liquid levels during pump suction leg ECC injection wtth a pump 
coastdown to n 3top Test S-05-lB. 

The increase in the down comer collapsed liquid level, as a result of the nitrogen flow, 
caused the hydraulic pressure head in the downcomcr to increase. However, the calculation 
of the core collapsed liquid level did not indicate that coolant entered the core and the 
temperature trace shown in Figure E-3 for this pump speed indicate relatively poor core 
cooling occurred. Following the termination of nitrogen flow al abuul 88 sec after rupture, 
the downcomer level initially decreased and then increased as the LPIS flow reflooded the 
core. The core collapsed liquid level indicated that coolant entered the core at about 155 sec 
after rupture and the temperature trace shown in Figure E-3 at this pump speed indicates 
improved core cooling. However, the majority of the core above the 29-in. elevation was not 
quenched at the termination of the test (300 sec after rupture). 

A system behavior which was generally different than observed on the other two 
pump suction injection tests occurred when the calculated PWR pump coastdown profl.le 
was used with pump suction leg ECC injection. Due to the low pump speed, the pump 
developed a low differential pressure. The low pressure differential was not capable of 
forcing liquid down the downcomer and into the core which resulted in more ECC bypass 
and less effective cure cooling. 
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3. RESULTS OF THE ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION 

The analytical investigation of the alternate ECC injection concept which utilized 
pump suction leg ECC injection consisted of two parts: an investigation of the effect of the 
rate of ECC injection and an investigation of the effect of the pump characteristics. This 
analysis was performed with the RELAP4 computer code. The RELAP4 calculations 
of the thermal-hydraulic response of. the Semi scale Mod-I system during blowdown and 
refill have been evaluated to determine the effects of changing the ECC injection rate or the 
pump characteristics on the system behavior and the core thermal response. The results of 
this evaluation are discussed in the following sections. The effect of the ECC injection rate is 
presented initially and is followed by a discussion of the effect of the pump characteristics. 

3 .I Effect of ECC Injection Rate on the System and Core Response 

An analytical analysis of the effect of the ECC injection rate on the core and system 
response was performed by parametrically increasing the ECC injection rate while holding 
all other initial system conditions the same. Injection rates of 23, 46, 74, and 101 gpm were 
investigated with the pump operating at 100% of the prerupture speed. This section 
primarily discusses the effect of the ECC injection rate on the pump performance, ECC 
bypass, and the core thermal response. 

The RELAP4 (Mod-E Version 72)[E-l l computer code was used in this irivestigation 
to calculate the core and system response. The nodalization used in RELAP4 to represent 
the Semiscale Mod-I system is shown in Figure E-24. The Henry-Fauske and homogeneous 
equilibrium critical flow models were used for the subcooled and saturated break flow 
regimes, respectively. A break flow multiplier of 1.0 was used during the sub cooled regime 
and a flow multiplier of 0.84 was used during the saturated regime. Vertical slip was used at 
all junctions in the core. 

Since the RELAP4 code calculated the system response reasonably accurately during 
pump suction leg ECC injection with the pump operating at 100% of the prerupture speed 
and an ECC injection rate of 23 gpm, additional RELAP4 calculations were used to extend 
the understanding of the results of using pump suction leg ECC injection. The measured rod 
cladding temperature response at the core hot spot with the pump operating at 100% of the 
prerupture speed is compared with the corresponding RELAP4 calculated temperature 
response in Figure E-25. The peak temperature was underestimated by the RELAP4 code, 
however; during the period of ECC injection (from about 20 to 60 sec after rupture) the. 
temperature response was calculated quite accurately by RELAP4. (The agreement shown in 
Figure E-25 is not typical of that obtained at locations in the core where delayed DNBs or 
rewets occurred.) The calculated pump inlet fluid density is shown in Figure E-26, and 
illustrates that oscillations in the dertsity were calculated that were similar to the 
experimental results discussed in Section 2.3. The similarity between the calculated and 
·experimental results indicates that calculations of the RELAP4 computer code with pump 
suction leg ECC injection using other operating conditions would indicate the correct 
trends. 
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The calculations indicate that the rate of ECC injection has a significant effect on the 
calculated rod cladding temperature response during pump suction leg ECC injection. 
Temperature responses for the. four injection rates analyzed are shown in Figure E-27. As 
expected, the temperature response for each injection rate was identical during the 
blowdown until ECC injection was initiated at about 14.5 sec after rupture. However, after 
the initiation of ECC injection the calculated temperatures for the four cases began to 
deviate. The calculated rod surface temperature at an ECC injection rate of 23 gpm was 
consistently higher than for the other injection rates investigated from 14.5 sec after rupture 
until termination of the calculations. The calculated temperature response at ECC injection 
rates of 46, 74, and 101 gpm continued to be similar until about 23 sec after rupture when 
the calculated rod cladding temperature decreased in a manner which was related to the 
ECC injection rate. For these three injection rates, the lowest rod temperatures occurred for 
an ECC injection rate of 46 gpm and the highest rod temperatures occurred for an ECC 
injection rate of 101 gpm. 

The more effective heat transfer and, therefore, the lower rod cladding temperatures 
which occurred with an injection rate of 46 gpm are primarily related to the magnitude and 
direction of the core inlet flow. Figure E-2-8 shows that the calculated core inlet mass flow 
rate was positive and largest after about 22 sec for an injection rate of 46 gpm. The core 
inlet flow was positive for ECC injection rates of 74 and 101 gpm, whereas the core inlet 
flow oscillated to negative values for the 23-gpm injection rate. The lower core inlet mass 
flow rates resulted in higher rod cladding temperatures. 
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Fig. E-27 Effect of accumulator flow rate on the surface temperat111e response at the core peak power elevations calculated 
by RELAP4 during pump suction leg ECC injection with a pump speed of 100% of initial speed. 
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Fig. E-28 Effect of accumulator flow rate on the core inlet mass flowrate calculated by RELAP4 during pump suction leg 
ECC injection with a pump speed of 100% of initial speed. 

The n~sponse of the core inlet mass flow was affected by the amount of ECC bypass 
and pump performance. The amount of ECC bypass for these calculations was found to be 
affected by the temperature of the ECC entering the downcomer. When the ECC was near 
the saturation temperature, as it entered the downcomer, the downcomer countercurrent 
flow decreased and the ECC bypass decreased. Figure E-29 shows that the temperature of 
the ECC entering the downcomer was the highest at an ECC injection rate of 46 gpm and 
was lowest at an ECC injection rate of 101 gpm. Therefore, less bypass occurred at 46 gpm 
and a larger amount of coolant was available to enter and cool the core. The effect of the 
ECC injection rate on the pump performance is shown in Figure E-30. The pump 
differential pressure generally increased with an increase in the ECC injection rate up to an 
ECC injection rate of 74 gpm. However, the pump differential pressure for the 74-gpm ECC 
injection rate was slightly higher than that for the 101-gpm injection rate. The pump 
differential pressure for ECC injection rates of 23 gpm oscillated and had negative minima 
which correspond to the negative core inlet flow shown on Figure E-28. The pump 
differential pressure was positive for the 46, 74, and 101 gpm ECC injection rates after 
18 sec after rupture. Even though the pump differential pressure was larger for the 74 gpm 
ECC injection rate, the fact that the pump differential pressure was positive for the 46-gpm 
ECC injection rate combined with the lower amount of ECC bypass resulted in the more 
effective core cooling. 
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Fig. E-30 Effect of accumulator flow rate on the differential pressure across the pump calculated by RELAP4 during pump 
suction leg ECC injection with a pump speed of 100% of initial speed. 
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3.2 Effect of the Pump Characteristics on the System and Core Response 

The analytical investigation-of the effect of the pump characteristics on the core and 
system response evaluated the effects of using the Bingham-Willamette Company, 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, or Semiscale Mod-I pump models in the Semiscale 
Mod-I system RELAP4 mqdel. The pump was operating at 100% of the prerupture speed 
with an injection rate of 23 gpm for this analysis. The same version of RELAP4, 
nodalization, and pertinent input discussed in Section 3.1 were used in this study. 

Overall, the pump characteristics had a slight effect on the calculated rod temperature 
response. The temperature response for the three pump models analyzed are compared in 
Figure E-31. The rod temperature response using the Bingham-Willamette Company pump 
model was higher than was obtained with Westinghouse Electric Corporation, or Semiscale 
Mod-I models. However, the range in rod temperature between the models at 60 sec after 
rupture was only about 40°F, which is not considered to be a significant difference. 
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Fig. E 31 Effect of pump modP.l nn the rod cladcling surface temperature calculated by RELAP4 during pump suction leg 
ECC injection with a pump speed of 100% of initial speed. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

An experimental investigation of the thermal-hydraulic response of the Semiscale 
Mod-I wte using ECC injection in the pump suction leg was performed to determine the 
effect of the pump speed profile on the rod cladding temperature response. An analytical 
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study using the RELAP4 code was performed to evaluate the effect of the ECC injection 
rate and the pump characteristics on the system and core response using pump suction leg 
ECC injection. The results of the experimental investigation and the analytical study have 
led to an increased understanding of the phenomena associated with ECC injection in the 
pump suction leg. The results have also been valuable in evaluating the potential benefits to 
core cooling of using pump suction leg rather than cold leg ECC injection. 

4.1 Effect of Pump Speed on the Core Thermal Response 

A difference in the rod cladding temperature response occurred in the Semiscale 
Mod-1 core when the pump speed control was changed. A pump speed coastdown to 64% of 
the initial speed resulted in more effective cooling than a pump speed of 100% of the initial 
speed. With pump suction ECC injection, a pump speed profile that coasted down to a stop 
provided less effective cooling than a profile of 100% of the initial pump speed. Complete 
coastdown of the pump with pump suction injection also was less effective than for the case 
of cold leg ECC injection. The difference in the rod cladding temperature response was the 
result of complex interactions between the ptmlp speed, ECC injection rate, pump suction 
leg geometry, and the temperature of the ECC delivered to the downcomer. 

4.2 RELAP4 Analysis of Pump Suction Leg ECC Injection 

The rate of ECC injection affected the calculated rod temperatures. More effective 
core cooling resulted from an ECC injection rate of 46 gpm than for 23, 74, and 101 gpm at 
a pump speed of 2350 rpm. The difference in the rod temperature response was related to 
the temperature of the ECC. delivered to the downcomer and the differential pressure 
response of the pump. 

The pump characteristics did not have a significant effect on the rod temperature 
response. The calculated rod temperature response for the Semiscale Mod-1, 
Bingham-Willamette Company, and Westinghouse Electric Corporation pump models were 
quite similar. · 
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